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MAINE.

This old, well known and favorite louse has during
he past winter, been thoroughly repaired, remodeled
nd supplied with new furniture, in style equal to
any Hotel of the day; is now opened for permanent

Rates of Advertising : One inch ol space, in
length of column, constitutes u "square."
$150 per square daily lirst week: 75 cents per
week after; three insertions, or less, $1 00; continuing every other day after lirst week, 50 cents.
Half square, three insertions or less, 75 cents; one
week. $1 00; 50 cents per week after.
Special Notices, oue third additional.
Uuder head of "Amukmements," $2 00 per square
per week; three insertions or less $1 50.
Advertisements inserted in the "Maine State
Press" (which lias a large circulation in every part
of the State) for §1 00 per square for first insertiou,
and 50 cents per square for each subsequent inser-

and transient boarders.
The rooms are light and airy, tbe arrangement, being such, that each room lias a view uixrn Main st., a
street unsurpassed in beauty, by none in the State.
Making it a most pleasant resorj for visitors from cities (luring the summer season.
The larder will be kept fully supplied with the best
the market affords, at all times and seasons, and no
pains or expense spared to make the condition of all
who may patronize the House agreeable and happy.
Central and commodious SAMPLE ROOMS are
open, in connection with the house tc accommodate

Traveling agents.

tion.

Coaches leave the House to connect with all the
Steamers touching at Rockland from east or west
Also to carry passengers to and from the cars.
Carleton's well-known Livery Stable is connected

Address all comnuinications to
POUT LAND PUBLISHING CO.

with the House.
All old acquaintance and friends at the Lyjsde
House, where the undersignod officiated as Clerk
from its opening, are invited not to forget his present
residence. He will be at home and happy to T.:ee*
them all.
WILLIAM K. BICKFORD,

BUSINESS CARDS.
HOOPER,

J. H.

HOTEL,

STREET.

THOMASTON,

THE MAINE STATE PRESS

IT !P H Ο LSTERER,

Proprietor.

Charles H. Gloyd, Clerk.
Thomaston, June 1st, 1872.
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To Let.
Middle street, recently occupied by
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MERCHANTS !

Carriages

jan23-ly

K·

BY

ocl6

PREBLE

GMETHING to do by a young man who is willing
to work. Address A. W. L., Press Office.
octl2-tf

No. 80

TT&Stf

NO. 17 PLUM STREET.

ai

Law !

MIDDLE STREET.

B3P*Particular attention
jan24-ly

paid to collecting.

sep26

HE

best chance

M.

tf

MATTOCKS & FOX,
Counsellors at Law, 88 Middle street,
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Wanted.
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NEW,

All
tlie Porcelain, or Mezzotint card,and the retoucned
card, bv which new process we get rid of freckles
moles, wrinkles, anrl all imperfections of thes ciu
Call and judge tor yourselves,
JffT* M olio—4«ood work at JYlotlernlc PrieA im to Pleaac,
niav 20
ra·

JE WETΤ,

class,

7 octave

To

M. G.

easy

PALMER.

MIDLAND

BONDS.

A 7 i>er cent, mortgage bond for sale on one
of the great roads running from New York
City—on
the third largest road in New York State. The most
desirable bond of all the Midland issues, affording the
income
and
largest
promising the greatest profit.
Price, 85 and interest
We believe them one of the safest and most profitble investments offered in this market for years.

Wlijies*le Dealers in

Italian & American Marble,

ALLEN, STEPHENS & Co
BANKERS,

0«ccSIJC0I«CllC»l8 STREET,
lminl

SOLE AGENTS FOR THIS LOAA,

DTREET.

2Λ PINE

good

assortment nl Kalian
anil American Marble, and will receive orders to
cut to size all kind* of Monumental stock, at prices
that will not tail to be satisfactory to all marble work«ugl»
irs.
on

&

New

ICE!

(EOMCKBLY

SOU,)

promptly attended to.
*7~New and Second-hand Engines fcr sale.
Highest cash prices paid for old Iron.

F.

UNKER BROTHERS,
octSOdlw
ocWOdiw

Sanford's Improved

Central Wharf.

Refrigerators.

The three points of excellence which I
are:
constant and thorough circulation ofclaim,
pure
2nd ; dryness, no dampness raonld nor taint; 3rd air;
; no
intermingling of odors; purity and active air, the
elements of its success. Call, or send for circulars.
Manufactured and for sale by J. F. MERRILL, between Cross and Cotton sts., near Leavitt, Burnham
& Co.'s Ice House, Portland, Me.
je4dtf

oi

ICE !

Families, Hotels, Stores and Vessels any quantity wanted
OB FOR THE HEAMOIV.
AT LOWEST RATES.

VST OBDF.KS

SOLICITED.

No. 14 Cross

Street,

Or J. c. PROCTER. 93 Exchange 81.,
PORTLAND, MAINE.
mrl2(lietf

to

Portland

and

other

mar26thdtf

Cleansed and Repaired at short notice,
and all kinds of goods dyed in a thorough man

CLOTHES
Also Second-hand Clothing for sale.

All orders will
tion.

THE
Please addresfc

receive prompt and faithful attcn
WILLIAM BROWN
64 Federal st.,
Near the Park

E. S. FRINK.

sep3dts

Desirable House Lots.
undersigned ofters for sale a few very choice
building lots, located on the line of Deering

HE

Portland

as

WARREN SPARROW,
72 Exchange st,

jy25dti

Saiil house is one of the best locations on
the street ; fine neighborhood. Consists of
two story framed House and ell. containing ten
highly finished rooms; painted walls throughout;
gas ; good cellar and heated by furnace ; large brick cisOne of the most desitern, filtered ; well drained.
rable and convenient houses iu the city; close to
Spring street line of cars; can be seen from 3 to 5 P.
M. Terms easy. Enquire ou the premises.
dtt
June 19.

M

v

House

ou

State Street, for Sale.

STORY Brick house on New State street, next
to Congress street, has ten rooms and furnished
with Gas, Sebago water hot and cold, bath room, two
water closets, furnace, dumb waiter, wash room, two
cellars &c.
Is a very healthy location, every room having the
sun shinning in some part of the dsy.
TertifcWeftiy.
For further information apply to G. G. LARK IN,
311 Congress Street or HENRY A. JONES, Gait
octO-tf
Block, Commercial Street.

3

FOR SALE!

TEBBETS

HOUSE,

WILL BE SOLD CHEAP !
As the

EDUCATIONAL.

owner

wants to go

West.

SAMUEL D. TEBBETS.

jau3t

trade-mark

All who

Me.

desire

eight-pointed

an

novld4w

Made to

46 & 48
1

can

desiring to escape from the harsh winters of New England cannot find a more
healthy climate than North Carolina affords, particularly the western portion of the State. Deaths
Irora pulmonary causes in New England are about
250 to every 1000 while in North Carolina only 30 in
the 1000 die from that cause. Peisons desiring permanent or temporary homes or the purchase of any

PERSONS

property in North Carolina can obtain all desired information by corresponding with COL·. GEO.
LITLE, Pre«ident of the North Cnrolinit
Land Co., Raleigh, N. C.
Sub-Agencics for tiie N. C. L. Co. can be obtained of

SOUTHARD,

Geueral Agent for the NowEnglavd State»
and Canada», 13 Court Square, Bosoct21-dlwteod2w
ton, iVIass.

Dissolution of

Copartnership.

copartnership heretofore < xistlng under the
firm uame of BUXTON & FITZ is this day dissolved by mutual consent.
The Provision and Grocery business vs ill be continued by

Jules Ch. L.
OF

Morazain,

PAK1S,

Instructor in French at the Portland High School.
PRIVATE LESSOJtg-Officn Hours, from
L P. M. till 3 P.M.
at 2 Appleton Block, Portland.
References: Gen. J. M. Brown, J. W. Symonds,
au23tf
Esq., The Hon. Thomas B. Reed.

Abbott

_

W.

BUXTON

AT

MUTUAL

LITTLE

BLUE.

Year will open Sept. 2, and continue
Forty-Three Weeks.
Send for Catalogue, or addresR the princirsl.
ALDEN J. Β LEI HEN.
jyl7-eod4m*

SCHOOL

THE LAST OF THE LOAN
—OF

Street.

BENEFIT ACCOUNT BOOK,

BY M. V. B. STIMSON.
Is a pass book designed for the use of all classes of
dealers in every department of trade, and is an invaluable medium for encouraging cash payments for

goods,
As

Continued

Brilliant Success of Ditson
& Co's

economical measure it has no equal in the
interest of both buyer and seller. Its
will
save 20 per cent in the cost of living.
Price $1.20 per dozen. Sent post-paid in packages
of amy number, to any part of the United States or
British Provinces on receipt of order with price inan

adoption

lOOl
Hearts,
Aquarellen,
Nights, Manbatten, Morgenf latter,
Artist I*ife. Lore and Pleasure,
JBurger*inn, Blue Danube,
Marriage- Belle, Bonbons, Wine,
Women and Song,
and many other popular Waltzes

The Fountain of Sacred

PIZZICATO, NEW ANNEN, TRITSCH, TRATSCH,
and other Polkas, with a
goodly number ol
first-rate Quadrilles, Galops, Mazurkas, &c. Price,
in Boards, $2.50; Cloth, $3.00* Sent, post-paid, for
retail price.

The Great New Church Music

Company.

Railroad

Song,

doing this,

and has

debt upon the whole road.

THE INDIANA. DIVISION
about eighty miles in length, traversing extensive
Bituminous Coal fields, and making a direct (and the
shortest possible) line between Chicago and the Block
Coal district at Brazil.
The Iron and other materials for the Indiana Divi
sion have all been bought and paid for in
cash, a
part of it is now in operation, and the entire Division
is to be finished this season and opened to a profitable business.
The company is not in debt, and owns a large and
very valuable real estate in Chicago, beside having
an equipment of
twenty-three first-class locomotives

is

cars.

A first

mortgage upon such a road, at the rate of
$18,500 per mile is a safe investment, and we know of
no other railroad bond, at the price asked for
this,
that

can

savings

demonstrate

a

similar value

as a

security for

banks and others.

have sold nearly two millions of these bonds to
trust companies and the most careful
investors, and have but $850,000 bonds remaining.
Thoy are for $1000 each, and have forty years to
We

savings banks,

run.

Inttnst

7 PER CENT.

G0LD7~

October. Present price 90 and accrued interest from October jet in currency.
The last week of our sales of Illinois Division
Bonds amounted to $500,000. Early orders are
therefore suggested, in order to secure any portion of
tlris extremely desirable loan.
For further particulars, statement of earnings,

payable April

maps of the

SMITH &
BOSTON.

an

1

line, &c., apply to

Messrs. Swan & Barrett, Bankers,
—AND—

Henry

PERRY,

M.

w42

Rail-

this certainty. That
part of it known as the Illinois Division (from
Chicago to Danville, 132 Miles,) was finished last year,
and its gross earnings have increased from $31,464 07
in December, 1871, to $57,587 95 in August, 1872.
The net earnings for August were $30,412 46, or at
the rate of $364,949 52 per annum. The total interest 1 ability upon the total issue of Bonds upon both
the Illinois and Indiana divis ons is $280,000 gold.
The Illinois division is, therefore, eaniing, net, more
than enough to pay interest upon the entire bonded

and about 700

WHITE

octl5-d&w4w
Vutcennes

Payson, Esq,

PORTLAND.
—OR—

W. A SIIATTUCK & Co., Bankers
GENERAI. AGENTS,
23 Nassau St.. New-York
sei>9—d&w3m

Book,

Buy Strauss Waltzes
In Book Form, Price $1·25.
Ask for WHITE, SMITH & PERRY'S Edition
containing Blue Danube and all his Popular Waltzes
and Polkas played at the Jubilee. $13 worth of
Music iu all.
€. A. WHITE'S NEW BOOK,
of Sacred Quartettes, Trios and
Duets, and Sixteen
Preludes, Voluntaries and Responses. The most
complete work of the kind ever issued for Church
and Home service. 125 pages; Price $1.50.
Either of the above s^nt post-paid, by the Publishers.
WHITER SMITH & PERRY,
298 & 300 Washington Street, Boston.
Call at WHITE, SMITH & PERRY'S andexamiue
The Knabe Piano
acknowledged by the Profession to be the bent in the
Country. Their Upright
has no competition.
WHITE, SMITH & PERRY,
General Wholesale Agents Ν. E. States,

octl5-d4w

of whom will be satisfied with less than

PRICE

Thomas H. and Nathan W.Davis and
running southerly on said road to land of Jacob
Hamlen, thence westerly on line of said Jacob's land,
to land of the heirs of William Willis ; thence northerly on the line of said heirs' land to land of Nathan
W. Davis,thenco easterly on land of said Nat han W.
and Thomas H. Davis, to the first mentioned bound,
containing nine acres more or less, being the lot conveyed to said Sarah H. and Charles F. Boynton, by
the heirs of William Willis deceased, with authority
iu the case of the breach of the condition in said
mortgage, to sell said premises at auction and from
the proceeds to pay the debt secured thereby.
land of

Aud whereas

the

said Sarah H. Boynton and
Charles F. Boynton on the thirty-first day" of Jul ν A.
their
second
I)., 1871, by
mortgage deed of that
recorded in the York Registry of Deeds, Bookdate,
328,
page 1, conveyed to me theirinterest in the above described real estate, with authority in case of the
breach of the condition in said mortgage, to sell said
premises at auction, aud from the proceeds to pay
the debt secured thereby.
And whereas, the conditions of said
mortgage deeds
have been broken by said Sarah H. and Charles F.
Boynton, this is te give notice that said parcel of land
with the buildings thereon, will be sold at
public
auction on said premises on the
day
of December A. D. 1872, at eleven o'clock in the forenoon, for the reason and purpose aforesaid.
JAMES R. DEANE.
sep30 to oct5—oct30 to nov5—nov30 to dec6

twenty-eighth

REMOVAL!
Λι SOULE, Wholesale dealer»
Ηοηκηοιν
in Producc and Ornerai i'onniiaien

„.i
'«'of T.

lBl™ removed to Willi*' Block,
Coiuuiereittl Ureel, One door
II. Weaton A <)·'..

$1.50.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
New York.
oct26-<l&wtf

CHAS. H. DITSON & CO

Sewing Machines!
ALL KINDS OF

DEWING
MACHINS sold on Mmall
Monthly Cash Instalments, or work furnished
alter the first payment of TEN DOLLARS which we
require in cash, the balance to be paid for in work,
which we furnish at good prices. This is an extra
chance to get a good Sewing Machine on easy payment. We will pay cash for all work done over ten
dollars per month. Ladies on our work can easily
earn

from

Machinée Sent into the Country.
Good Agents Wanted
Town.
For

particulars call

on or

in

Every

address

Ν. II. WHITE &
11

Temple

Co.,

Place.

BOSTON.

Everybody Should

oclOooelSw

Insure

AGAINST LOSS OR DAMAGE BY FIRE.
Al the Old Agcncr of

Uttlc &

Co.,

Established in 1843.

Office 491-2 Exchange Street.
Who

now represent tlie
following First Class Companies, and are prepared to issue Policies for
§75,000 and upwards on all good property

at

the most favorable rates of other
reliable companies, viz.:

PHENIX insurance CO.,
of Hartford, Assets S1,500,000
INTERNATIONA!* INS. CO.,
"
of New York,
l.SOO.OOtt
CONTINENTAL· INS. CO.,
"
of New York,
'i,500,000
NATIONAL· INS CO.,
of

Hartford,

"

ORIENT INSURANCE CO.,
"
of Hartford,
HOFFMAN IN». CO.,
"
of New York,
EXCBANKE INS. C«».,
of

Boston,

"

GilS.OOO
«50,000
300,000
.100,000

ATLANTIC INSURANCE CO..
14
of Providence,
345,000

AI.PS INSURANCE CO.,

of Erie,
AIjEKIANNIA INS. CO.,
of Cleveland,

merchants,

"

"

350,000
4Û5.000

Manufacturers

nd others wanting large lines may be aceonuLodatt
with

us on

the

Best Terms witlx Best Offices.

Dwellings

and Farm

Property

INSURED FOR

One,

Three

or

Five Years,

AT LOWEST BATES.
All honest losses will be
promptly adjusted and

poid, as heretofore,

at

our

office.

'sepllis3wostf

are now

the

to a great extent set In
eflect produced is very

beautiful.
The plaint of the bachelor will be heard no
in the land. An ingenious mechanic
has invented buttons which can be sewed on
with a screw-driver.

Furniture—Wholesale aud Retail.

more

WALTER COREI & CO., Arcade, Ne.
IS Free Street·
GUORGI A. WHITNEY, No. 36 Exchange St. Upholstering of all kinds
done to order.

a

Furniture and House Furnishing <<ood*.
RKNJ. ADAMS, cor. Exchange and Fed-

An Indianapolis clergyman who discovered
clear case of kissing during evening wor-

ship stopped his sermon aud offered prayer
wily esculators.

for

the

Street».
HOOPER & EATON, Old Peat 0«ce,
Exebaage Street.
I. F. 1IOVT, Ne. It Preble Street. lpkolateriag dene te order.

and

nearly hoisted into

was

Paradise

that

by

article.

Furnitnre aud Upholstering.

A correspondent describes Viunie Ream in
the shoulders, aud her ankles likewise." A meeting

done te order.

Hair Goods and Toilet Articles.
SHERRY, No. » Clapp'· Rloek
Congre»» Street, oppo»ife Old City Hall*

Carpet-Rags.

Masons and Ruilders.
REDLON, it33 l-i Congre».

Ν. E.

Paper Hangings,
Sreet and

,61 Exhange

CO

48 Market St.

Photographers.
A. S.
»·

DAVIS Ac CO., No. SO Middle Street.
«JAi'iww.i,

■■

A(i«

luinaic

γομη.

wi.jcor·

The horse disease divides the honors

Plumbers.
JAMES MILLER, No. 91 Federal Street.
Grery deicription of Water Fixtures arranged and «et up in the bent manner.
Jobbing; promptly attended to·

Plasterer,

Willi!

ofFroude.

subsequently informed

Stucco Worker, &c.

HIC

a

Danbury gentleman

hair

the cheeks of the Orient and delicate hands
and feet.
One of them furnished Joaquin
Miller with the adventure and the materials
from which he wove the magnificent "Tale of
the Tall Alcalde."

Street.

Schools.
ENGLISH and FRENCH SCHOOL,430
Congre»* Street.

shadows stretch along the hill ;
Cold clouds drift slowly west;
Soft flocks of fragrant suow-flakes fill
The bluebird's empty nest.
(Jaunt

ap

Ο. L. IfOOPER & CO., Successors to
ILittlefieid Sc Wilson, Cor. York & Maple Streets.

The wan sea moans on lonely shores ;
Above the shelving sands,
Like skeletons the sycamores
Uplift their wasted hands.

Watches, Jewelry, Ac.

J. W. & Η. H. nCDCFFEE,Cor. Middle
& Union *1·.

sounds of grief,
touched with pain—
The pathos of the falling leaf,
And murmurs of the rain.

The air is full of
Weird voices

D.

W.

CI ARK.

PORTLAND,

Talifar county, Georgia, boasts of a lady—
widow of a confederate soldier—who is very
useful in a small, social row. A pedagogue
living on her land threatened to wallop her
recently, and pretty soon thereafter attempted to carry out his threat. He was the worst
fooled man in the Union.
The widow

ME.

Ice House, Market Street.
and

knocked him down and walked all over him,
and then she set him up on his feet and jerked

ZSTO. 33 EXCHANGE STREET.
Pure
SE.

Ice supplied for all purposes, and in any
CARGO to a daily FAMILY
sepl2

him out of his socks ; then she snatched him
bald-headed ; and finally wound up the ceremony by padding him with a board until he

SOUTHERN PINE LUMBER !

had the

Sliips, Railroad Care, Bridges, Factories, and
other building purposes, furnished by the cargo
FOR
at short

hysterics.

notice.
VESSEL·* WANTED.—Coastwise and For-

Musical aud Dramatic.

RYAN & KELSEY,
161 Commercial Street,
Portland, Me.

oct9tf

Arabella Goddard informs as that she will
return to the United States next season.

To the Honorable the County Commissioners for the County of Cumberland.

undersigned, citizens of Cumberland county,
respec'fully represeut that the Indexes of the
Records in the Cumberland Registry of Deeds are
very unsatisfactory in their arrangement and general
condition ; that they are erroneous in the matter of
entries ; some of the books are much worn and soiled,
requiring immediate rewriting, while others are very
obscurely written and liable to lead to error; and the
method of indexing formerly in use is entirely inadequate to the demands of so exteusive records, thus
making the work of searching extremely laborious
and unreasonably iuconvenient.
We further represent that Mr. E. Leach has undertaken and partially completed a strictly Alphabetical Index to the whole series of Records from the
date of the incorporation of the county iu 1760 to the
present time ; and that said Index, wlien completed,
is calculated to save much labor and
expense in the
consultation of the records, to expedite the transaction of business and to add greatly to the convenience
of the Dublic.
We therefore respectfully request the Commissioners to examine the work of Mr. Leach, and to ascertain his price for the same; ami if satisfied of the in-

Tht Arcadian is the

annahln

cum

of the
We also
time for a

ο

nil tn

I'niun

if

trt

Ko

ft».

♦!.<.

Cumberland,

STATE OF MAINE.
ss.

At hie Court of County Commissioners begun
and holden at Portland, within and for the County
of Cumberland, on the first Tuesday of June, Anno
Domini, 1872, to wit, at an adjournment thereof on
the second Tuesday of October Anno Domini, 1872,
On the foregoing Petition, it being satisfactorily
shown to the Court, tbat the Petitioners are responsible and that a hearing is expedient, it is hereby ORDERED, That, the County Commissioners will meet
at their office on Tuesday, the fifth
of November, A. D. 1872, at 10 o'clock, A. M., and that the Pe
titioners give notice to all persons interested, by causing attested copies of said Petition and this Order
of Court thereon .to be published two weeks successively in the Daily Press and Eastern Argus, newspapers printed in Portland, the first ot said publications to be at least fourteen days before the t ime of
said meeting ; at which time and place, (after it has
been satisfactorily shown that the above notice has
been duly given,) the Commissioners will give a hearing to the parties and their witnesses, when and
where all persons interested may appear and show
cause, if any they have, why the prayer of said Petition should not be granted.
Attest:—D. W. FESSENDEN, Clerk.
Copy of the Petition ana Order of Court thereon.
Attest :—D. W. FESSENDEN, Clerk.

day

Oct22

d2w

Registered

Municipal

BONDS.
City and County Bonds registered
MISSOURI
der the laws passed at last session of the Legislatuer. Semi-annual

un-

Interest Coupons and Principal
provided for by State taxation, and paid by the
State Treasurer in New York. There is no expense
for collecting and no tax deduction. Present indebtedness is small and therefore
paid and must remain
so under the registration laws of the State.
,
I Bonds recommended lor safety as well as profitableness, bearing ten per cent interest, and selling at
rates that give prospect of a profitable advance in
prices. This is a good opportunity to convert Government Bonds into those more remunerative. Orders and inquiries promptly attended to.

easily

mch22 dtf

A great deal of the

[

new

ed

COARIiGR ITI. ΙΙΛΛΙ'ΚI'M,
23 Gxclnnge et.· Portland

THE BEST EVER PUBLISHED
Now

Ready.

by

Yestry Hymn &

Time Book

Edited by REV. A. J. GORDON.
Assisted both in the Hymn and Musical departments
by the best talcut in the country.
'This book preeents the l»est combination of old and
new tunes ever issued.
Elegantly bound in cloth
with red edges. Handsomely printed on laid
paper
in large type.
furnished
Sample Copies
for 75c.
PUBLISHED

BY

HENRY A. YOUNG &
£4 Corn hill, Bouton

CO.,

Itlntie.,

octl5-d&w4w

a new

It means

York.

machinery

aspir-

work at the

a

steam

engine.

authoritatively stated that Mas. Straengaged Mme. Adelina Patti, Mille
Turiani, of the Paris ''Italians," Sig. Campanini, tenor, and Sig. Arditi, basso, for the
It is

kosch has

season

of 1873 4 in this country.

country,

who, for scientific knowledge and artistic
appreciation we believe to be unsurpassed
among the critics of Europe.) Nothing is
easier than blame—it is easy to say that
Mme. Nilsson is a .poor singer and Mme.
Lucca no better ; while the truth remains that
both are great artists, each in her own way.

penetrating tones of Nilsson, her
exquisite vocalization and calm, gracious
presence, and the warm, passionate voice of
Lucca, so lull of dramatic energy—moonlight
in the deep Northern sky and a tropical 110011
charm.
These prime
dunn¥have received the approval of the cultivated critics of Europe, and it shows want of
appreciation and knowledge in our writers—

—each has its own

originality

and

not accord to a

independence—if they do
singer the pruse, qualified it

may be, that is due to her.
ther

praise

of accurate

result of

Criticism is nei-

dispraise, but the expression
and sympathetic judgment, the
thorough training and sincere

nor

thought.

Her

sea.

reply

to JUUt

it

χ

get

on

the water when it

uut.

vetu

V

W(/

LUlll.

A company is to be started in England with
of $150,000, in 1500 all ares of $100

capital
each, of
a

oiuiiuj

essentially Luccan,

was

"What of it; I only go

which $25 must be

the balance as

required,

paid at

for the

once

and

promotion

and permanent establishment of a national
opera. Every subscriber of $2,500, whether
male or female, is to be entitled to a seat in
the Board.

The opera season in New York, under the
management of Messrs. Maretzek and Jarrett,
has not met with the brilliant success that
was expected for it. Mme. Pauline Lucca mode
her debut as Selika iu Meyerbeer's
gloomy
and ponderous tragedy, "L'Africaine."
Although Mme. Lucca has identified herself
with the role of Selika, the dreary, unmelodic opera failed to excite much enthusiasm.
As
Zerlina
in
"Don
Giovanni,"
and as the other Zerlina in "Fra Diavolo"
the native espieglerie of the singer found full
play and her bright preseuce, rich voice and
energetic action made a very favorable impression. Mies Kellogg who seems to have exchanged her former repertoire for that of the
opera seria, has been singing to thin houses.
The tenor—that first requisite of an opera
troupe, is hardly adequate to his work, which
is not of the easiest.
M. Jamet, the wellknown basxo of the Nilsson troupe of last
year, is always good and the baritone, Sig.
Moriami receives favorable notice.
Every
year we arc promised a fine chorus and orchestra and every year they break "the word
ot promise to our ear "and hopes alike. For
this, the management is of course to be held
responsible. But managerial funds are limited—somewhere economy must be
practiced,
and it is clear so

Recent Publication*.
David Copperfield generally conceded
to be the finest of Dickens' works is issued by
Harper Brothers in their new series of that
author. We cannot too highly commend
this series to the attention of those who wish
to supply themselves with a first class edition
at reasonable rates. The books are elegantly
printed and bound and the illustrations are
very numerous and finely executed.
By taking these volumes as issued a set can
be made up with less appreciable sacrifice
than if an entire set be bought at once.
For sale by Loring, Short & Harmon.
Τπε Window Gardener, by Edward S.
Kaiul, Jr., author i f "Flowers for the Parlor
and Garden", "Garden Flowers,"
Ac.
As its name imports this little volume,
neatly bound and clearly printed, discusses
the treatment of household plants and flowers.
The author, an accomplished floriculturist, gives instructions as to the care of
window plants with «ingestions as to the situation, heating, ventilation, washing, waterand then takes up at length the varieties of house plants, their characteristics

ing Ac.,

and

requirement.

A most useful book to all

those who would give their plants intelligent
as

well

as

loving care.
by Loring, Short

For sale

Λ Harmon.
The third number of the "Cyclopedia

of

Best Thoughts of Chaules Dickens," is received, carrying the work forwaid
to the "m's." It fully preserves the high

the

character of the two first numbers and the
whole work will be a most valuable addttion
to every library.
Published by E. J. Hale A Son.
by Bailey A Noyes.

For sale

Tiie Human Race:—By Louis Figuier. 11
lustrated by two hundred and forty-three
engraving on wood and eight Chromolitho-

graphs.

races

interesting account of mankind, its
The first two chaporigin.

and their

ter» of the book are devoted to the definition
of Mac, and-the origin and characteristics of
the human race, different states of society,

language, and industry. The rest of the
descriptions of different naThe
tions, their manners and customs.
style of the book is clear and forcible ; the numerous engravings are
remarkably well done

book contains

and the whole appearance of the volume is
correspondingly good. It will prove a very

valuable addition to the literature of popular
science.

Before Muie. Lucca sailed for America, a
friend was describing to her the terrors of the

Published by D. Apple ton A Co., New
Tork. For sale by Bailey A Noycs.
The Prairie:—Is published by D. Appleton A Co., New York, in their new edition
of Cooper's novels. It is illustrated by F. O.
C. Darley in his usual spirited style.
A Summer's Romance:—by Mary Healv,author of

"Lakesville,""The

Home

Theatre,"

Α ηοτβΐ in which the vivid and picturesque
of Italian life by no means atone

descriptions

for the sadness of the plot. The writer has
chosen to present us a weak, undecided hero
—which of course detracts much from the interest of the book ; and the reader's mind is
unnecessarily harrowed by the tragic ending
ef Louie's hopes and life.
Loring, Short &
Harmon.
A Girl's Romance, and other Tales.
By
F. W. Robinson, author of "Mattie: A
"True
to
Stray,"
Herself," "A Bridge of

Glass", &c\,

<Sc.

A volume ol entertaining and well written
stories by an author already
favorably known
among modern novelists.
Published by Harper Brothers, Ν. Y.
For sale by Loring, Short ifc Harmon.
From Messrs. Loring. Short <£ Harmon, we
have received the following books for children:
The Doll World Series, by Mrs.
Robert O'Reilly, containing "Doll World",

"Daisy's Companions"

and

"Deborah's

Drawer."
Three 01 the sweetest little books

we

ever

read—bright, refined and full of the very
spirit of childlife with its charming illusions,
its anxious cares over the
toy menage and the
immense responsibilities of the
proper education ot dolls.

We

ceptable gift could

are sure

be

that no more ac-

made to

a
little girl
than the neat box
containing the three volumes of this series.
Reprinted from the
English edition by Roberts Brothers, Boston.
The Seven Hills, Vol. 2. of "The Young
Dodge Club Series," by Prof. James De
Mille.

long as extravagant sums
An account of the adventure of four boys
"star", that minor char- and their uncle in Rome; rivalling in amuseacters and tuhe-en-xcene must suffer.
If the ment and interest the doings of the Dodge
opera iu Ametica were established on a
per- Club, senior,as described by the same author.
manent basis by a subvention
from governPublished by Lee A Shepard, Boston.
ment as in some
European cities, so that sucThe "Children's Treasure" and the
cess should not so much
depend upon some "Infant's Delight" are two nice little books
startling novelty oi tamous virtuoso, we with very many bright pictures and short
might have operas presented as they should stories for youngest readers. Published by
be; with competent, if not exceptionally Lee & Shepard.
great, artists in each part, with a well-trained
Apples of Gold" is a prettily bound volchorus and orchestra and careful attention to ume of papers for very little readers, publishcostuming, scenery, etc., so that court-ladies ed in weekly numbers by the American Tract
should not always appear in cotton dominoes, Society.
are

THE

of

Paris grand opera house will be perform-

public.

request you to name a place and an early
hearing of your petitioners.
J. & Ε. M. RAND
Signed by
and 75 others.
Portland, August 10,1871.

ing

A most
nime

ing musical journal in New
well, and may succeed.

THE

creased advantages possessed by Mi. Leach's index
to purchase the same, if it can be obtained for a rea-

musical critics of to-day. (While speakin this manner, we would
distinctly say
that there are writers upon
music, on the
staff of some of the papers of this
our

not
at

IIA1UC

form, with expressive features, long black
hanging two-thirds of the way to the
ground, flashing eyes, the purple flush upon

Silver Smith and Gold and Silver Plater.
91. PEARSON. No. «3 Temple St., near
Congrens. All kindii of Silver and Plated
Ware Repaired.

•faim.

W1

The Shasta Indian women are said to jbe
the most beautiful »quaws upon the "plains"
and in the valleys of California—tall, lithe of

Street.
OEO. R. DAVim St Co., No. .101 t-'J Con|r«M Street.

R. F.

upon this came a revulsion of opinion,
artist is great enough to please

now no

subject.—Danbury News.

Iipal Estate Agents.
JOHN C. PROCTER, No. 03 Exchange

Stair Bnilder.
LIBBV, 17 1-4 luion Street,

[>I

VUUIIV.UIUV/U

that it rhymed with mood. We shall begin
to think it rhymes with Maud if the illustrious historian doesn't stop fooling with the

FEENV, Cor. Cumberland and Franklin Stw.

Silver and Plated Ware.
ABNBB LOWELL, SOI Coatee..

UMU

He told a newspaper corresponrhymed with the word loud, and

dent that it

P·

slight,
difficulty in reaping rich harvests of
profit and praise. Critics—never more severe
than when attacking their own kind—on the
other side of the Atlantic laugheil al the
credulity of American musical journalists,
and performers soon learned to consider this
no

The pure,

tographic establishment, is respectfully warned to discontinue the fascinating habit for the
present, as the apprentices to the photographer are to begin their initiative practice on
architectural plates to-morrow.

Carpetiugs.
LOTHROP,DE YENS A·

eral than at the present day, and technical
appreciation was confined to the few, every
performer who came here with the presthje
of an European reputation, however

and

The young printer who embraces the love
of his heact in a hallway just opposite a pho-

St.

independent press will give tair, thoughtful and reliable critiques. Some years since,
when the interest in music was far less gen-

lowing

certainly.

well satisfied.

Window Shades, and

the

of extremes,

A South street inebriate whipped his wife
Saturday morning, and came home druuk
Saturday night. His wife having no coals of
fire to heap upon his head, poured his ear fall
of pepper sauce. He appeared to be just as

3. R. Dl'RAN ec CO., 171 Middle and
116 Federal Streets.

The principal point made
by the New
York journalists in criticising Lucca is iliac
she is a better vocalist than Nilsssn.
Well
that isn't saying much.—Dexter
now,
Smith's Journal of Music.
Nothing ώ more fatal to musical progress
in America, and to the value of American
criticism thau the indiscriminate praise which
was formerly bestowed upon performers, except the preseut habit of equally indiscriminate and unreasoning faultfinding.
What
with managerial ruses, jealousies among musicians, and the comments, favorable and unfavorable of hired bohemiaus, the public is
quite unlikely to arrive at the truth unless

country as one where lame and money would
be lavished upon them, with no
particular re.
gard to their artistic merit. Natuially fol-

carpenters is that they build their productions
without doors.

Slanufuo.urers of Trunks, Yalises and

sentations.

her studio "with her arm» bare to

It was Goethe who observed that you had
to get inside a poem to see its meaning and
beauty. The trouble with modern rhyme-

ARNER LOWELL, SOI Cougre»» Street.
Agents for Howard Watch Company.

gipsies in unmistakeably American waterproof cloaks, ami a black haired ballet-girl
should not go up on canvas clouds in
gaalixlit
glory, by means of vl; ible and mundane machinery, an the soul of Marguerite, while the
blonde corporosity of the name remains on
the stage
awaiting her tribute of hoquets and
bravos. Attention to these
particulars would
much increase the
pleasure of operatic repre-

found

A West Street boy secreted a set of jack
stones in hi· father's boots for safe keeping,

DAVID W. DEANE, No. SO Federal SI.
All kiad. ofCphel. <riaf and ltepairiuit

use

Twenty to Thirty Dollars per Month»
more than enough to pay their instalment on machine.

W. D.

Notice of Foreclosure and Sale.
Sarah H. Boynton and Charles F.
WHEREAS
Boynton of Portland in the County of Cumberland, on the twenty-seventh day of March, A. D.,
1871, by tbeir mortgage deed of that date, recorded iu
the Registry of Deeds for York County, Book 324
page 76, conveyed to me a certain parcel of land, with
the buildings thereon, situated in Buxton, in the
County of ïork, and lying on the westerly sine of the
road leading from Thomas H. Davis'
by Jacob Hamlin's dwelling, ami bounded as follows, to wit:
begining at the northeasterly corner of said lot. on said road
on

Diamonds

filigree work;

SVMONDS, India St. Velvet Cloak»
dyed and finished.
post EE'S Pye H»p«e,14 Union Street.*

THE STANDARD !
still "waves" and is on the point of being introduced
to a multitude of Singing Schools now to commence.
The authors are Tj. O. Emerson of
Boston, and H. K. Palmer of Chicago, neither

Song*

published.
Price, single $1.50, or per Dozen $13.50. Copies
mailed, post-paid to any address, or sample for examination $1.25.

safe.
&

scholar

"Its glees and part songs being especially attractive." Indeed it is the best Church Music Book ever

seldom that Mortgages upon new Railroads
are considered
sufficieutly safe for the investment ot
Trust Funds. It is only when a Railroad is earning,
net, an excess of its interest obligations, with a certainty of a steady growth, that its Bonds can be said
to be perfectly

PRESS

highly praised by competent judges.
"Mr. Marshall is well known as a thorough

"It is

in the musie art; and his 'Fountain of Sacrcd
is a work worthy of high esteem."
The fountain of Sacred Song is a gem.

It ie

II. May'.·

F.

eigu.

By Leonard Marshall.
FROM THE

H.

orer

Dye-House..

y, from

Twice tlie Ordinary Circulation
closed. Full particulars on application. Sample
copies by mail post-paid for 10 cents.
; of Church Music Books. Do not fail to send $1.35
H. A. lilcKKNNEY Ac CO., Publisher*,
for which, for the present, Specimen Copies will be
129 Middle St.. Portland, Me.
sep23-d&wtf

NOTICES

Dentists.

German

The Popular Church Music Book.

Danville & Yincennes

It is thought that the present height of the
English coal market is chiefly owing to the
great depth of the coal mines.

GEMS OF STRAUSS !

THE—

CHICAGO

and Builders.

F. W. BUXTON,
J. S. FITZ.

octl5eod3w

b« a fashion-

Cluck, the Indianapolis murderer, has no
friends and no money. He will be hanged
promptly on the day set.

WUimil ΛK ANN, Pearl Street, op·
poftite Park.

JOHNSON,

"there is

says

able fur next winter.

Book Binders.
\VM. A. (|IIM V. Rooui 11, Printer'»
Exchange, No. Ill Exchange St.
SMALL· & H1IACKFOKD, No. 35 Plum
Street.

PU. W. Π.

new pill the patentee
lazy hair in its head."

Monkey skin (think of it) will

Street·

This tine collection, now "all the rage" contains
among its Gems, [which fills 260 large music pages,

THE

Family

School,
For Boys,

FIT,

and leaving their measure. The best work is done
here. Those who have work done here can TESTIFY
to its qualities. The Custom Department is under
the managemen t of Mr. J. W. Farrell, one of THE
BEST workmen in New England.
Aido one of the
best stocks of First Class Sale Goods for retail, conon
hand.
All
sizes
and
stantly
styles,
widths, for
Ladies and Gents. Call and eqamine for yourselves.
Portland Sept. 11th, 1872
se'pl2-eodtf

Apply

Booksellers anil Stationers,
not'r, FOGGft iiKEED,No.91 Middle

THE

and at short notice by coming to

101 middle

with

THE SUNNY SOUTH

Portland, Oct. 12,1872.

C. F. JELLERSON'S,

LANGUAGE.

FRENCH

obtain the same,

star,

the old place,
Corner of Oxford and Chestnut Streets.
All bills of the late firm will be settled by F. W
Buxton.

a

TO

red

TTiSrS

WM. L.

not a

Jewelry and Fine Watches.

MIDDLE ST.

6i)6iu cod

an

Of a

I'JPnirim.

at

fit the FOOT, though it be

DIFFICULT

lV.C.COBO.N·.

Doae in 'the bent ponnible mnnncr by N.
VOGNO & CO., No. lOO Fore St.
t Jan 2173

AGENTS FOR ΤΠΕ CO.,

Stylish and Perfect Fitting Boot,
Fall Term will commence Dec. 9th and continue 13
tveeks.
Send for Circulars to
IIAMLIN F. EATON, Principal.

Gossip and Gleanings.
Rakers.

Horse Shoeing

W. F. I'll i Hips & Co.4

F.

NOTICE

Family School,

Norridgewock,

Co., Ag'ts,

90 Oliver 9tr*«t,
BOSTON.

corporate seal in the centre. This is 011 every package of our Pnre I*ead. None genuine without it.

FOR SALE !

on

our

SATURDAY MORNING, NOV. 2,1872.

Repairing.

24 &

Dry and fironnd iu Oil,
DRY AND GROUND ZINC, LITHARGE, REV
LEAD, LEAD PIPE, SHEET LEAD, TIN
PIPE, TIN-LINED PIPE, IRON PIPE
& FITTINGS, PUMPS, &C., &C.
Our Pure White Lead, both dry and ground in oil,
we warrant to be utrictly
pnre? and guarantee
that for fineness, body and durability, it is not surin
Lead
the
passed by any
market, either foreign or
American.
jy In order to protect ourselves, we have adopted

real estate of the late Mrs. ELIZABETH
SMITH. No. 6 Chestnut Street.

horse caes, and within 22 minutes' walk of
Post Office. Apply to

for Sewing Machines.

jr. F.

Pure White Lead !

SALE.

SPRIN OVALE.

179 Commercial st.

39,

Office

No. 34 Plum St.

sepl3-tf

ROSS & STURDIVANT,

Clothing: Cleansed.
ner.

40

Wanted.

Are prepared to furnish

Office,

Baltimore.
MARY.

Burnliam & Co.

PURE

DAII'Y

J?*·5 Commercial Street,
^SSENDEN.
">13 6m Portland, Me.

KVA

ICE!

Having secured their stock

Marine, Stationary and Portable
STEAM ENGINES.
Steam Boilers, Bleach Boilers & Rag Dusters, Shafting, Mill Gearing and General Machinery. Castings
of every description made to order.
Repairing

For

York.

SEASON 1872.

MACHINE WORKS Leavitt,
C. STAPLES &

ST.

JylSdtf

PORTLAND

Wanted.

freight Coal from New York and

Philadelphia

>oints east.

road la

on

CONVERTIBLE

;

E., Press Office.

To Careful Investors.

suie.

Piano for Sale

Mp28-tf

PORTLAND, ME.
Copying and enlarging done to order
tbenew styles, Berlins, BeinbraLts, Modal)*"*,

or

accountant,
small set of
other work, in

load Lumber at Portland, BanMachias. Calais, Montreal, and

To
gor,

The Chicago. Danville
9

No 152 diddle Street.

a

southern Ports, for thi River Pintle.
Also, To load Coal, at Pictou,Lingan, and Port
Jaledonia for New York, Boston, tbe Sound ports,
uid St. John, Ν. B.
BIRD, PERKINS & JOB.
27 South St., New York.
103 Stale St., Boston.
jy29-o3mo

d4w&w4w

WL.

MOTUGRAFHGR,

Yard 4.5 PBFBI.E

W.

Vessels

Jk

llfiAUT

ILJ/JB L » ■ K_7 V

H UNI

East

COREY having purchased the interest of
• D. S. Hice, of the firm of Rice
& Hooper, in
the manufacture ο iRiee's patent Foot Rest Chairs,
will continue t^ebusiuess under the firm name of
COREY & HOOPER, who will adjust all claims for
and against tbe lato firm of Rice & Hooper.
W. L. COREY,
No. 4 Free street.
oc25d2w
J· H. HOOPER.

carefully

and

oopying,

or accounts, or
lie evening. Address
sep26

J. H. Chadwick &

by

House No. 34 Emery St., Iiead ol

experienced bookkeeper
wants
Λ
opportunity to keep
>'K>ks
to do

1828.]

in

Β Ο S Τ Ο 1ST

Locust St.

4

Λο

and Pant makers anil Machine Girl, at
CHESLEY'S. 167 Middle st.
8p26tf

COPARTNERSHIP.

(DAILY PRESS PRINTING HOUSE.)
work promptly
Every Description
executed, and at the lowest prices.
ap22 tc

Baldwin,
EPHRAIM SANBORN, Denmark Corner.

ctl7

109 EXCHANGE ST.,

of

DYER,

ISAAC

Book, Card & Job Printer,

octlO-dlm

i!0~

BOSTON LEAD

For Sale or To Let,
Rooms, Gas and Sebago water.
Apply to Ε. H. GILLESPIE,

Washington

Wanted.

a tract of 2000 acres for sale che
1000 acres in Baldwin and 1000 aeres in D
nark. Two years allowed to remove them.
For further particulars enquire of

Order Slate at F. F. Hale'·, Coiner of Free

WM.

Board reasonable at

/"COVERING

RESIDENCE, β BRADFORD STREET.
de'20

Mass.

& Co., Portland,
oct30-4wWF&M

Send for particulars.

St. Lawrence House.

ever

CO.,

Maiue.

manufacturers or

offered. Profits £4.00 to
very
Γ $2P.OO
day. TRY IT. Particulars FREE. AdLEWIS &
96

WOODWARD,

mouey at work for D. L.

[Incorporated

on

Portland, Sept. 4tn, 1872.

Poles For Sale.

White and Bed Oak Hogshead Hoop Poles

FRESCO PAINTER
jnd CroBs Streets.

Proprietors.

Hoop

GEORGE D. JOST,

house

Mrs. Ο.

Wau ted—Agents.

eodtf

Traveling Agents,
Edwards

8. CHANDLER, Prop'r.

FOR

STREET.

We have bought out the above establishment, with
all the machinery and good will of the same, with all
the admirable facilities, conducted by a practical
chemist and dyei s ; fully confident of turning out
work that cannot fail oi giving satisfaction.
Ladies' dresses colored and finished in a superior
style. Gent's garments cleansed and colored without
being ripped,and warranted not to smut,and pressed
in a superior style. Piano and table covers, Marseilles covers bleached and framed ; blankets scoured
and the wool raised. JOHN S. MILLER & CO.,

S. BROWN,

F.

Agency

THE PBESS.

eral

SOUTH OKAY.

oc22

State Street, occupied
the undersigned. This house is thoroughly built of
brick and stone and has all modern conveniences.
ALLEN HAINES.
sepl9-tf
Portland, Sep. 18th, 1872.

d3w*

S'

_SALE.

For Sale.

man

Lemont,

Sebago Dye Works,

CLOUDIflAlV,

Counsellor and Attorney

1st;

of considerable experience and
youug
unexceptionable references, a situation as Bookkeeper, or any situation requiring care and attention
ind good handwriting. Apply to "M," Press office.
a

Sleighs

J. B. Hamki,, Jb.

jan22tf

M X:·

A

Eaton

and

oc22

Philadelphia.

148 EXCHANGE SX.

SHALL

BOARDERS can be accommodated, also
table boarders at No. 11 Myrtle Street.
dtf
octl8
FEW

SMITH & COBB,

with or without the Furniture on the most favorable
terms if applied for at once, as the subscriber is going West. Apply to

THE

Boarders Wanted.

HOUSE,

THIS

ocl6dtf

TERMS #8.00 PER ANNUM IN ADVANCE.

\Y. M. DYKR, N·. 474 middle St. All
kinds of Machines for «ale and to let·

MuiitbuOct. 3.1871.)

sleigh was awarded the SILVER MEDAL at
the New England Fair, held in Lowell,
also
the highest Preiu uni at the State Fair Mass.,
holden iu
Bangor. It has been extensively used before a criticising public for the last four years, and is rapidly
gaining favor for the following reasons :
1st·—It is vastly more durable, being constructed
withomt tenom or m >rtise, sesured by bolts
only.
2d—The post with a brace is of best quality malleable iron.
3d—Its elegant and
light appearance,
4th—The ease with which
it can be repaired.
Parties intending to purchase are respectfully invited to call and examine our varied assortment of
both single and double slei?hs.

House will accommodate 75 guests. Aiways
filled with summer tourists during the season,
with a good show of business travel during the year.
The best location in Bethel, situated at the head of
the Park. It has 50 large well ventilated rooms in
good repair, with stable and ice house. Will be sold

CHASE,

Having secured first class workmen in all branche
and buy nothing but the best of stock, I believe lean
build work second to none in style, lightness, strength
and durability combined. Partieular attention given
to all kinds of repairing. All those who wish to have
their carriages stored and insured during the winter
and put in repair for spring can do so at low rates.
A speciality of repairing ail kinds of springs. All
orders in this line by express will be promptly attended to. By strict attention to business I hope to
receive a liberal share of patronage.
Reference»—Charles Sager, C. J. Walker, G. & L.
P. Warren, P. G. Blanchard, J. F. Libby, Hanson
C ay, Leander Valentine, C. F. Sargent, Elias Thomas & Co., J. M. Brown, J. P. Libby, S Baker.

Warren & Gregg.

EDGAR

edtf

octl3

Vessels

thoroughly acquainted

Factory of E.

At

POBTHAIT PAINTER.

keep

4*J 1-3 Exchange Street, Portland.

FOR

If ugh

This

BETHEL· HILL, ME.,

W. II. HARRINGTON, Manager.

Ν

stores

Mauufacturer of all ktud« of

au»

G.

solicit insurance for the

the only company in the world whose charter guarantees the equitable distribution and investment of its
Reserve Fund in the several States from which received. Efficient men wanting to represent this company in Maine will address or apply at the office of
the Association,

(Patented by

given.
This Property will be sold at a Bare
Bargain, if applied for ιοοη.
TERMS LIBERAL.
For further particulars, enquire of
Ε. E. UPHAM.
oc!8d4w

Oct 2ec-dtf

branches of the business, I would cheerfully recommond him to my former customers.
Ε. K. LEMONT.

BROKERS,
St.,

State to

STUDDED SLEIGH,

French roof—No. 35 Deering street—with Gas
Sebago Water, and the modern conveniences; is
in thorough repair throughout, has 11 well finished
Can be examined every
rooms, aad cemented cellar.
da.τ from 3 to 5 o'clock P. M. Immediate possession

CÎHMDLEB

The association is the most successful and progressive Life Assurance Co. now doing business, and is

gentlemen.

leased my Carriage Factory (recently
occupied by Lockhart & Sloan) to ALBERT
CHASE, to continue the manufacturing of Carriages
and Sleighs, and knowing him to be a hrst class me-

22

L. Gkeoo,

SUCCESSFUL

AND

1R7<>
187—

Carpenters
Smith's Patent Metallic

FIRST CLASS BRICK DWELLING HOUSE—

Life Association of America.

SPECIE NOTICE.

COMMISSION MERCHANT,
Mi SOUTH DIILAWAHK AVENUE,
PHILADELPHIA.
Jan31

JO* Walnut

this

TWO

LET.

91RS. II. E.

STORE No.

BROKER,

COMMISSION

SILAS RUSANDREW LEIGHof Milk and Market streets, Portland,
ocl7d&wtf
or

Boarders Wanted.
good rooms with board for a gentleman and
wife ; also good accommodations for two or three

PAIIVTUR, HAVING

Successors to

same
same to

(The Best Thing; Vet.)

House for Sale.

A
and

Agents Wanted

aulOdtf

large and commodious

ALBERT

SHIP

application

oct291w

a

Cumberland,

Street, Boston,

Lowell, Mass.,
SHEPARD & COMPANY, same block,
J. C. PROCTER,

Κ EILER,

H. L. GREGG &

on

Block, Congress

of

Any person finding
bly rewarded by returning the

promptly attended to.

SHIR

Ν. B.

the

d litienrri Ant

Hoyt, Fogg & Breed.
MATTOCKS
je3-}f

(Formerly Warren & Gregg.)

J.

ot those

Inquire of

CHAS. A. WARREN,

il.

m il

THE

Or,

Order Slate at 0. 91. & E. P. Brooke, 333
Congress Street.
my28tf

good chance,

Silas Russell,
pasture
Bay Colt,
four years old, with white hind feet and star in
I1ROM
will be suitathe face.
the

If applied for immediately will be let low

Sole agents in Maine for the sale and shipment of
the Celebrated Coal mined by Messrs. Hamu ett Neill & Co., of Philadelphia.
We have also lor sale at lowest market price,
Wilkesbarre, Scranton, Lackawauna, and Pittston
Coals, shipped from the vicinity of New York. Vessels procured for the tranportation of coals from
tfapr27
port of shipments any point desired.

Β3Γ"All

a

Immediate vieilli-

LET.

TO

170 Commercial St., Portland·

orders

get

an

ROSS & STURDIYANT,

PORTLAND,

can

STRAYED OR STOLEN.

Iress

Λ ο. 47-49 Middle. St.

ι<Λ

WHOLESALE COAL· DEALERS'

FRESCO

trade,

to JOHN F. SHERRY, 9 Clapp's
Street. Good references required.

Sleighs! Sleighs! Sleighs!

SECOND liand Ruggles Printing Press, card
and circular, for sale cheap. Call or address.
HARRIS BROS.,
oct30dtf
135 Spring St., Portland, Me.

A

a

TO

A
repairs^ is now re-opened
to the traveling public. It has been enlarged, ie-flted and painted throughout, and every improvement
d2mo eepl7made for the comfort of Guists.

I.

1872.

without board, in the
ty of the City Building.
Apply at Press Office.

E. CRAlff & CO., Proprietos.
WWCTCU

MARK WIGGIN,
on the premises.

Furnished Rooms to Let,

PORTLAND, MAINE,

W.

A
learn

of

Portland, Sept. 4th,

United States Hotel,
UVÏU

BOY about sixteen
years of age, who is desire
of a permanent situation, with a view to

ous
a

2Λ

Success.

Over 10,000 copiea, an inof 6.00υ in Fix months. A
Literary, Religious

SALE.

FOR

Wanted

Let.

BRICK

AT LAW,

HOB

in

house No. 80 Clark sreet, containing 13
rooms, with modern improvements.

MERRILL,

illV-il

PARK STREE.

42

to Loan ! ! !

CEO. K. DAVK8&CO,,
Real Entnte and Mortgage Brokers·
tf
ircp24

Boy Wanted·

septlldtf

No. 30 Exehangc H t., Portland.
Formerly of the U. S. Treasury Department and
Attorney in all the courts in the District of Columbia,
will attend to the prosecution of < lairas before the
Court of Claims and the various departments at
octll-tf
Washington.

{Kipuiiu UUUDC, »»
some months past for

oct28new tf

»

-,

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

and Family Newspaper, published
.weekly. The
cheapest and best Family Paper in Maine. A choice
of Six Fine Steel- Engravings or The First Bible
Lesson—one of Prang's prettiest $2.00 Chromos,
gireu away, all framed, to new subscribers. No
money called for until paper begins to come and picture is delivered.
Every Agent is making handsome
pay. The time to work is during the next three
months. Send for a sample
copy and full particulars, to PUBLISHERS RIVERSIDE ECHO, Portland Maine.
oct30-4wWF&M

ted with loan».

Scarf Lost.
Congress Sis., a Red camei's-hair scarf
Liberal rewara paid to finder at

Wanted.

19 1-2 Rlarket Sqr. (up Stairs.)
good variety of cases always ready made.
63T*Mr. B., is always ready to obtain employment
for Scandinavian Immigrants. Those desirir g such
help can apply as above or at No. 10 Kim St.
jun26eod6m

linn

Ο

LET.

the Rackleff Block, corner
of Middle and Ceureh streets—basement and
first floor, elegantlv finished and adapted to jobbing
dry goods or other similar trade.
ALLEN HAINES.
Apply to

A

I

the hours of 2 and 5
octl7-tf

sum

3t

Carriage.
Can be
P. M.

a

crease

We are prepared to loan money in euma
from 9100 to any η mount desired, on ûrnt
clan· mortagea in Portland Cape Elizabeth, Weetbrook, or Deering. Partie· déni roui* of building can also be accommoda

Ν Park or

No.

ONE

SHOW CASE MANUFACTURER,

T.

mon

oct31

House to Let.

ΙΠ. Λί. bruns,

HENRY F

two

or

m.,

half oi double Hcuse No. 47 Pleasant street"
Eleven rooms In good fine order. Furnace, gas
and Sebago water. Stable room for one horse and

for Patent can be transactjy2 Τ Τ & S tf

COUNSELOR

a

Also, other articles of value to the owner.
Anyoue leaving the same at 38 MYRTLE or 39 MIDDLE STREET, will be sutiably rewarded.

Me.

Examinations made by our agent in Washington
when desired. Consultation free. Letters of inquiry
cheerfully and promptly answered. All business in

respect to an application
ed by mail.

a.

HOUSE

Foreign Patents,

Congre** St., Portland,

nine and teu

To Let,
140 Oxford Staeet, near Elm, with all the
modern improvements; Gas and Sebago Waoct30tt
Enquire on the premises.

*

OF

209

and three p.

and Solicitors

and

SATCHEL, containing

money.

PLEASANT

ROOMS at 01 New High St.,
will accommodate
FOUR
small family (without chilbetween

dren). Apply

SCRIBNER & JORDAN,

American

a

throughout

a

Attorneys

Lost.
from the foot of

Unparalleled
RIVERSIDE ECHO.

the

BULLETIN.
$30,000

NOVEMRFU
«uvûjajjjut

MISCELLANEOUS.

ESTATE.

Geo. R. Davis & Co.'s

3t·

Myrtle street, through
Cumberland to High street,
GOING
Ladle's Russet
Port
ale with
of

ROOMS st 49
novl*lw

To Let·

Furniture
repairing neatly
oct5-'G0T T&Stf
done.

ty All kinds of
boxed and matted.

novl

To Let.

En-

OTcDonoagh Patent Bed Lounge*,
ameled Chair·, Arc.

on

11
MORNFNG

SATURDAY
σΛΐυίΐυΛ1

REAL

Saturday. The owner can nave the same by
proving property and ρ lying charges by applying to
A. E. SMITH, at Cumberland Bone Co. β office.

RELIABLE

Spring

Suits, Lounges.
JBeds, Mattresses,

A

TON, comer
Me,

TO LEI.

MANUFACTURER OF

Boat Picked Up Adrift.
S LOOP BOAT was picked un in the harbor

SKLL, West

Nos. 31 and 33 Free St,

Parlor

WANTS, LOST, FOUND.

day (Sundays excepted) by the

every

Teems:

PORTLAND

rvnj.jxnn.Lr

paid to

secure a

■

THE

POTASS.

The cauvass of the Minneapolis jail resulted
In live for (irantund two for Greeley.—Crow

Org an.

MORNING, >0V. 2, 1872.

SATURDAY

tePlBLICAX

NOMINATIONS.

FOU PRESIDENT,

CLYSSES S. GRANT.

I»

FOR

VICE-PRESIDENT,1

We have long been aware that thousands
of Democrats are leaving the sinking Greeley
ship ; but have not been prepared to believe
the unflinching body guard of the Democracy,known as jail birds are severingthe sympathetic chord. The matter is
getting serious.
But then they hive doubtless resolved to repent and have wisely taken the first step by
severiug their connection with the Democrats
ic

HENRY WILSON.
FOH

At

PRESIDENTIAL ELECTORS:
E. SPRTXG, of Portland.

Large—SAXfUEL

ALEXAXDER CAMPBELL,
of Cherryfield,
irsi District—JAMES H. Mc MULL AN.
Secotul District—JOHN H. KIMBALL, of Bath.
Third District—JAMES ERSKINE, of Bristol.
Fourth District— MORDECAI MITCHELL.
Fifth district— WILLIAM McGlLVERY.
We do not reail anonymous letters and communications. The name and address of the writer arc in
all cases indispensable, not necessarily for publication,
but as a guaranty of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve communications that are not used.

party.

At any time our wholesale merchants on
Commercial street can compete with those ol
but just now when the
auy other

locality,
epizootic has deprived all kinds of business of
the use ofliorses, the superior facilities of our
dealers for the shipment of heavy merchandise
fr,vm their store houses to cars or vessels at
the wharves, give them an immense advan-

tage while the epidemic lasts. We understand
that two or three vessels from towns on

our

loading with heavy

eastern coast are here

freights because they could not obtain the
goods readily elsewhere.
Country traders
will do well to make a note of this fact.

Hon. John A. Griswold, whose death
A Great Man.
If Gen. Grant was a man who would forego
Sunday drive, or a day of his proposed va-

a

cigar?, for
the sake of posturing in an amiable, virtuous
and interesting light before the public, and
exciting an ante-election spasm of admiratiou
and respect among the people whose vote» he
desires, it might be suspected that his recently published letter announcing that there
would be no change in the Indian policy except to make it more humane, was a bungling
attempt to make political capital. Bungling,
cation,

or one

of his after-dinner

votes
say, for he is almost certain to lose
by it. Not that the majority of the American people are opposed to the Indian peace

we

poli jy,but that the majority of those who hare
the most immediate and intense interest in

the matter, and are accordingly likely to hare
their political action influenced one way or
the other by it, are bitterly hostile to the attempt to subdue the Indians by treating them

with kindness and justice.

The frontier the-

is held in
ory of pacificating the aborigines
almost the whole wide belt of country between the Mississippi and the Indian reserva-

hunting grounds, and the same adof shot and shell evangelizatio i is

tions and

vocacy
heard in communities far removed from the
scene of hostilities, among people to whom

barbarity of Indian rovenge has been
brought home by the loss of some friend or
neighbor. On the other hand there are
thousands who, while they greatly approve
the President's noble persistence in magnanimity toward the Red Men, would not, in
case he thought a change of policy necthe

essary on account of the failure to obtain instantaneous and universal peace by the means
While therenow used, turn against him.

fore, he will lose

considerable number of

a

1-..

.1

—III

U.. 1,1..

anywhere by standing by his
gain
Quaker diplomatists so manfully. But we regard bis letter to Mr. Stuart as the most satisfactory transaction in a public life that for the
last decade has been absolutely crowded with
brilliant events. It is the thing which more
not

one

than any other shows the greatness of the
man.
This is precisely one of those occasions

which Gen. Grant

on

displays his proWhen patriotism, human-

verbial obstinacy.

require anything at his
against all persuasions
to swerve from his chosen path. But where
it is a matter of personal preference or quasi
personal policy we hold that no man has ever
shown himself more manageable or self-sacrificing. The element in his character which
led hira to yield so gracefully to opposition to
the San Domingo scheme, to his plan for relieving Α. 'Γ. Stewart from his disqualifications for Secretary of the Treasury and to
his proposition to repeal the tenure of office
act, is fitly supplemented by that element
ity

or

friendship

hands he is adamant

which caused him to près» forward so obstinately against the armed foes ol his country,

firmly
friendship of a large

withstand President Johnson

to

when it cost him the

so

part of his previous admirers, and to insist on
saving the treaty of Washington when he
could have for the moment better pleased the
noisier and more impetuous part of the people by cheap bluster about the treachery of
perfidious Albion and "smashing the treaty,''
leaving John Bull to reap the consequences
of his folly. Gen. Grant is not at all successful as a "show man," but we submit that
there is much in his character calculated to
He is preemiinspire hearty admiration.
nently a safe man. While he disdains to
bully weak powers, like the Indians, Mexico

Spain, he is patriotically prudent about
involving the country in unnecessary and
dangerous complications with stronger powYet it is doubtful if the dignity of the
ers.
United States was ever more successfully upand

held

or

more

if

its iufluence and power

were

ever

Indeed the

generally respected abroad.

conviction with which the present political
canvass began that Gen. Grant is at least a
good deal better than Horace Greeley, has
long since given place to another that he i·
better
other

qualified
man

for the

Presidency

than any

in the country.

Can Maine Liberal Republicans Tote for

Greeley?
Will Greeley get the vote

of Kimball in
Maine? It has from the first been well understood that many of the Democrats who
voted gladly for Kimball have never had a
thought of voting for the man who for a
quarter of a century has never mentioned
their name without coupling it with dispar-

aging adjectives. They would as soon give
their suffrages for Wendell Phillips, whom
they know to be sincere, though perhaps a
trifle fanatical, as for "Honest Horace."
Hence will probably result a large falling off
from the Democratic vote of September.
The question whether the few hundred socalled liberal Kepuoiicans wno voieu againsi
Perham will reduce the Democratic vote still

further, is of not the least practical

conse-

quence except as a purely speculative matter.
In the general crash and roar of next Tues-

day's great work,

when State

after State

hurls its immense majority on the heads of
the fallen angels of the late political rebellion,
nobody will stop to inquire in what particular
had at
way five hundred men in Maine who
first joined the Tribune filibustering movement affected the result. But looking calmly
at the matter njw, with as little partiza·
bias as if the subject were the glacial theory
or

the inscriptions

on

the. rocks of Damaris-

cove, we hold it to be clearly impossible that
a hundred men who were Republicans a year
on the
ago can can vote for Horace Greeley
5th of November. In the Argua editorial of
Monday we find this sentence which you

Democratic paper of
may find daily in any
the period: "The South, as we have seen,

with overwhelming
going for Greeley
what
Now
part of the South is
unanimity."
(or
goiug "with overwhelming unanimity"
would have gone
which
That
part
Greeley?
and
with the same unanimity for Seymour
been
Blair in 1808, had it not at that time
disfranchised for treason. That part which
at Greeley meetings greets the names of
Davis, Lee, Jackson and other Southern
are

leaders with

more

euthusiasm than

even

the

name of their J?residential candidate. That
which carries rebel flags and transpar-

part

encies in political processions, burns schoolhouses, belongs to the Ku Klux Klan, and
Union soldiers on their
once more assaults
Baltimore. That part which
through
way
in the Rebel army and is glad
whs four years

opposed emancipation,

reconstruction
Bureau and is glad of
and the Freedraen's
who are not cothat. But all the blacks,
Unionist», all the
Southern
the
all
erced,

of it

school teachers and other Northern colonists,
who have
like

Longslreet,
Rebels,
in sinceritj repented of the past ?.nd accepted
for
the present with hearty good faith, are
Ulysses S. Qrant. Will even a hundred Republicans in this State vote with the genuine
Rebel army reorganized for political campaigning by Horace Greeley?—with an unpatriotic band whose first work under tbeir

and all the

commander was to attempt thn pro.
scription of the freedmen of West Virginia
and to take forcible possession of the polls in
Georgia ?

new

occurred at

Troy, Ν. Y., Thursday evening,
fifty years old. He has been largely eugaged iu mercantile pursuits and was
one of the proprietors of the Bessamer steel

was

about

patent. He was a member of the 38th, 39th
and 40th Congresses, in which he was an active and hard

working member, serving

on

the Naval Committee his first two terms, and
In 1868 he was
on Ways and Means the last.
the

Republican candidate for Governor against

Mr. Hoffman.
The Boston Globe favors the
Boutwell to the

Seerttary

election of

Senatorship

about

by the promotion of Senator Wilson. This may be pleasing to Massachusetts, but it will create great dissatisfac-

to be made vacant

tion in the country at large. For who would
inspire so much respect and confidence as
Secretary of the Treasury as Mr. Boutwell ?
Who can fill his place with reasonable satis-

faction.
What

spite

must

have

Democracy
against poor Tom Lang ! Having seeu him
safely over one political precipice this fall,
they are preparing with the utmost cheerfulness aud alacrity to see him over another
steeper and more dangerous one next Tuesday. He will indeed be an "elector at large"
after that day, so far at least as auy official
a

the

duties are concerned.
That part of the Inter-Colonial

Railroad

between St. Johns and

Halifax, which completes the line of th« European and North
American railroad, will be opened formally
on Monday, November 11th.
It is said that
arrangements are in progress lor something
nf

α

A number of American citizen»

are

run-

ning

up something of a bill agginst Spain.
The commission appointed to take record of
the claims of American citizens

the

Government have on file demands

Spanish
for some
is

against

$50,000,000 already,
being increased daily.

and the amount

ciety.
It is sad to reflect that the great procession
at the Democratic funeral, Tuesday, will be
move

on

foot, owing

to

"Olif
·/

Political Notes.
The Philadelphia City Item says tVat J.
Donald

Cameron, Seceretary Robeson, and
ex-Secretary Qattell are named as amoug the
subscribers to the new Republican daily paper to be established in Philadelphia.
B. Gratz Brown is making strenous efforts
to carry Missouri for the Liberal?. He pir-/
doned twenty-two criminals of lawful age out
of the State
The State

Penitentiary on the 21st inst.
Republican Committee of New

Jersey have made a careful canvass of thu
State, and are confident Grant will have a
majority in New Jersey of upward of 5,000.
In 1870 the State went Republican by 3,000
on members
of Congress, and last year,
though Governor Parker was elected by 6,000
majority, the Republican majority upon
members of the Legislature was 2,800.
"Lires of Greeley all remind us
Wc should live our lives content,
And η κ leave our wits behind us
In vain struggle· to be President."
—Missouri Democrat.

Speaker Bla;ne closed his New York
paign by a speech at Albany last night.
Rum on Sunday or none, makes the
issue Tuesday in Chicago.

cam-

local

Mrs. Horace Greeley.
Eli Perkins of the New York Commercial
Advertiser gives the following intereiting
sketch relative to Mrs.

Greeley :

born in Litchfield Ciun
Greeley
ty, Ct., 1814. She was somewhat younger
than her husband, w'«o was sixty-one on the
3d of last February. Her maiden name was
Mrs.

was

Mary Young Cheney.
In her youth she came to New York and
established a school, ooarding at the Graham
House, where she Gret met Mr. Greeley. He
was then conducting the New Yorker.
Their
acquaintance ripened into affection, and they
soon
Mr.
were
Greeley and Miss
engaged.
Cheney were married July 5, 1830, in Warshe
N.
where
was engaged iu
rer.ton,
C.,
teaching school. Mr. Greeley now ha· two
children living—Miss Ida and Miss Gabrielle.

Mrs. Professor Youmans told me last winter that Mrs. Greeley was once very beautiful.
For years she has been an invalid. During
her life she was always eccentric, showing
•pells of stoicism, and theu love and kindness
to Mr. Greeley.
She was a woman of iron
will and Spartan endurance.
'"Was she like Mr. Greeley?" I asked.
"Yes, there was great similarity. They
She was full ot new ideas,
were well mated.
and brave enough to carry out any theory
which she believed to be true, even against
the whole world. She entered into all of Mr.
Greeley's cold water and vegetarian theories
«U1VUJ
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Greeley tells even now, with great pride, with
what Spartan stoicism Mrs. Greeley used to
preside before company at their simple Grahamite ineal, when he was running the New
Yorker, in 1838."
'•IIow do you mean?" I inquired.
"Why, neither Mr. nor Mrs. Greeley ate

meat or drank tea or coffee. Their diet consiste 1 of Graham bread,boikd beans and salt,
and cold water, and Mr. Greeley often amused us by telling how Mrs. Greeley acted when
she had friends to visit her from the coun-

try."

"How

was

that?"

"Well, she would set her little tablé with
Graham bread, milk, beans, salt, and water,
and when they all sat down she would never
apologize, or even explain anything, but talk
verv intelligently, and leave the dinner to explain itself.
"Sometimes," said a friend of the family,
"Mr. Greeley used to suggest to Mrs. Greeley
that some exulanation ought to be made to

the visitors, but she would look up very
seriously, and say 'No, Horace, what is good
enough for us is good enough for them,' 'The
result was,' Mr. Greeley used to say, laughing, 'that people who came to stay a week
generally stood our vegetarian diet about two
days, and never repeated the visit till comnever tempted back
pelled to. They were
"
again by rich living.'
During all Mrs. Greeley's sickness Mr.
Greeley has watched over her with patient
devotion. Sometimes during past years she
has been very queer in her notions, but he
has never fretted or chided her.

"What were Mrs. Greeley's peculiarities?"
I asked an intimate friend of the family.
"She had an iron will, and often took it
into her head to carry out certain radical
Once," continued the
ideas at any cost.

friend, "I went up to Chappaqua to spend
Sunday. Mrs. Greeley had two goats at the
station, and she thought no one could drive
them to the farm but Horace, so he, to
humor her, walked the whole distance, and

drove them in. She was the soul of honor
and integrity, and would never submit to a
dishonest or tricky action on tho paît of any
one else.
During that ride from the station
to the farm, she inquired of the driver his
price, and, when she found he wanted to take
a dollar's
advantage of lier, she refused to pay
it, and we all got out and walked the rest of
"
the distance
"And Mr. Greeley?"

"Why. after a while, in he came with the
goats. He neither smiled at the idea, nor
complained about the long walk. In fact, in
his treatment of Μι». Greeley, and her eccen-

tricities, he is the best man I ever knew. He
never forgets himself, but waits on her with
all the devotion of a young lover. Indeed,
there is something grand in Mr. Greeley's
devotion to his wife. He says he had hard
her, that he married her for love,
work to

get

and that he shall

well,"

in the reward and punishments as we go
along, and that if the wicked escape the penalties of the legal code, that conscience,
"which doth make cowards oi us all," will inflict penalties of a secret sting. In the end she
believed in the universal salvation of all
mankind, but she always thought with Ben
Adhetn. that he whose name was writ "as
one who loved his fellow men," would one
day, in that purer world beyond, "lead all the
reït." Religion, with lver, was not in the
cant of creeds, but in the grander acts of such
great philanthropists as Wilberforce and Howard—in the sublime stoopings of the Christ
child when he bends to lift a struggling orphan from the gutter, or grandly and bravely
breaks the shackles of the slave.

Since the Seabrook

disaster, our exchanges are discussing the question of a safety
switch, which shall be proof against the carelessness of employees and the villainy of those
who are desperate enough to commit wholesale murder by displacing them. It is said
that the Vermont Central and Pennsylvania
Central are using Wharton's safety switch
which keeps the main line unbroken. If it
is desired to run a train upon a side track,
the switch must be forcibly held by a switchlets go his hold the
switch flies back and the ma>n line is made
The moment he

man.

whole. The experiments thus far with this
switch have been very satisfactory upon the
Vermont Central, which has all of its switch
lights so arranged that the position of the
switch is shown to the engineer the moment
the light is seen. The switch lights work
automatically with the switch.
Indirect Claims—The Washington special
of the Boston Traveller says:
It will be recollected that during the discussion of the Washington treaty last summer, a
question of veracity arose between the Amerito
can and British Commissioners in regard
consequential damages, Sir Stafford Northcote
alleging that a distinct understanding had been
had that the United States would waive all
such claims if the matter should come before the
Geneva Tribunal.
At that time Mr. Fish gave his declaration
that to the best of his knowledge and belief,
Northcote's statement was incorrect, and sent
copies of a letter to all the members of the joint
high commission, asking their recollection of it.
They unanimously agreed with Mr. Fish, and
now that the Geneva award has been made, and
the San Juan boundary question settled, Mr
Fish has given publicity to their replies, which
include a positive vérification of his position,
from Miuister Schenck, Justice Nelson, Judge
Hoar, and Attorney General Williams.
As a matter of history setting the United
States Commissioners right, these documents
are invaluable.
Mail Robbery—On Tuesday night last Inspector King of the Dominion Post-office De-

partment arrested

Mr. Currier, mail agent be.
tween Island Pond aud Montreal, for robbing
the mails. Mr. Currier is a Frenchman, about
fifty years of age aud a short time ago married
a

about eighteen years of age.
It seems that for
over two years lie has been in the
habit of
opening letters directed to parties in the Dominion by French Canadians resident in the

States, and purloining their contents,
keeping lists of the same with the intention of
returning the money if he proved successful in
his speculations. He confessed the whole affair

United

Mr. King and handed him the lists of letters
he had opened. He will probably be sentenced

to

A JU9T Tribute.—At the last meeting of the
Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, it was voted to extend their thanks
to
Mrs. J. B. Carroll for
her
untiring
efforts and substantial aid iu behalf of the so-

obliged to
Epizoot."

M re. G reels y had some peculiar idea»,
which lier futuro biographer will no doubt
notice. She believed in Nature—and in lettine Nature alone. She used to believe that
children ought to be brought up in a state of
Nature, untramuieled by clothing.
In her religious belief, Mrs. Greeley was a
strong Universalist. She believed thoroughly

always love her—sick

or

to

thirty years imprisonment.

News and Other Items.
Forty thousand Israelites are coming to this
country.
Kansas had a storm of two ounce ice balls
one night this week after a sultry day.
Snow storms in Utah are beginning early and
in earnest.
Marshal Bazaine's private fortune is estimated at 2,000,000 francs. This explains the auxiety of his relatives to have him shot.
Forney says that Speaker Blaine lives, speaks
and acts like a gentleman.
Forney is gradually picking up the rudiments of a good education.—J\T. Y. Commercial.
The New York papers keep a man on salary
to find names for the horse disease. He has
run riot through all the known languages and
now mildly ap pears with his last for the popular favor, "Hippoihinorrhea."
An Alabama editor mildly alludes to his rival
as "a reservoir of falsehood and an aqueduct of

mendacity."
In noting the claim that lager beer is not
intoxicating, the Cincinnati Gazette says : "An
analysis of one specimen made a year ago for
this paper showed β,1!K) per cent, of alcohol;
another specimen 0,152 per cent., and a third
5,G31."
Everything is quiet in Pope couuty, Arkansas. and no further trouble is apprehended.
The Patterson (N. J.) Guardian complains of
a great deal of female drunkeuuess in that city,
a dozen frequently appearing on a single morning in the police court.
The cholera is making fearful ravages in
some parts of Hungary.
The Iowa Falls lime-burners are using corn
as fuel in their kilns successfully, and find it
cheaper than wood.
Mr. Edward Jenkins, the author of "Giux's
Baby," is preparing a Christmas story. Of
course
everybody who followed the career of
the baby will want to read "Little Hodge "
Lord Dudley presented his wife on the recent
anniversary of her birtli-day a coronet of diamonds, the centre stone of which cost his lordship the modest sum of $130,000.
A genuine Apache Indian lad is attending
the Grand ltapids, Mich., Union School, and
stands quite high in his class.
Judge Nelson of the U. S. Supreme Court
having reached the age of 70, and consequently
a life
pension, he will probably reThe names of William M. Evarts and
Senator Conkling are mentioned in connection

entitled to

sign.

with the appointment.
The number of Dunkards in Kansas is from
10,000 to 15,000. They are quiet, peaceable, industrious people.
When the men meet each
other at church they salute each other with a
kiss.

Oregon

will

begin

a

State

Capitol at Salem,

with $100,000.
Over a thousand young American girls
school in France and Italy.

are

at

disgraceful scene was enacted in Baltimore
on
Wednesday, when two degraded women
fought in the prize-ring. The police are after
the principals in the affair.
At Pittsfied the otherdaya man joined a funA

^-r.1

n.nAAnn:nn

arm

and

r,

»u:i.i

ι„_

I 38 lu liâtes College (Theological Department),
1 ,nd will enter upon llie active «Unies
of the
! hail' at the opening of the next Academic year
π September, 1873.
He intends to resign the
>astorate of the Main Street Free Baptist
'hurch and Society, Lewiston, to take effect
ranuary 1st, and will spend the period that will
| Dtervene between January and September in
pecial preparations for the duties of the Pro-

]

essorsliip.

Rev. J. S. Dore, pastor of the Baptist churchin Caribou and Dalton, lias been obliged,
emporarily, to suspend bis labors on accouut of
inite severe and protracted hemorrhage of the
ung*.
The committee appointed for the purpose
îave given notice that the "Evangelical" Sabyjth Schools of Kcunebec county will hold a
ionvention at the Free Baptist church in Augusta, on Tuesday and Weduesday, Not. 12th
tnd 13th.
Kev. Mr. Goodrich has closed his labors with
llic 1st church in Wells and they are now without a pastor.
The Uuiversalist Society in Bath have engaged the services of Bey. J. P. MacLeau, of
Cincinnati, Ohio, who will regularily Bupply
their pulpit for the present.
The Androscoggin Baptist Quarterly Meeting
holds its next session at North Liveruiore,
Tuesday, Nov. 12th, at 2 p. in., and continues
through Wednesday aud Thursday. Semon by
Bev. G. W. Fuller of Jay.
's

The Methodist, Baptist and TTniversalist
church edifices at Hampden are undergoing re-

pairs.

Bev. T. B. Robinson baptised three young
ladies at Searsmont, Oct. 20th, who were admitted to the Baptist church.
Rev. A. C Herrick was ordained to ministry
at the Baptist church in Canton,Oct. 16th. Rev.
Dr. Chauiplin preached the sermon.
The Baptist church and society of Long
Plain, Mass., has extended a call to Rev. S. P.
Lewy, former pastor (if Rockport, Me., which
lie lias accepted. His labors will begiu on
the first Sabbath in Nov.
The Methodist church on the Buxton and
North Gorham charge is prospering under the
faithful labors of Rev. J. M.
Woodbury, tbe

ing

as

suit to

"Who was the meekest man, my son?" said
the superintendent of a boys' Bible class.—
"Moses, sir." "Very well, my boy, and who
was

the

meekest woman?" "Please, sir, there
meekest woman."

never was no

It is

now

thought at Dover, Ν. H., that the

young girl who it was feared was murdered in
Northwood has eloped with some gay Lothario,
and that there has been no murder after all.
Evans, who was charged of disposing of her,
is still held iu custody.
The wife of Vincent Oolyer, Secretary of the
Indian Commission, was drowned at Darien,

Ct., Thursday, by driving off an overflowed
fcridgo in a carriage.
The registration in Missouri has been unusually large this year. Iu 82 counties there is a
total of 258,300. an increase over 1870 of 07,447.
The same ratio for the remaining counties
would make the total increase 137,142.
A minister once told Wendell Phillips that if
his business in life was to save the negroes, he
ought to go South where they were and do it.
"That is worth thinking of," replied Phillips
"and what is your business in life?" "To save
men from
hell," replied the minister. Then
go there and attend to your business, rejoined

Phillips.
Religious Intelligence.
Rev. Mr. Ford of Pine street Congregational
church, Lewiston, gave notice to his people
last Sunday that he had accepted a call to

Charlestown, Mass.
Rev. S W. Turner hae resigned the pastorate
of the Baptist church in Princeton. He was expecting to baptize four candidates last Sabbath.
There were received, Oct. 2fi, into the Winter
street Free Baptist church, Gardiner, including
the pastor, Itev. O. Bartlett, seven members—
five by letter, one by profession, and one by

baptism,

The Adventists of Kennebunk contemplate
the erection of a chapel.
The pastor of the Baptist church, Springvalo
has received a donation amounting to $105.
We understand that Rev. James Williams,
pastor of the Baptist church in Oldtown, is
compelled to suspend his ministerial labors for
the present, in consequence of continued ill
health.
Rev. W. F, Ober was installed pastor of the
church at Damariscotta and New Castle on the
23d nit. Rev. J. O. Fiske preached the sermon.
Rev. S. Goodenough of Victor, N. Y., has accepted the unanimous call extended him by the
Universalist church and Society of Bangor, and
will enter upon bis duties as their pastor before
the first of December.
Rev Mr. Brown has formally accepted the
professorship of Sacred Rhetoric and Homilet-

YORK COUNTY.

Monday evening.

The Journal says that Jedediah Morrill,Esq.,
foreman of the workmen engaged in laying the
track on the extension of the Β. & M. railroad,
near Biddeford, received a present of a valuable gold chain from his fellow workmen re-

cently.

The Probate Court will be held at North Berwick Monday.
The Journal says that Mr. Robert Smith of
Boston and Miss Lizzie Hardy, a beautiful
Kennebunk heiress, were recently married in
Kennebunk.
We understand that the firm of Bond &
Merrill of this city, have been awarded the
contract for tinning the roof of the new York
county jail at Alfred. The roof will be ready
for the tinners to-day.
Mr. Cyrus Hobbs, the
contractor, thinks to complete the building
ready for occupancy by the first of December.

the stomach acts

into

en

The York County Sunday School Convention
meets at Alfred next Thursday aud will continue in session through Friday. As this is
tlie first convention of the kind ever held in
York County it is expected there will be a large
attendance, and that it will be an eminent success.
Every Sabbath Sohool teacher in the
county is invited to attend.

movement

16,000 persons

over

the bowels

on

tood tak-

as

stimu-

a

are expelled. The liver being in a
condition, the flow of bile (which is a mild
cathartic) into the intestines is ample and regular,
and hence the discharges are easy and sufficiently frequent. The reverse of all this constitutes costiveness,

the only true method of cure is to restore the
activity of the two important organs
which use the bowels as a sewer for the egress of
waste matter. For this purpose Hostetter's Stomach
Bitters can be confidently recommended as the most
effective of all medicines. It is not too much to say
that chronic constipation would be unknown if the
Bitters were in universal uee as a remedy in the earlier stages of the complaint. At this period of the
year, when dyspepsia with all its kindred disorders

engendered and aggravated by the
dampness of the atmosphere, this unequal stimulant,
ton! and alterative should bo taken daily.
apt

are so

to be

SPECIAL
IQtthrr Noble's

Oil,

cure for

NOTICES.

Healing Syrup

anil

Mo·»

BATCHELOR'S

large quantities.
The route just examined by the Connty Commissioners from Caribou to Fort Kent saves a

distance of 37 miles.

CUMBERLAND COUNTY.

Mr. W. B. Johnsjn of Harrison, has returned from the eastern part of the State with quite
a large drove of oxeu and steers for
general distribution
The News says that Albion Kimball of Harrison village, made in 2N days ending
Satarday
night, Oct. 2titb, 354 shook.
The Bridgton News says that Fred
Young,
who three months since received an ugly
gash
in his kuee while at work at a planing machine
in Bridgton, has been confined to his b«l ever
since the accident. He was
recently carried on
a stretcher from that
village to his home on
the Upper Bidge, he being in too feble a condition to oe transported in a carriage. Last Sunday the sufferer was etherized and the adhesions found on the knee joiut broken up by Dr.
Kimball, since which operation his condition
has improved.

MUNICIPAL & REAL

Ellsworth voted 558 to 26 for the railroad
law.
Bucksport is a substantial town, having seventeen estates who pay over 8200 tax, and two
those of Mrs. J. C. Barnard aud Henry Darling, which pay $1127.(>y and U6S),15 respective-

ly·

Freights are plenty and vessels scarce at
Ellsworth.
The American sjys that on
Friday last Allen
Joy, a young man about 19 years of" age, sou of

Mr. Decater Joy of Hancock, was
playing in a
boat or on a raft at the mill pond of
Capt. D,
G. Eaton, when he fell into the
water, which
was about 15 feet deep, aud drowned.

family,

Au-

despatched

another lot freight cars to the "Bed
Line" Eastern railroad.
Ninety-tour teachers were enrolled at the
Kennebec county Teachers' Institute, held at
Augusta this week.
KNOX COUNTY.

The Rockland Gazette says the Western Un
ion Telegraph Co., and the Eastern
Express
Co., are speedily to find new and commixlious
quarters in the south store of Messrs. Berry &
Cobb's new block.

ant

COUNTy.

Physical Debility,Hypochondria, ImjK)tency,
Spermatorrhoea or Seminal Weakness, and all other
diseases arising from the errors of youth or the inand

discretions or excesses of mature years. This is indeed a book for every man. Thousands have been
taught by this work the true way to health and happiness. It is the cheapest and best medical work
ever published, and the only one on this class of ills
worth reading. 190th edition, revised, much enlarged, illustrated, bound in beautiful French cloth.
Price only $1. Sent by mail post-paid on receipt cf
price. Address PEA BODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE. No. 4 Buliinch Street, Boston, Mass., or Dr.
W. H. PARKER, Assistant Physician. Ν. B. The
author may be consulted on the above as well as all
diseases requiring skill and experience.

Dexter has the

epizootic, but uot so seriously
heretofore reported.
Col. Buckland, the engiueer
engaged, will
his survey of the Shore Liue railroad

PISCATAQUIS COUNTY.
Several parties who left Dover recently for
ather parts, have returned, satisfied that that
town is the best for them.
Several tine residences have been built in
Abbot this season.
The Observer says that a large gray
eagle
was killed in Poxcroft on
Monday,by two boys.
They were in the woods hunting, "when they
were attacked by the eagle,
which they dispatched with stones. It measured (i feet 2 inches from tip to tip of wings.
Dover and Foxcroft are holding public meetings to devise some plan for starting manufactories.
The summit of Mount Katahdin has been
covered with snow since Oct. 2d.
Dexter will ask the Legislature to set it off
From Penobscot to Piscataquis county. Piscatiquis lost a whole tier of valuable towos when
.lie county was formed, by a Penobscot
representative quietly moving to amend the bill
by
itriking out the word south and inserting north
η the section fixing the limits of the new
couu;yHAGADAHOC COUNTY.

The horse distemper is increasing in Bath.
Bath registers 1900 voters.
Sheep raising ha- paid last year. Capt. Woodward of New Meadow sold a fine pair of twin
ambs for $12.

LORING'S

SPECIFIC
for the successful treatment and

enormous

dimensions,

viz:

Seventy

WALDO COUNTY.

The farmers of Brooks
natter of a cheese factory.

are

discussing

the

ΥΓΜ. W. BROWN,

—

AND

AT

cure

AND

—

REGARDLESS

I shall exhibit

d3t

Advertiser eopy 2t.

(Successors

CO.,

Ν·.

giving. It
stimulates the Liver to jecrete healthy bile, the lubricator of the bowels ; it tones up weak digestion,
gives strength and vigor to the stomach and bowels;
fortifies the nervous spitem; speedily relieve»
aia^l^ure* Constipation, DyspepNia, Iuti·gestion FSatuucy, Piles, See., as noêther
medicine, ever has done. Nnrsing mothers afflicted
with constipation, not only find in this remedy, relief for themselves but transmit to curative properties to the child.
This medicine is a blessing to the
aged. A gentleman 80 years old who for twenty
years had suffered from constipation, and found no
relief except by the use of injectious, was completly
cured by the use of one bottle of LORINCv'S
VEGETABLE SPECIFIC. As a dysqepsia jure wo challenge the world to qroduee its evual.

to

Abuudant testimonials from well known citizens
in possession of the proprietor.

Color,

Notice.

AVliittier's remedies for the "HORSE EPIDEMIC" are proving very successful. The medicines are
safe and

reliable, and with the directions
each packege, every horse owner

cases save

his animals at

a

small expense.

which

ac-

in

all

can

Over

Whitiier'e medicines, and in
fatally. Call at Whittier's Druggist, No. 400 Congress street, and obtain
the medicines, and promptly use them before the animal is weakened, an l rendered unfit for service.
have been treated with

no case

General
83

has the disease resulted

PARLOR

STOVES!

Rent iu the

Very

■ale at Low

market,

and for

Prices by

BUCKNAM & BAILEY,
No. 190 Fore St., between Exchange and
Pluin Streets.
octlO-sntf

For Rent·
House No. 55 State Street, with or without the furPELEG BARKER.
Apply to
octl5-d3w sn

niture.

Highly recommended for
HORSE
and

other

use

LIME.
Stables to prevent

in

DISTEMPERS

Diseases so prevalent
Sold cheap by

now.

W. W. WHIPPLE & CO·,
Druggists, 21 Market Square.

oct25sntf

FOR FERROTYPES, TINTYPES,
and the Chromo Ferrotypes, go to A. S. Davis & Co
No. 80 Middle St., near corner of Exchange.
au20 d3mo

CHEST

sn

PROTECTORS!

prices.

8CHLOTTERBECK Ac CO,
A.potliecaries and Chemists
oc30aiilw
303 Congress St., Portland, Me.
BANK

F.

A.

OF

DEPOSIT.

HAWLEY

&

CO.,

BANKERS,
No. 1 Devonshire,

cor.

State St., Boston.

Four per cent, interest allowed on deposit
accounts, subject to check, drawn as any city bank.
Out-of-town depositors wfll have their romitances and
collections promptly acknowledged.
We do a General Banking and Commission business, Negotiate Bonds, Stock, Notes and other Secur
ities, make collections through the United States and
Europe. As

DEALERS IN SECURITIES,
we

inquiries relating to investments, and give
the prices of a few of the most desirable

invite

below

Bonds :
& M., Milwaukee Extension, 7s
S2£
Midland Pacific, 7s
90
Logansport, Crawfordsviile & Southwestern, 8s.. .97}
U. S. Bonds ami other marketable securities allowed full price in exchange.
sep3-3mo-tt&r»

B.,

C. R.

OUR COUNTRY,
When first our sires her flag unfurled,
And let it float upon the breeze,
But thirteen stars it showed the world,
Where'er it

waved,

on

land

or seas.

To such dimensions has she grown,
We number, η w, almost two score ;
The moat enlightened nation known,
Our power extends from shore to shore.
Our Boys can dress iu handsome "Clothes"
Coat, Pants, Vest, Hat and Shoes complete,
Whfoh they can buy at George Fenno's,
Corner of Beach and Washington street,
Boston.
OctGOsnlw

J. B. BROWN &

SONS,

BANKERS,
No. 40 Exchange Street.
PORTLAND, MAINE.
DEALERS in Government and other Investment
Securities and in Gold and Silver Coin.
DEPOSITS received subject to check at sight. Interest at the rate of Four per cent, per annum allowed on ail Daily Balances. Accounts rendered and interest credited monthly.
CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSIT issued bearing nterest as by agreement and available at. maturity in
Portland, Boston or New York.
STERLING Exchange purchased. Sighl and sixty
day d-affcs on En^lnnd, Ireland, Scotland, and al
the principal cities of Europe. Also, Gold and Currency Checks on Boston, New York and Montreal
sold.

Agents

for the sale

of the

First mortgage Bonds ot the Portland &■ Ogdcnsburg R. R.
SOliS

811

M&Stf

town,

or

P. F. HARMON.

exhibit

—

the largest assortment

OF

Havinp disposed of

interest In the Priuting
business to Messrs. Gushing & Harmon, well known
in this city as skillful and practical Job Printer*, we
would earnesflv recommend our successors to the
favorable consideration of our former patron*.
F. G. RICH & ΟΠ.
Portland, Oct. 2S, 1872.
nov2
Iw

COMPANY^

Ν Ο ΤICE.

Undergarments

!

MISSES

impossible lor a few davs to serve onr
patrons promptly in making calls for freight, and
request that freight (and bunoles especially) may be
will be

IT

sent
ox

to the office.
We shall, however, with the aid of
teams, deliver freight as fast as possible, and make
we can.
J. ri. W1NSLOW.

what calls
nov2

3t

Home for Aged Women.

AND

CHILDREN.

of all kinds adapted to the

"ΛΛΈΜΒΕΚ8 of this association are notified that fhe
lvJL adjourned annual meeting will be held at the
"Home." on Emery Street, on Tuesday Nov. 54h, at

3$ o'clock, P.

M.
Nov. 1st. 1872.

By

order.

no2td

To Let·

HOSIERY !

Commercial St. Portland.

our

EASTERN EXPRESS

half of double House No. 47 Pleasant street,
ONEinwater.
good order, eleven rooms, furnace, gas

sn

Sebago
riage.

season.

Stable

for

room

cne

ana
aar-

horse and

nov2tf

JVtA.RRIKX>.
In Lewiston, Oct. 31, by Rev. W. H. Bowen, Wilson L. Hawkes, M. D., of Portland, and Miss
Mary
W. Perkins, of Lewiston.
In Brunswick, Oct. 10, Capt. Lincoln Patten and
Mrs. Maria Tarbox.
In Bath, Oct. 31, G. W. Parks, of Richmond, and
Almena W. Lee, of West Balb.
In Augusta, Oct. 31, Chas. C. Hunt, of Hallowell,
and Anna M. Sargent, of A.

I> ΙΉ3Χ).
Ferry Village, Cape Elizabeth, Oct. 31, Lizzie H.
Gray, aged 14 years and 6 months. [Eastern papers
please copy.]
In Gorham, Oct. 31, John M. P. Libby, aged 35yrs.
In Scarboro, Oct. 28, Frank, infant son of George
ami Sarah E. Cusick, aged 5 months.
In Brunswick, Oct. 19, Albia ,Α.· Snow, aged 18 yrs.

KID

SAFES!

GLOVES,

SA FES

LACE COLLARS,
HAMBURG EDGINGS,

PASSEMENTERIE'S,

!_ SA FES!

MORRIS & IRELAND

LACE TIDIES,

Burglar and Fire Proof

JEWELRY,

S A F Ε S !

9 months.

In Sebago, Oct. 4, Mrs. Sally Martin, aged 66 years
and 4 months.
JYIiuialure Almanac

WORSTEDS,

MARINE

5.50 PM
M
12.00

ISTEWS.

so

Sewing Machines,

BUTTONS,

in Misses Fleeced

MEMORANDA.
Sch Almeda, Smith, from New York for Portland,
before reported ashore at Gardiner's Island, was got
off 31st by the assistance of a government steamer,
after throwing over deck load of iron. No damage

reported.

Barque Samuel Larrabec. of Baugor, from Savannah for Bremen, sailed Jan 11 and as no tidings bave
come from her Rince, she is supposed to be lost with
all on board. She was commanded by Capt William
Thompson, of Wintcrport, who was accompanied by
his wife.
Sch Alice Β Gardiner, from New York for Sagua,
into Hampton Roads 29th ult in distress, having
ost rudder.
Sch Georgie Staples, Lord, from Richmond for
Washington, which put into Norfolk leaky, has taken
on a steam pump and will proceed in tow.

10 doz. all sizes at 25 cts.
20

"

5

"

ness,

"

a

Ladies

FERNANDINA—Ar

28tli, barque

Μ

Β

SleUon,

see

Furnishing

FANCY

NO,

son,

Calais.

C/id 30th, schs Three Sisters, Baker, Boston; Frank
Herbert, Crowell, Portland.
Cld 31st, sch Mary A Harmon, Parker, Portland.
ELI Ζ Α ΒΕΤΗΡΟκΤ—Sid 29th, sch Leocadia, Deland. Portland; Wm Butman, Smart, Boston; Marcus Hunter, Orr, Portland.
NEW YORK—Ar3Uth, schs Statesman, Cole, ShuIce, NS; F Arthemius, Pinkham, do; Irene Murpliy,
do; Evelyn, Crowley. St John, NB; Katie Mitchell,
Eastman, Gardiner; American Chief, Snow, Rockland; Henry Clay, Hill, Franklin ; AbMe S Emery.
Emery. Rockland; William Ε Barnes, Coleman, and
Kate Walker, Smith, from Bangor; Laconia, Hall,
Portland; Mary Β Harris, Crowley, Machiae; CC
Smith, Sparks, Gardiner tor Philadelphia ; Lizzie
Brewer, Smith, Jonesboro; Ε Η Nash, Cole, Calais;
Silver Spray, Chadwick, Rockland ; A J Dyer, Bagley. Calais ; Willie Harris, do ; Mary Clark, Herrick,
Fall River; Damon, Johnson, do; Pilote's Bride,
Brewster, Rockland ; Lizzie L Mills, Armstrong, New
Rochelle; Teazer, Hamilton. Norwalk.
Also ar 30tb. schs Evelyn, Crowley, St John, NB
;
Henry,Dobbin.Calais; Framnnia. Adair s, do; Juliet,
Nash, Millbriuge ; Lavolta, Whittemore, and Dr
Kane, Haskell, Bangor; S C Smith. Banks, Gardiner
for Philadelphia ; Telegraph, Priest, Thomaston ;
America, Ingraham; Mary Blake, Davis, and American Chief, Snow, Rockland; Geo Gilman, Watts, and
Belle Brown, Nash. do.
Ar 31st, ships Union, Cotter, Havre 30 days; Robena, Daggett, London.
Clcl 31st, brig Abbie Cliftord, Clifford, Marseilles;
schs Anna Currier, Peck, Tor Portland ; L S Davis,
Bishop, Baltimore; Sarah Ε Nightingale, Hillyard,
East port.
NEW HAVEN—Ar 30th, sch L Holway, Bryant,
Jonetport; Willard, Smith, Baugor.
Cld 30th, brig F H Todd, Bray, Richmond.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 31st, schs Lettie Wells. Watson. Calais; Mary A Holt, Higgins, Ellsworth.
Sid 30th, sch· A Sawyer, Wall, and Andrew
Peters,
Hopkins, New York; H Gardiner, Miller, do.
NEWPORT—Ar 30th schs Rocket, Wall,
Calais;
Boaz, Brown, Rondout for do; Wreath, Foss, Clark's
Island for Warren.
FALL RIVER—Ar 30th, brig
Mansanilla, Benson
Calais.
BOSTON—Ar 31st. schs Minnesota,
Rogers, Bangor; Prize. Thurston, do; Gen Meade,
Belfast; Τ D Patchen, Patcheu, Castine; Patterson,
Ida Morton, McDonald, Rocklaud.
Cld 1st, ship Riverside, Randall, New Orleans;
brig
Jessie Rhyuas, Wills. A spinwall ; nebs Ocean Wave"
Lansll, Bangor: Jennie C Russ. Conary, Portland.
and
Sid, barques Lincoln,
Scotland.

welcome:
Call and

competition.

give your orders at

163 middle

Street,

Β. B, DYER, Agent.
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BONDS.
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«TATE OF MAINE

β'·

a

PORTLAND

β'·

All the Novelties ©fte

CLEVELAND, OHIO,

7'.

Ζ ANES VILLE,

8'.

OHIO

NT, LOUIS,

THE SEASON.

β'·
I'm

PHILADELPHIA—Ar 29th. sch Mary A Harmon,
Parker, Hillsboro; J V Wellington, "Doane, from
Richmond, Me.
Ar 30th, barque Ε A Cochrane. Swasey,
Bangor;
scbs Jos Ρ Eaton, Poole, Jacksonville; Sâbao, Lam-

Their record at the Chicago fire is unparalleled In
the history of Safes, and they

dlw

I'm

New York.

THE —

10 CLAPP'S BLOCK.

nov2

COOK COUNTY

Woodbury, Baltimore.
NORFOLK—Ar 29th, sch Wm Boardman, Hilliard,

I3f

OCTOBER

CITY OF LAW RE 3 CE, MASS.

noTl

GEORGETOAVN, SC—Cld 28tli, sch S

Woodbury,

OF
—

BATIS & CO.,

LOUISVILLE, K.Y.,

Ε

MONTH

GOODS

CHARLESTON-Ar 30th, ship Ida Lilly, Otis, from

Bosion.

Fire

PORTLAND, iU£.

New York.

SAVANNAH—Sid 26th ult, ship Southern
Rights,
Woodbury. Havre.
Ar 30th, schs Abby H Hodgman, from
Gardiner;
Gem, Cole, New York; "Sarah." Portland.

"

Bargains arc daily offered and we invite all tP.
for themselves.
Be convinced and purcliaee their

and

have been sold during the

"

fleeced Gloves 25.

Philadelphia.

Siemers, CienfUegos.

Burglar

pair.

1000 yds. Crochet Edging at 5e per yard.

MOBILE—Ar 20th ult, sch Pareppa, Packard, fin

JACKSONVILLE—Cld 23d, ecb Jos Fifh, Hupper,
Providence.
Cld 24th, sch J C Libby, Fletcher, Bath.
Ar 25th, sch Ρ Hazeltine, McDonald, Boston.
PENSACOLA—Ar 26th, schs Fanny Fern, Saunders. Indianola; W A Morrill, Keen, Galveston.

of these practical securities against both

Hose,

Ladies cotton k wool 15c

fmt

DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 30th, barque Μ Ε Packer,
Hollo way, New York.
Cld 24th, ship Tlios Lord, Whittemore. Liverpool.
Slil 261 li. ship Recent, Chase, Queenstown.
GALVESTON—At 25th, brig Gazelle, Cole, from
New York.
Cld 25th, brig John Wesley, Ford, Providence.
Cld 26th, brig Nellie Hu3teed, White, Pensacola.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 28th, brig R Β Gove, Hark-

MOKE THAN THIRTY

White,

cester.

Sch Mary, Hallowell, Dennysville.
CLEARED.
Brig Proteus, Dyer, St John, NB—John Porteous.
Sch Hibernia, (Br) Coggins, Westport, NS—master.
Sch Frank Pierce. Grant. Ellsworth.

163 Middle Street.

FANS, BRACELETS, &C.
Bargains

ever

Rooms of the Wheeler & Wilson

ARRIVED.
Sch Vineyard, Bangs, Provincetown, to load for
New York.
Sch Meiidian, Carter. Gloucester for Bristol.
Sch Sammy Ford, Allen, Lubec for New York.
Sch Percy. Col well, East port for New York.
Sch Henrietta, Nickerson, Gardiner lor Pawtucket.
Sch Winslow Morse, Oliver, Bath for Fall River.
Sch Percy, Colwell, Eastport for New York.
Sch Ε Η King, Bragdon, Lamoine for New York.
Soli Lizzie Carr, Lee, Bangor for Washington.
Sch A Ε Willard, Weeks, Bangor for Bridgeport.
Sch Pcnniah & .Josephine, Rich, Eden for Glou-

secure

—AT THE—

FRINGES,

1.

well known, as the most
made, are on

EXHIBITION

BUSTLES,

PORT OF PORTLAND,

Friday, Nor.

These Safes,

LACES, YARNS,
CORSETS,

Noveuiher 2.

6.35 I Moon rises
4.51 | High water

Sun rises
Sun sets

oct 30

The

they will

where

HUNDRED HORSES

TWO

clown

EMPORIUM of FASHION,

YEOMANS,
Eastern Agent,

In

Portland.

Special

trouble to'walk
in town to their

FOE LADIES,

DURABLE, BEAUTIFUL, ECONOMICAL.

are

LOKIIVC, Apothecary,

G.

taking the

!

χ

THOS.
novlsntt

those

SOLD By The GALLON ONLY

se28-eodtf

prepared
every variety cf Book and
Mercantile Printing with promptness, and at reasonable price·.
Our office îs liberally supplied with the latest style·
of Types, Borders, Ornaments, «Sfce., and we are confident that we can satisfy all who may favor us with
their orders.
W H. CUSHING,

Merino

Immediate Application.

D. M.

PRINTERS,

1 Exchange, Cor. Fore St., Ptrllanil.

are

an

lp

even

IIAK TIU^,
G. Rich & Co.,)

nubsciibere, having purchased the Book and
Job Printing Erttablishment|of F. G.Rich & Co
THE
to execute

BARGAINS!

WHITE
or

to F.

BOOK & JOB

still continue to offer

Any Deaired Shade

Prepared for

—

nov2

PRICES.

AST)

any thing that would do any harm
infant. Its action is tonic or strength

AT

NO. 4 Clapp'e Block, Elm Street.

Distemper,

DAVIS &

Manu&cturcrs of

This remedy is composed of the expressed juices of
Roots and Herbs which grow in our native forests.
It is not cathartic neither does it contain any miner-

—

INOVEMBtH 2th and 6tli,

—OF TIIE—

Horse

sntf

PUREST

or

OF

Ε. K. TOWLE.

Avertit Chemical Paint Co.,

—

my

French Hats and Bonnets

TERRIBLE

Cod Liver Oil and Llme.—That pleasant,
and active agent iu the cure of all consumptive
"
Wilbor'e Compound of Pure Cod
symptoms,

of

g7

Ο Ρ Ε Ν I Ν

—

octll

DYSPEPSIA.

al

2w

—

—

LOW

I

J

nov2
Argu· copy.

—

SHIRTS

UNDER

1Mrustee·.
Trustee.

ROBERT HOLYOKE,
JAMES C. SHERIDAN,
JERE. WAKEFIELD,

mar25-dly

sn

CONSTIPATION

Siortou, Esq.,

'eet long, fifty-two feet wide, and eight feet
hick. This block weighs nearly 2IÎ47 tons. It
;ook 28 pounds of powder.

I

claimβ are allowed until the 30th day of November
next inclusive, ami uo longer! to do so to the satisfaction of said Trustees, who will receive proofs every
day from 3 o'clock to 5 o'clock P. M. at the office of
Cumminfs, Leavitt & Widberi No. 220 Commercial
street, Portland, Me. Immediately after Nov. 30tli,
1872, said Trustees will distribute to those creditors
who have proved their claims the share of said estate and property belonging to each.
Dated at Portland, Oct. 31, 1872.
ALFRED S. PERKINS,
)
THOMAS F. CUMMING9, |

LATEST STYLES

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

Liver Oil and Lime," is being universally ailopted in medical practice. Sold by the prop-ietor,
A. B. Wiuboe, Chemist, tOG Court St, Boston
oct31-sn-eodlw

VEGETABLE

COUNTY.

The Somerset Reporter learnewhile Micah W.
of North New Portland, was
litting near a window, about half past eight
Monday night, nine shots were fired through
he window, passing on both sides of his head.
Mr. Norton's face was filled with fragments of
lie broken glass. No clue has yet been ob
;ained of the perpetrators of the deed. Sevcril years since Mr. Norton was tarred andfeathired, and the matter has since been in the
xmrts.
Mr. John L. Jones of Ripley, this year liarrested 300 bushels of ears of corn from two
icres of land.
This is equivalent to 150 bushils ot shel ed corn, or 75 bushels to the acre.
John Laughton of Norrigewock, at a
single
)last raised a block of granite, from the celeirated ledge of the Dodlin quarry, of the fol-

!

SPOKJEN.
Sept 29, lat 15 45 N, Ion 118 45 W, ship Merom, from
San Francisco for Cork.
Oct 10, lat 24 26 N, Ion 55 48, barque Com Dupont,
Nichols, from London for Boston.

tllAKLES t'ISÏIS ft 11».,

A. G.

els

owing

Every Mau.

Sid 23d, barque Florence Peters, Mitchell, fer New
York.
Ar at Shields 17th ult, ship Wm Woodbu y, Herriman, London.
Ar at Havana 21st ult, brig Meteor, Estes, Ν York
9 «lays.
At Trinidad 234 ult, sch Nellie Shaw, Cates, from
Philadelphia, ar 23d.
Ar at Matanzas 19th ult, brig Wcnonab, Stone,
New York.
Cld at Pictou 25th ult, barque A C Small, O* Br Ion,
Cienfeuegos; brigs D S Soule, Soule, do; Gambia, Gil
key, Portland.
Cld at St John, NB, 29th ult, sch Ada Barker, Sawyer, New York.

and twin brother.

death", as It is called—both these distressing maladies CAN BE CUBED by a newly discovered principle in medicine secured in

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

SOMERSET

Cochrane,{Philadelphia.

ESTATE

%

ed at wholesale

commenco
it once.

Sid 18th, barque J Ε Woodwortli, McNeil, Belfast.
Cld at Liverpool 18th. ship
Gettysburg, Walker, for
New Orleans: barque Eliza McNeil, Mills, Tybee.
Arat Loudon 18th ult, barque Carrie Wyman,

The "SCIENCE OF LIFE, or SELF-PRESERVATION," a Medical Treatise on the Cause and Cure of
Exhausted Vitality, Premature Decline in Man, Ner-

VERY

first-class course of lec-

Paris Hill has 25 cases of epizootic.
The ReyisteT says 3000 barrels of
appies were
shipped from Paris the past week.
The farm house and buildings of J. W. Willis of West Paris, were destroyed by fire ou the
iStli uit. Loss $2000; partially insured.

TIIUE undersigned, constituted by an Instrument
X dated Sept. 30. 1870. Trustees of the estate of
the late firm ot W. H. TVTelcher & (Jo., and to whom
was conveyed the property of said firm, to be distributed among said creditor*, hereby give notice
that such creditors as have not already proved tbeli

Sawyer, Iquique.

SECURITIES !

and its concomit-

CARBOLATE

gusta, lias forty horses sick.
Lambard's car factory at Augusta lias just

to have a

[Latest by European steamers.]

the fountain head of almost every disease affecting

KENNEBEC COUNTY*.

is

NOTICE.

tU9llllU «Κ

ments.

On Thursday Frafc'klin voted five
per cent, of
its valuation in aid of the Shore Line
Κ. K.—
There were only three votes in opposition.

lw

the Creditor· of Ibf late firm of W. II.
Itlclcber & Co.

T·

Ar at Deal 17th ult, barque Argentine, Gilkcy, from
New York for Antwerp.
Ar at Falmouth E, 19th ult, barque S A Blaisdell,

BONDS of Towns and Cities, and MORTGAGES
of Improved Real Estate in the west, bearing 10 per
cent, interest, payable in the east, for sale by
CHAULES M. HAWKES,
28 Excl-a>.ge st., Portland.
sep28sni f

—

company

The town of Hancock failed by two votes of
the necessary two-thirds to vote 5 per cent, to
the Seashore railroad.
William E. Morang,late of the Eastport Sentinel, is to conduct the mechanical and business
departments of the Ellsworth Amei-ican. An
excellent selection.
Seth Tisdale, Esq., is buildiug a mill in Ellsworth 30x40 feet, which is to be used for the
manufacture of spools and excelsior.
Henry Macomber of Franklin, is bnilding
two vessels, one a centre-board of 275 tons, and
the other 150 tons.
Franklin lias a cornet band with new instru-

KocKiana

nov3

CONSTIPATION,
the human

m.
ni.

ter, Philadelphia.

IT IN 9IEDIC1NE !

HANCOCK COUNTY.

tures.

Π AIR DYE.

DRAWERS

AROOSTOOK COUNTY.

The Houlton Times advises farmers there not
to sell their potatoes for forty cents a bushel.
The Time» says that partridges are very plenty ill the woods this season, and are killed in

the sta^e contractor of

Boston, Idg.

Tbie spleudid Hair Dye is the best in the worldThe only True and Perfect Dye. Harmless Reliable
and Instantaneous; no disappointment; no ridiculous
tints or unpleasant odor. Remedies the ill effects of
bad dyes washes. Produces Immediately a
superb
Black or Natural Brown, ami leaves the
hair
clean, soft and beautiful. The genuine, signed W. A.
Batchelor. Sold by all Druggists.
CHAS. BATCHELOR. Prop., Ν. Y.
d&w
octl
Ivr
β Ν

KXPRKWKii.

European Express

Ar at Calcutta Oct 30, ship Tennyson, Graves, from
Boston via Madras.
Sid fm Manila 2d ult, barque Elwood Cooper, Jackson, San Francisco.
At Iloilo Sept 2, ship Itaska, Rush, for London ;
barque Ν Gibson. Smalley, for New York.
At Trieste 12tb ult, barques Surprise, Hoyt, tor
New York, Idg; Almoner, Averill, disg.
Ar at Stetten 14th ult, barque Celeste Clark, Fos-

J. B. LUCAS.

DAILY

CO.

TIME.

Express will leave office at 7 a. m.
Express at 12.30 p. in,
via Quebec and Alian'e Line of
Steamers every Thursday.
The Canadian Express Co. connect at Detroit,
Mich., with the American Merchants' Union hkpress
Co. to all points
Went, Houihwfnt, Or«'{{on mid California.
For general infornuition appdv to the
Company's
office, 90 Exchange street.
JAMES E. PRINDLE, Agent.
GILMAN CHENEY, Superintendent, Montreal,

Sid fm Yokohama 18th ult, barque Etta Loring,
Loring, for New York.
At Whanipoa Sept 20, barque S D Carlton, Freeman, for New York.
At Zebu Sept 5tb, ship Oaspee, Drummond, for

Sept 18-sntf

vous

11.30 a. m.
T.:tO a.
1.ÎIO p.

Marshall, Swatow.

«93 CONGRE8M STREET.

The Lewiston Journal says that Messrs. Day
& Varney put themselves into the shafts oi
their bakers cart, Thursday morning, aud duly
delivered at the Maine Ceutral depot thirteen
barrels of crackers.
Lewistou has voted to issue $224,500 of its
bonds to build the Lewiston and Auburu railroad.
The is no abatement of the epizootic in Lewiston, but on the other hand the cases have assumed a more malignant type.
The East Turner cattle show and fair was a
great success. The town shows generally have
exceeded the county exhibitions.

Pinkham,

FOREIGN PORTS.

Newschwang Aug 23d, barque Moneynick»

Ar at

BUY THEM AT 51 EXCHANGE ST.,

NEWS.

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

V. D.

Congress.

CAPS.

Consumption, and very healing to the
Lung3, prepared by Dr. E. P. Huylor. successor to
Dr. Abel King, New York city. For sale at W.
MORSE, General Agent for Cumberland Co., No. 4
Casco street. Beware of Counterfeits.
nov2snlw
NOTHING LIKE

Gardiner iordo.
30th, sebβ Clara Rankin, Spiiler. from Calais for
Flora King, Cook, and
Terrapin, Wooster, do for New York ; Bred C Holden, Hood, do for
Fall River; Paragon, Hlckey, Eastport; Maine, Lord
Sullivan; Albeit, Wallace, and
Burnham,
Bangor; Eastern Qnecn, Dunbar,do for Washington ;
Effort, Rice, do for Fall Rivor.
Ar

GUNS,
POWDER,
SHOT,

A Book lor

TWO

OF

Ou and after Nov. 4th, 7.30 a. in. for Norway, South
Parie and all intermediate stations.
Returning,
leave Norway at5.30 a. m., arriving iu Portland at
8.15 a. m.
All orders for good· by this Express can be answered the same day by the 1.30 r>. ni. Express.
For Montreal, Quebec, Toronto,
1..ΊΟ I». >«.
Hamilton. l»ndon, Sarola, Port Huron, Detroit,
Mich., and all stations on the Grand Trunk Hallway.
All orders for the 7.30 a. m. Exprès· should t>e left
at the Company'» offlco on or before 5.30 p. in. of the
previous dav: for the 1.30 p. oi. Express on or before

Hackensack;

N. GOOLD.

W.

CHANGE

son,

of the

course

ADVERTISEMENTS.

CANADIAN EXPRESS

Hopkins, and Nathl Stevens. Saunders, do for New
Henry Wldtney, Perkins, do tor Stonington;
Garai, Rhoade», do for Plymouth; Peuciuian, Turner, Orland; Sparta. Hoifcins, Frankfort ; Cocheco,
Clifford, Roc*port for New York ; Castellane, Warren. Rockland; Bed abed
ec, Knowlton.and R Κ Kenney, Wallace, do for New York; AliceUakee, MarYork ;

Portland, June 24th, 1872.
jun23uewlt then su tf

lant, causing in them that worm-like motion by which
natural

regular

in tbe

Banking Business.

DYSPEPSIA.
STATE

Discounts,

and make

NEW

^

On, and after this date, tlie uu lersigned will carry
on a strictly Banking business, at tbe Banking
Rooms now occupied by tbe Second National Bank,
in Portland, Maine, under tbe style of tbe "BANK
OF PORTLAND" and a» such, will reçoive Deposits

their contents

îunctional

until their house is ready to reoceupy. The
two pastors share the pulpit services between
them.
The Union Conference of Congregational
churches met at Bridgton last Tuesday. Sermons were preached by Rev. Dr. Thurston of
Searsport, and Rev. Ν Lincoln of North Bridgton.
Various religious topics were discussed.—
The attendance was large and the meetings interesting. Fifteen of the seventeen churches
in the Conference were represented. The next
meeting is to be held at Fryeburg. Rev. John
S. Sewall of Bowdoin College, and Rev. A. J.
Smith of Waterford are to preach tbe sermons.
The work on the new Universalist church in
Brownficld is progressing finely, it being all
boarded and shingled, aud will soon be ready
for the inside workmen.

Reform

Help tlic Torpid Organs
When the body is in a state of health, the

and

Congregational church in Gorham i»
now undergoing repairs.
The society are worshipping for the present with the Methodists,

GENERAL.

IN

Since the Temperance
began on the Kennebec,
have taken the pledge,

Rev. M. W. Newbert, Methodist, has
resigned his charge at Waldoboro' Village, on account (f poor health,and has removed to China.
Rev. John Collins is supplying the pulpit.
The

and Bid de ford uniformed comin a torch light procession on

The Saco

panies will unite

Γ

SALEM—A* Wtb, brig Chas Weiîôy, ttarrio*ion,
Baegor f.»r Washington; schs John Snow, Cotton,
Sbulee, NS, fur New Vork : Kate Foster, Harraden.
Calais loi Providence : Glide, Miller,
Bangor ; Katie
i Lunt, Lunt, do for
Washington ; Isabella Jewett,

NOTICES.

SPECIAL

present pastor.

OXFORD

pig under the other, the latter squealonly a pig can, and the child following
the best of its ability.
a

The Belfast Age says that bay and potatoe® I
beginning to come into that market. First
quality of loose hay is selling at $15, and the
price paid fqr potatoes the past weekjfhasjbeen
'Β'υ Lei
05 cents.
ΓΙ1ΗΚ eommniUnus four storieil Brick More, No. 57
WASHINGTON COUNTY.
X Commercial St.—immediate possesion given.
The people of Machias will be very much surELLAS THOMAS & CO
Inquire of
prised to learn that they liave axe, oilcloth and
No. 90 Commercial St.
skate factories, paper mills, etc.
Or ot
W. W. THOMAS. Cunal National Bank.
Ntvertheless
septl2sntf
very respectable papers are giving currency to
such a statement.
BANK OF PORTLAND.

are

MAINE CENTRAL R. R. CmmU·

dated,

7*.

BARGAINS
—

IX

DRESS

αΓ
Woi

so
«

—

GOODS!

|lj

—

NORTHERN PACIFIC
EUROPEAN & N.

CHICAGO,

R.,

DANVILLE &

««Id

ATCHISON,

ON

VIN-

CENNE* R. R. ««Id

CENTRAL IOWA

I'm
Oold

I'm

^

IX

few

we

Corded ΛΙρηοηκ, 'i6r.

STREET.

^4

λ

&

>

SHAWL S.

Gentlemen's

Garments
CLEANSED,

h

?Ια
SI

! Satiu ttlripe», 40e.
!^
χ

Bankers and Brokers.

-I
«

quote

fffoon Repu, '15r.

isWAN & BARRETT,

tf

-i

iu Prices.

All wool Plaid*. 60c.

V

TOR SALE BY

lOO MIDDLE
Sept 7-eodtf-n

VNl"»CAL

^Reduction
A

««Id

TOPEKA A- 8.

AI*

QjH

7'.

R. R.

2V

7-30'»

R. R

AM. R.

KnrrNiiblc Ottomiin, *.V

Bargain* in

r-vk

olhrr

kind».

OR

Dyed Brown, Black. Blue-Black
and

Cumberland Itepellam 9(>'J5

^

Bine,

J yd». Chocked Flannel, $1.OO,

AND

PRESSED, READY FOR WEAR.
No Ripping required. Warranted
not to cluck.
AT FOSTER'S DVE
HOUSE.
Jy23eodnew tf

34 Unions·

I

WANTED.
YOUNG
17
1» year» of age to learn
A Apothecary
business
man

or

uov2tf

the

jtuvf
fc.
GEO. C. FKi

Stcaiu Engine For Sale.
portable Steam Eugene.

ANEW
of the AinçeCo.
'Vir·

manufacture·.

to «ell our
5 ylt is onr greatest prlile
goods at the lowest possiable prices.
Τ TAS tf
oetJO

»^ho"ePJnat
M.ijww'"

Portland Savings Bank.

before SATcommence inter
that month.
FRANK NOYES, Treasurer

made in this

bank
DEPOSITS
URDAY, November 2d, will
the first of

est

on

octl6-dtnov2

NORRIS. HULL & CO.

on or

Notice.

E. A. NORTON retired from our firm on the
first of September ult. The business will be
or trust- I
this (lay forbid all person β harboring
contiuued
by the remaining partners hereafter at
Peaco on my account as i
office No. 11 Moulton st.
inç my wilo Mary E.
I shall pay no bills or debts of her contracting after )
NORTON, CHAPMAN Λ CO.
MERK1LL PKACO
this date.
novld2w
Portland, Nov. Ι, 1872.
nov2d3w·
Otisticld, Oct. 27, 1872.

Caution.

11)0

MR.

THE PHT3SS.

Central Lodge of Cape Elisabeth
day, the 20th inst.
The State, the

SATURDAY MORNING, NOV. 2, 1872.

CITY AND VICINITY.

cap-bespattered

i-rf

Wodnee-

weekly

paper with the
prospectus, makes its bow to

unv

the public to-day.
The ice carts have shrunk to the size of baby
carriages and are hauled by boys of the hop-o'-

my-thumb genus—very small,
Ν<*·.ν Λ <!?

on

but

taking pro-

digious strides.

i«niiciitM To-On y.

Very flattering photographs

ι : ν τ ε κτλ ινμεντ

column

The Host of All—Union Spy*.
Sl'ECIAL NOTICE COLUMN.
Mother Noble's Syrup—W. Morse, 4 Casco btreet.
Ν Κ W AI)Vi: KTISEM ENT COLU MN.
Heine

for Aged Women—Meeting.

Wanted—Youn^

perance Association wiil take place at Falmouth Foreside on the 13th lust. The association will be in sessiou at the Methodist church,
afternoon and evening.
Over 800 tickets for the Army and Navy
course have already been sold.

Man.

Engine for Sale—Norrie, Hull & Co.
Caution—Merrill Peaco.
Steam

David &

Co—Fancy

of Mrs. Stowe
are to seen in the book store windows.
If her
physical beauty but equalled her beauty of diction and thought, she would excel Phryne herself in "good looks."
A meeting of the Cumberland County Tem-

Goods.

Cushing & Harmon—Printers.
Canadian Express Co—Change

of Time.
Notice—Creditors of W. H. Melcher & Co.
Easteru Express Co—Notice.

George E. Davis has bought the building in
Hemlock street numbered 3, paying therefor
the sum of $1715.
A mysterious girl about fifteen years old has

To Let—House.

Oponing—Mrs. Fowle.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Tlie Horse Epidemic.
C. C. Bennett—
Chemical Paint.
Dr. Morse—The Horse
Epidemic.
Dr.

driven

to "molest or make them afraid."
The first class in the High School gave a social dance at lieception Hall last evening, in
which all the school joined.
It was a very
pleasant affair.
Haggett, the butcher, aetouished his customers yesterday morning, by making his appearance before their deors in a team drawn by a
fine cow. What must have been the cow's
feelings, thus compelled to drag about the
one

place at

CITY

slaughtered

HALL,

Monday Evening, Nov. 4th,
AT 7 1-2 O'CLOCK.
The

following Gentlemen will speak

on

the

bodies of her kindred!
No reserved seats are to be sold for the lecture course of the Mercantile Library Association.

To-day

is All Soul's Day.
Only one inmate at the police station last
night. A "solid drunk" is the technical name
for the case, we believe.

occa-

Λ

sion:

tour of the various stables in town and furnish
a report of the progress of the disease.
Despite

Hon. Nathan Webb,
GEN. J. D. FESSENDEN will preside.

MUSIC BT THE PORTLAND BAND.
Sy The galleries will be reserved for the ladies.

the fearfully muddy condition of the crossings
and a drizzling rain from the murky clouds
overhead our reporter, instigated by a truth-

loviiig disposition, started upon his rounds.
Calling at Brown's stable he found some eight
horses suffering from the disease, though none
of them appeared to be dangerously affected.

They appeared
The

Rousing meeting*

a

Pioneers
At Headquarters to-night.
wara

School Houee

the

on

street.

Clark street, just below Pine
Per order of Committee.

Religious Notice·.
Advent Christian Church, Union Hall, 87 Free
St.—Elder W. C. Stewart of Kennebnnkport, will
nreach Sunday, at the usual hours. Prayer Meeting in the morning at 9 o'clock. Seals free.
Congress St. M. E. Church.—Rev. C. B. PitPastor. Preaching in the morning at 10.30 by
Rev. A. H. Wright, in the afternoon at 3 by the
Pastor.
Spiritual Fraternity, Army and Navy Union
Hall—Children's Progressive Lyceum at 10$ A. M.
Prof. Denton will lecture Sunday at 3 and 7$ P. M.
Admission 15 cts.
First Baptist Church, Congress st., corner of
Wilmot. Rev. TVm. H. Shailer, Pastor.—Preaching at
3; Sabbath School at 1.45 ; Social meeting at 7 p. m.
Y. M. C. Association, Mechanics' Building, ConThi» (Saturday) evening, service of
gress street.
of Song ar 7J o'clock. Social religious meeting at 7}.
Prayer meeting Wednesday evening at 7J. Young
people especially invited.
Portland Spiritual Association, Temperance
Hall, 351$ Congress st. ; Conference 3 p. M.
Allen Mission Chapel, Locust Street.—Sabbath
School Prayer Meeting at 2.15, Ρ M. Sabbath
School at 3. Camp Meeting John Allen will preach
W at 74 o'clock.
Preble ChapA, corner Preble and Cumberland
streets. Sunday School at 2 Ρ m ; preaching at 8 ; a

blad^,

Temperence meeting at 7.

All

are

cordially

Invited.

Universalist Church.—Rev. Geo. W.
Bicknell, pastor. Services at 10$ a. m. Sunday School
Concert at 7$ in the evening.
Free St. Baptist Church.—Preaching in the
morning and afternoon ; also at 7$o'clock in the evening by the pastor, Rev. A. K. P. Small. Evening
lecture addressed to youug ladies
Bethel Church, 97 Fore Street.—Services Sabbath a. m., at 10.30 o'clock; p. m., at 3 and 7.00
o'clock. Communion service the first Sunday P. ar.
of each month. Also meetings on Monday and
India St.

Thursday evenings
and land

are

at 7.30 o'clock.
cordially invited.

All from tue

sea

Mountfort Street Α. M. E. Church.—Rev.
J. H. Madison, pastor.—Services at 10$ a. m., 2$ and
7 p. m. Sunday School at 4 p. m.
Plymouth Church.—M. H. Williams, Pastor.—
Services morning and afternoon at the usual hours.
West Cong. Chapel—Services by Rev. George J.
Pierce. S. S. at 11 a. m ; .-Sermon at 3. and Evening
service at 7$ P. m.
Williston Chapel—S. S. 10$ a. m.
service at 3 P. m. Social meeting at 7 P.

Preaching
M.

St. Paul's Church, corner ot Congress and Lo.
•cust street.—Services Sunday at 10.30 o'clock a.m.
And 3 p. m. This is a free church, with free seats
Pine St. M. E. Church.—D.H. Hannaburgh, pastor. Prayer Meeting at 9 a.m. and 7 p. m: preaching at 10$ a. m. and 3 p. m. ; Sunday School at 1$ p.
Young People's meeting at 6p. m.

St. Luke's Cathedral—Sundays,10.30 a. m.3 and
7.3o p. m. Daily, 8.30 a. m. and 5 p. m. Free to all.
Nxv Jerusalem CnuRCH.—Rev. Mr. Haydeu
will, by request, repeat to-morrow morning his sermon on one day's experience of parish work.
Evening lecture in the Vestry at 7$ o'clock.
CONORE88 Square Universalis! Societx.—Ssrvloes by the pastor at 10$ a. m. Sunday School Concert at

7} p.

m.

Judicial Court.
BEFORE JUDGE WALTON,
Friday.—The following divorces have been deSo pre me

creed:
Ezra P.

Graffam

Elizabeth S. Grafiam, for

vs.

adultery.
Sarah H. Ring

Frederick A. Ring, for drunken-

vs.

ness.

Fannie B. Gould vs. Edward R.
enness and cruelty.
Harriet J. Northop
for six years.

vs.

Gould,

for drunk-

Geo. Northop, for desertion

Isaac H. Brown vs. Harriet L. Brown, for adultery.
William H. Tenney vs. Margaret K. Tenney, for
desertion.
Josiah Chase, Jr., of York, was admitted to practice as an Attorney and Oounsellor at Law in all the
Courts of the State.

Superior
BEFORE JUDGE

Ymday.—Andrew
lan.

Finished.

Court.

SYMOXDS,

J. Perhani vs. Augus McMilplaintiff for $80.

Decision for

A. A. Strout for plff.
McCobb & Kingsbury for deft.
Henry M. Noyee vs. F. G. Rich. Action on an account annexed for $31.68 for steam power furnished
defendant for his printing presses during the month
Defense—that the contract was
ot January, 1872.
with Bailey & Noyes, to whom defendant is accountable and with no one else. Decision reserved.
Haskell for plff.
Vinton for deft.

municipal Court.
JUDGE

MORRIS

PRESIDING.

FRIDAY.—Matthew Sweeney was arraigned for
drunkenness and disturbance ; convicted and sentenced to thirty days in the county jail. The execution of the sentence was suspended on condition of
good behavior.
Charles Mullen was arraigned on a search and seiz.
lire process ; convicted and fined $50 and costs ; paid
and discharged.
Brief Jotting·.

They are laying

sewers on

iligli and Pleasant

streets.

Softening of the mucous membrane is what
ails the horses. What a comfort it would be to
the poor beasts if they could but know it
The
There is a tremendous sea coming in.
as in the Septemwaves are apparently as high
ber gale of last year.
A house-moving on York street has come to
difficulty of
a sudden stop, occasioned by the
reprocuring oxen to hanl it. The building
mains in the middle of the highway at the juncture of York and Maple streets.
The Eastern Express has attached oxen to
.some of its teams and
boys to others.
The prettiest thing out in chromos is "Bern iniecences of an old man." It is to be seen in

Schumacher'! window.
There is to be a grand ball the
night before
thanksgiving, at the hall of the Payil ion, Lake
Sebagd.
To those of our country readers who postpone
their visits to ihis city for fear of insufficient
conveyance through
streets, we would say
that horses iu Portland *re still running—at the
our

nose.

The

supply

ed, and of

of horse

course

jokes

is nearly exhaust-

horse-laughs

infrequent,especially

are

"J

only in

*v«

ivwioij)

i/uc

mild form.
At Grant's stable a noticeable improvement
has taken place, and in most cases the tendency of the disease is toward a speedy and favora

able termination. Dr. Thayer's horse, which
is boarded at this stable, is still very sick, and
Dr. Β. B. Foster's quite so.

great change for the betSager's
ter was noticeable. Of the fifty-four hoises affected not one but seems in a fair way of recovery. The animal for whom the greatest
At

fears

stable

were

a

entertained is

now

considered out of

danger.
Robinson
his stable.

reports

a

slight improvement

at

He bas many sick horses but 110
cases, and the animals are all apparently
showing a decidedly improved condition. Dr.
Gilman's mare "Fan," reported dead, is about
the liveliest corpse our reporter has seen for
new

time. Her eyes are very expressive for
the eyes of a corpse, and she moves with great
freedom considering she is a "dem'd disagreeable dead body." Seriously, the beast is but
slightly affected, and from present appearances
some

will soon be in her usual state of health.
At the Horse Railroad stables the horse9 are
reported as generally improving in condition,
there being but one or two serious cases. It
may be some days yet before the horses will be
able to resume work.
At Libby's stable every horse but one is siclc,
and no improvement seems yet to have taken
piece. The valuable animal "Selim" is dangerousiy^ick and expected to die at any mo-

in the faces of horse own-

early to establish its
epithet of "bleak."
The Cumberland County Lodge of Good Templars is to hold its quarterly sessiou with the

also observed at St.

Luke's

Passenger Statement.—During the quarter ending September 30, 1872, there were 1638

and 787 females. There were 87 inmigrants,of
which 4!) were males and 38 females.
Whole
number 1725. Of those not immigrants 405
males were from Nova Sootia, and 313 females.
Among the immigrants there were 3 from Cuba.

There were 6 fishermen, 3 farmers, 15 laborers; 3 tinsmiths, 3 bakers, 2 machinists, 3
carpenters, 2 merchants, 3 blacksmiths, 3 engineers, 5 coopers, 3 seamstresses and 35 of no

occupation.
There left this port 4fil cabin passengers, of
which 273 were males and 188 females, a total
of 401, all in steamships.

Emzootic.—Apropos of the present equine

epidemic

is the following statement of fact on
the authority of competent and reliable witness: John, the expressman, made his regular

trip

to the mountains this morning, and on arrival was requested to "hand over" the accustomed Puebs to the expectant John, the landlord. "Haven't got it," says the expressman.
"How's that?" says the landlord. "Why, you
see," says the other John, "Hat paper is printed by forty-horse power, and thirty-nine of 'cm
took sick yesterday, so they're short handed."
And John, the landlord, said, "William, take
hiin in and give him some of that hosa ale."

Mb. Β. B. Dyer, Agent for the Morris &
Ireland safes of Boston, notice of which is given
in the advertising columns, will arrive in this

city this day and will exhibit the above safes at
163 Middle street. Portland, occupied by J. L.
Hayden, Gen'l Agt. for Wheeler & Wilson's
sewing machines for the State of Maine, who
has purchased of Mr. Dyer one of these elegant Morris & Ireland Burglar and Fire Proof
Safes. Mr. Dyer would invite all those who
take an iuterest in safes, as well as sewing machines, to call and examine the above at 163
Middle street. Mr. Hayden is not the agent as
was stated yesterday.

Consecration.—To-morrow evening
o'clock, the ceremony of consecrating the

at

7.30
new

bell purchased for the Cathedral of the Conception will take place in that building, Bight Reverend Bishop Bacon officiating. The bell, which
is from the foundry of Meueely, Troy, Ν. Υ.,

weighs with its mountings near 4000 pounds,
anil is said to be of exceptionally fine tone. It
is dedicated to the Virgin Mary and bears the
inscription, In honoYem beatae Mariae Virginia
The raising of the bell
I sine lobe conception.
will take place on Monday next.

caught in a steam drill by the seat of his
over-alls and was quickly drawn towards the
shafting. The drill was stopped as quickly as

was

possible, but not before he was wound up tight
in the drill. To extricate him his clothes had
to be cnt off of him with a knife.
His right
badly bruised and the hand twisted.
thought he escaped internal injuries.

arm was

It is

Civil

Service

Examination.

Collector
Washburn, Commander Mayo aod General
Duaue began a session at the Custom House
yesterday for the purpose of examining candidates for the place of keepers of lighthouses.
This is the first instance in Portland, we be-

lieve,

of

competitive

examination

—

under the

Civil Service act.

druui corps all received equal attention with
the Continentals. The Pioneers, Captain Bean,
marched on the right of the division and received frequent applause.

epidemic,

street.

to

JTUSCELIiAIVJEOUg NVTICE».
Old papers for sale at this office.

TKTe Spectboscopb.—The fifth lecture in
Professor Brackett's course on heat, light and
electricity, was delivered at Music Hall last
evening to a goodly audience, considering the

guage, needed in their turn to be illustrated, addressed as they were to ai. unscientific audience.
The lecture was cumbered, too, by a mass of
details fatiguing to the memory and scarcely
necessary to a clear elucidation of the subject.
In this busy age we ask for results, scarcely

caring for

the means by which they are reached. He is apt to take a sudden skip from one
branch of his subject to auother, the less agile
mind of his audience finding it difficult to follow.
In the next lecture of the course Prof. Brackett will conclude the subject of spectrum analy-

sis, and take up polarized light, heat, and the
conservation of energy, for tbe correct understanding of which latter subject we are indebted to the untiring industry and matchless
At the present
of Michael Faraday.
time, when the world seems about to turn back
to the old sun-worslfip of the East, the result of
the latest investigations of the nature of the
great source of light and heat cannot fail to interest us all; and the great knowledge of the

genius

subject

which Professor Brackett brings to
bear will open to very many new avenues of
knowledge by which they cannot fail to profit.
Λ Non-Official Act—A
young
while driving a gAunt,

Raymond,

man

from

blear-eyed,

sprained steed, looking as tho' "thrust out past
service from the devil's
stud," attached to a

forty-bushel load of charcoal, up Congress street
yesterday forenoon, was accosted by Mayor
Kingsbury, who implored him to give his horse
rest and not compel him to drag his
heavy load
over the city searching for a purchaser.
Finding
remonstrance unavailing, his Honor purchased
and
the whole load
detaching the horse, which
was taken to Libby's stable, the load was hauled to the Mayor's residence on Pine street by a
crowd of the "boys" who had witnessed the incident and showed their appreciation of it by
volunteering their services as "draughtsmen."
The act was a noble one and deserves recognition by the Society for the Prevention of Cruel-

ty to Animals. What lends an added point to
the story is the fact that the Mayor did pot desire the charcoal, and only purchased it to reand overworked horse.
lieve the

crippled

Something New.—The advertisement of the
Union Spy by tbeG. A. R. appears thin njorn.
iug. The rehearsals of this new drama show
conclusively that all who attend the representations will see something to please and repay
them for the money Invested in tickets.

The cheapest and best l'aint iu the wo Id, is
the Averill Chemical.
For sale at 83, Commercial St., Portland, tf
Save your buildings by painting them before winter comes on, with the Averill Chemical Paint.
For sale at «3 Commercial St., Portlaud,

tf

Dress and Cloak making done in all the
oc31-3t
latest styles at No. 11 Clapps Block.

Undershirts and Drawers all grades, cheap,
at

Burleighs,

89 Middle street.

Bleached Cotton, cheap at
tf
Leighton's, 154 Middle St.

Iîemnants of

Viekery

&

All Kinds of Mens' Gloves at
Middle St.

Burleigh's,

89

Fellows' Comi>ouud Syrup of Hypopliosphites will readily and certainly arrest the depressing influences of disease upon the nerves
and muscles. It restores the appetite and in"
duct s a disposition to take on healthy flesh.

blooil,
the formation of living
strengthening the action of both Heart and
Lungs. It sustains the system under trying
It

causes

circumstances, and

causes

the healthy developour- existnov2-dlw&wlt

ment of all the orgaus necessary to
ence.

Dont't iiawk, hawk, spit, spit, blow,
blow, and disgust everybody with your Catarrh and its offensive odor, when Dr. Sage's
Catarrh Remedy will speedily destroy all odor,
arrest the discharge, and cure yon.
614
S&Wk
Among the numerous advantages which may
be derived from the occasional use of Smolandkr's Buchct are that it is a positive preventive aud counteractor of the mental and
physical debility, kidney, bladder and glandular diseases, diabetes, gravel, loss of vigor, fe-

irregularities, mucous and involuntary
discharges, general uebility, and for maladies
immediately connected with the urino-genital

male

oct29-eod lw

organs.

BY TELEGRAPH.
MATTERS IN MAINE.
Fire iu WiuniKl.
Wiscabset, Nov. 1.—The Stiason residence
at Birch Point, owned by David G. Stinson,was

totally destroyed by fire this morning. Cause
unknown. Loss $1700; insured for 8850 in the
Hartford; about half the furniture was saved.
GpiMolicBl.
Augusta, Nov. 1.—The horse distemper still
continues to spread, with no serious results, no
There were but
deaths being yet reported.
very few horses out to-day, on account of the
heavy rain.
The

Loflt FouuH.

Bangor, Nov. 1.—Zenas Laury,Jr.,of Brewer, who has been missing since July 8th, at
which date he was reported to have left Topeka, Kansas, for Massachusetts, and whose
valise was found in the Old Colony depot at
Boston some weeks later,arrived at his father's
bouse in Brewer this evening apparently in
good health. No cause or explànation of his
disappearance has yet been learned. From
some remarks made by him it is supposed he
has been among or beyond the Rocky Mountains. His friends had long since given liim tip
for dead.
Another horse died hero to-day from the

epizootic.

I)r. C. C.

Bennett,

Falmouth Hotel.
nov2-tf

Arthur E. Skelding, of Mianus, Conn.,
says: That ho painted his house with the
Averill Chemical Paint some two year·
ago, and it is as perfect to-day as when first

applied; the

gloss and color

remain

as

good

Another building painted with the
best Lead at the same time, is now sadly in
want of Paint, I am delighted with it.
as

new.

Agcncy 83

Commercial St.

F. O. Bailey & Co. sell to-day the Dooley
property on Washington street. This is an administator's sale and will be peremptory.
The Horse Epidemic is truly appalling.
By its wide spread over the land for thousands
of miles, it does appear to the minds of many
as being a chastisement from an
overruling
Providence, for the great amount of inhuman

and cruel treatment that has been
practiced
upon those valuable animals.
No doubt this terrible ealamity is suffered to
occur, to teach man how to appreciate one of
the hest gifts of a kind Providence. This disease from which almost every horse in the

country is

is considered to be
Influenza or a Catarrhal affection in a severe
form, and many physicians and others, have
expressed an opinion that it may increase to
that extent, that the human family may benow

subjects. Of this same disease, there have
already been several persons, apparently troubled with this saine affection, and should this
prevail to any extent, Dr. Morse's Remedies
will afford immediate relief.
Medical treatment for Influenza or Catarrh
any affection of the Throat and
be obtained from Dr. Morse.
or

nov2-d&w

Lungs,

may

73 Free St., Portland Me.

Tempehakoe Lecture.—Mr. Francis Mur-

phy, who has established for himself such an
enviable reputation as a temperance orator, will
deliver a lecture at City Hall to-morrow evening. Judge Goddard has kindly consented to
preside, and a large attendance is hoped for.—
Surely at this time, when there is an apparent
lull in the interest evinced in the temperance
cause, its friends should make the most streuuous efforts in its behalf and revive, if
possible,
the wide-spread feeling shown in its favor last
spring.
Davis & Co. invite their lady readers to an
endless variety of Ladies Furnishing and Fancy goods. They keep a very large assortment
of Merino Under wear, together with Hosiery
of all kinds and Corsets to fit the most particular. These are a few of their principal articles
on which together with low prices they pride
themselves.
OrENiNG.—Mrs. Ε. E. Fowle has her grand
opening of French hats and bonnets on Monday
morning the 5th iust. Sho has provided herself
with the latest styles wherewith to catch the
eyes of the ladies, who are expected to attend
in a body.
Ον·ε of the best results
following tho introwater into the city is the establishment of Bathing Booms.
Mr. Smith, on Exchange street, has a nicc place of this kind
where a person can bathe in a warm room with
plenty of Hot and Cold Water, &c., for a small

duction of

sum.

Adahson's Balaam cures Λί-hnia, Coughs
Colds, Lung Complaints. Price 36 and 7ό cts
inrl5-T Τ S & wly.

lu

Jfrwj' City.

Business is comparatively

stand still

in
Jersey City in consequence of the prevalence of
the horse disease.
horses
have
Thirty-three
died.
In ?few York.
The horse disease is rapidly decreasing and
the streets begin to assume their usual appearance. The car
companies are putting ou more
cars to-day.
Ninety horses have died during
the past twenty-four hours.
The doctors who
examined the bodies of some of the dead horses
report symptoms of pneumonia and also signs
of typhoid fever on several of the smaller victims.
In

at

a

Chicago.

Chicago, Nov. 1.—The horse disease has now
fairly established itself here. Between UOO aud
700 cases were reported yesterday. The disease
far appears to l>e in a mild form, and it is
thought that with careful treatment the horses
will soon recover. There is no noticeable interruption to travel yet.
liiitr.
Chicago, Nov. 1.—The number of horses in
this city affected
by the distemper is now estimated at from 4000 to 5000.
so

In Bmtoa.

Boston, Nov. 1.—The
ton and vicinity presents

horse malady in Bosno new feature. Supt.
Forristall of the Health Department, Tisiteu a
number of stables yesterday, but failed to discover any marked improvement.
Mr. Marsh,
Superintendent of Hacks, reports the number
of vehicles on the streets considerably less today than yesterday, a natural result of the exposure of sick horses to the storm.
The city
offal carts are still drawn by men, as are the
job wagons of numerous business firms aud express wagons.
A large number of express
companies decline to answer auy oiders to call
for goods.

Philapvlphin.

In

Philadblpiua,

Nov. 1.—The evening Telegram estimates the number of sick horses at
irom five to ten thousand, but not a
siugle fatal
case is reported.
Nearly every railroad company has withdrawn its cars so"us to avoid the
use of sick horses.
Mauy of those taken sick
Wednesday are already taking food.
New Vork.

New York, Nov. 1.—This morning 92 deaths
from horse disease were reported in this city,
and 31 in Brooklyn. There is a marked improvement in the disease and it is believed that
by Monday the cars will be running on near
ly all the lines.
Olher Places.
Providence, Κ. I., Nov. 1.—There is no imThe Union
provement in the horse disease.
railroad company has 481 horses in their stable,
It is uncertain wheu a single
every one sick.
car can start.
The disease is spreading in the
surrounding towns.
Patterson, N. J., Nov. 1—The horse disease
is still spreading here and several fatal cases
have been reported.

Arrested for Bribery.
New York, Nov. 1.—An Elmira despatch reports the arrest of John K. Woodward for an
attempt to bribe electors. He gave bail in $1000.
Other arrests arc also expected.
Λ Cruel Story Denied.
Samuels is reported by examining physicians
to have died from exhaustion and not from ill
treatment at Ward's Island Asylum, as alleged.
The Hall Trial—The Jury Disagree.
The jury in tlieiHall trial disagreed and were
discharged. They stood seven for conviction
and Ave for acquittal. After the discharge of
the jury, court was adjourned to Nov. 18th,
when Tweed's case comes up. Mayor Hall remarked on leaving the court that the result of
his trial was the greatest disappointment he
hatl experiencod in forty-six years.

$100,000.

Fatal

Affray.

John

butcher knife.
Political.
A mass meeting of merchants was held this
noon in Wall street in favor of Haveineyer for
Mayor, and was addressed by Win. M. Evarts
and others.
with

a

Arrested for Murder.

Elwell of Salem, N. J., died yesterthe effects of a blow by John Peacock during the day previous. The latter lias
been arrested for murder.
Funeral of .In. Greeley.
The funeral of Mrs. Greeley took place today from Dr. Chapin's church. The services
were simple anil were read by Dr. Chapin, who
delivered a short address on the virtues of the
deceased and her constancy under sufferings.
The remains were taken to Greenfield for interment. The chief mourners were Mr. Greeley and his daughters. The funeral was very
largely attended.
Important Injunction Applied for.
It is reported that the Western Union Telehas applied for an injunction regraph Co.,the
working of all opposition lines in
straining
the United States, claiming that the operation
of such lines nndei the present system is an infringment of the Page patent improvements,
which are claimed to be included in the Morse

SlGcorge
day from

system.

the Devolution.
Information has been received from Puerto
Plata that a successful landing has been made
on the Cuban coast of a small quantity of arms
and a good supply of powder and lead. The
expedition sailed from that port.
Bt Cetera.
A firm at Ilion, Ν. Y., have written to Mr.
Bergh informing him that they have undertaken tlic manufacture of steam street cars, and
that one is now in successful operation in that
Aid to

city.

The Scott Monument will be unveiled in Central Park to-day.
Marshal Sharp has deoided to appoint additional deputys on election day in those districts
where trouble is apprehended.
Charles O'Connor, William M. Evarts, Joshua
Cobb, John E: Parsons and others unite in a
card advising their fellow citizeus to vote for
an amendment to the Constitution
extending
the term of office of the Commissioners of Apto
two
peals
years.

WASHINGTON.
Washington, Nov. 1.—The State of Wiscon8ÎU to-day by lier counsel. Enoch Tatteu of this
city, askeil and-obtained leave to file an original bill in the Supreme
Court of the United
States against the city of Duluth and the Northern Pacific Railway Company for an injunction
restraining the defendants from completing a
dyke across the Bay of Superior, between Superior city and Duluth, which dyke cuts off the
people of Wisconsin from free navigation of the
waters of that bay and the St. Louis river.
The ff«H Vire Frr,*i4ent.
Senator Wilson had a long interview to-day
He says that since the adjournment of Congress lie lias travelled over 15,000 miles and
made 125 speeches on the stump, anil expects
to make three more before the day of the Presidential election.
Fliinapinl.

Acting Secretary

Richardson says to-day that
the use of 84,000,000 of the greenback reserve
was caused chiefly by the
rapid redemption of 3
per cent, certificates during the last few
months of which there has been called in about
$40,000,000, leaving only about 85,000,000 yet
outstanding. It is the iutentionof the Secretary to reduce within the next two weeks the currency to the lowest limit authorized by law,
viz. : $356,000,000, and this will, of course, necessitate the restoration of the 840,000,000 of
greenbacks issued last month to the reserve
fund again.
Three per eenl*. Called In.
The Secretary of the Treasury authorizes the
redemption of $>7,200,000 three per cents, as
follows; 85000 each, number 4792 to 5177 inclusive, and $10,000 from numbers 4776 to
4800 inclusive, and dated Oct. Kith, 1868, and
The interest will cease on
Nov. 7th, 1868.
Dec. 3d, 1872.
Attempt to Control the Petrolenm IKarkel.
Titus ville, Nov. 1.—The bankers of the oil
regions have to-day held two meetings relative
to the plan recently adopted by the producers
to control the market for crude oil. The plan
consists of the formation of an agency, with a
capital slock of 81,000,000, through wliich the
entire production is to be bought and sold with
ample storage, restraining production when
necessary. It is believed the price of oil can lie
maintained at 85 per hhl. The bankers offer
their support and willingness to co-operate in
the scheme, and at their last meeting resolutions were unanimously adopted expressing confidence in it. The morniug papers of this city
severely criticise the movement·, and the producers are somewhat divided in their opinions
rendering its success as yet uncertain.
The Pope has resolved to defend the cause of
the church of Geneva against the decree of the
Swiss government forbidding the exercise of
his functions within the Swiss territory by the
recently appointed Bishop Merrillon.

Debt ^bearingno interest—old demand
aiul legal tender notes
Certifiâtes of deposit
Fractious I currency
Coin Certificates

360,65?,810
23,655,000
42,316,786
22.307,000

ENTERTAINMENTS.

so
00
15
00

Prof.

$448,931,602 65
16,C04 84

Total
Unclaimed interest
Interest

l>ebt less cash in
1872
Debt less cash in
1872

30

92,161,766,260

14

Treasury

Nov. 1st.

Treasury

Oct.

oct313t

THE BEST OF ALL.

Interest accrued and not yet paid
Interest paid by the United States
Interest repaid by the transportation of
mails, &c
Balance of interest ι »aid by the United

84

$&4,623,512

00

Friday,

3,952,683

48

Domestic

will

JflnriceiM.

present

Dep't, Office Chief Signai,)
>
Officer, Washington, D. C.,
Nov. 1. (8.00 P. y.) )
Probabilities—Forthe lower lakes, New Eugland and Middle States clearing weather and
northwest winds; chiefly
northeasterly winds
with generally clear weather in the Gulf States;
northeasterly winds and cloudy weather with
War

the

on

Ohio and

tho new and original Drama
entitled the

OR

(&j

;

LOYAL

further particulars.
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Twenty-Third

Chicago. Nov. 1.—Flour in fair demand and lower;
to choice extra Spring."3 50 ® 6 00; superfina 3 00
Wheat dull and 1 M 3c lower; No 1 Spring
scarce and wanted at 1 17 ; No 2 Spring 1 07$ ; No 3 at
97c; rejected at 83 @ 834c. Com active and higher;
No 2 Mixed regular at 31 Jc cash ; 31Jc bid seller Nov ;
rejected 30 @ 30$c. Oats opened firm and closed dull;
No 2 at 20|; 21c for regular; rejected 17$c. Rye in
fair demand and higehr; No 2 at 51$c; rejected 46c.—
Barley in good demand ; No 2 Fall, according to location at 62$ @ 64$c.
Provisions is weak and nominally unchanged. Pork—old mess at at 15 00 cash ;
12 50 seller Dec. Lard quiet at 7$c.
Bulk Meatsshoulders 5$c 20 days in salt ; loose 4$c ; green meats
hams
short
rib
steady ;
;
middles, 35 days in
8g
salt, 8c. Whiskey steady at 89c.
Lake Freights—Corn to Buffalo 13.

winds, cloudy weather and occasional light

Course.

changed.
Fraxkfort, Nov. 1.—United States 5-20'β
953.

HALL,

Rev, Robert

Collyer,

Wedueaday Κ veiling, November S3, lto7'J*
SUBJECT—"Our Folks and Other Folks."
—TO BE FOLLOWED BY—

Henry Ward Beecher,

Tuendny Evening;, November 19, 1879.
(With a new Lecture.)

1662 at

D. R.

REMNANTS

Locke, esq., "Nasby,"

Wm.

Curtis, Esq.,

Wecneeday Evening, December 11, 1879.
Subject—"Women in the old time and in the new."

and TWILLS
Nuitable for Iflen anil

rain for the Northwest, and thence to Arkannorthwest winds and partially cloudy but
clearing weather. The Ohio river will probably rise below .Louisville.

that

Boy*'

wear

at

James T.

prieee

Fields, Esq.,

Wednenday Evening, Jannnrv 8,1873.

will do you good.

SUBJECT—"Masters of the Situation."

sas,

Edmund

REMNANTS

F ο κ jb: ι α ]sr.

Yates, Esq., "of London."

Wednesday Evening;, January ii, 1873.
SUBJECT—'"English Society,"

OF FROM 3 TO IO YARDS

The Italian Inundation.

Disappears beneath

the Flood.

Turin, Nov. 1.—The river Po continues to
rise and the iuundation is spreading. Families
are flving and those
who cannot escape are
starving on housetops and in trees where they
have been forced to take refuge.
The streams
are filled wieh
the carcasses of cattle and
houses
wrecks of
and barns. The town of Reggia, 11 miles from Modeua, has almost entirely
aisappeared beneath the flood.
Backsliding

JLormou

BUY TWO YARDS
FOR

AND

Thursday night.

burned

Six business houses in Plattsburg, Clinton
county, Mo., was burned Oct. 28tli. Loss $25,000; insurance, §13,000.
Thanksgiving in Ohio the 28th inst.
The dwelling-house and stable of Theodore
Stahl, was burned Thursday morning. Lot»,

830,000.
The receipts of the New York custom house

FilO.1I

illuminated.

FINANCIAL AND COMMECRIAL.
Foreign Exporte.
ST. JOHN. NB. Brig Proteus—2700 bbls flour,
20 tons feed, 2500 bush barley.
WESTPORT. NS. Schr Hlbernia-43 bbls flour, 10
do meal, 8 do apples, 2 do pork, 300 lbs lard.
New

York NIocli and

FACTORY

A

HALF

Army & IVavy Course
Lectures and Concerts !

AT

PRICE!

PARTICIPATION INSURANCE.
Three-Fourths of the Profits Retumeil
the Policy Holders by the

to

Insurance Co.

Continental

OF NEW YORK.

Casli Assets

oyer

This old and reliable Company issues Policies on
the PARTICIPATION PLAN, by which the insured
derive the advantage of tlie security afforded by its
large Cash Assets, rendering its Policies especially
reliable in case of large conflagrations, a point of
great value b property owners, particularly to owners of good dwellings insuring for a tenu of years.
This Company divided to Participating Policy
Holders as follows, viz:

In I860,
"

"
"
"
"

$63,012.00
72,536.00
29,957.00
64,788.00

1866,
1867,
1868,
1869,
1870,

91,067.00

92,748.00

$414,058.00

Total,
Chirago hm paid
Leaving preacm assets
So Company

Fonrth Concert Thursday Evening, Jan.
*3d, by the MENDELSSOHN QUINTETTE CLUB
of Boston (24th season), assisted by Mrs. H. M.

$2,500,000.

...

91,330,187
8'J,300,000

over

can present
Record.

a

better

W. D. Little & Co., Agents,
So. 401-3 Exchange Street.

is6w

ocf30

Money JHarket.

KOTZSCHMAR, Musical Director.
Grand Concort of the Season, Thursday
Evening, Dec. 12th, by the full THEODORE THOMAS Orchestra (60 musicians), assisted by Mr. GEO. L.
OSGOOD, the great American Tenor, (his first aj>pea ranee) and Mr. BERNHARD LISTE MAN, the
celebrated Violinist.
Third Concert Thursday Evening, Jan.
9th, by the following distinguished talent:—Mrs.
JULIA HOUSTON WEST, Soprano, Miss Addie S.
RYAN, Contralto, F. C. PACKARD, Tenor, H. C.
BARNABEE, Basso, HERMANN KOTZSCHMAR,
Director. Also will appear on this occasion, for flie
first time iu Portland, MASTER ALBERT VAN
RAALTE, (only 12 years of age,) Violinist.

dtf

SMITH.

|

Lecturers—Hon. DANIEL DOUGHERTY, ot
Philadelphia, November 22d. Subject—"Eloquence
and Orators." Hon. THOMAS FITCH, of Nevada,
(late Counsel for Brigham Young) December 5th. Subject—1"Scalpers and Quakers." "JOSH BILLINGS"
(Henry W. Shàw, Esq.,) December 26th. Subject—

"What I know about Hotels." ANNA E. DICKINSON, January 16th. Subject—"Things honed for."
The full Portland Band will furnish music on the
evenings of lectures.
Season Tickets, admitting to the entire course of
Lectures and Concerts, $2.00 ; for sale Je very where.
Members, Tickets $1.00, (each member entitled to
two,) to be obtained of the Treasurer, Thos. J. Little.
Evening Tickets to Concerts, from 75 cents to $1.00.
Reserved seats for the course $1.00 each. Sale to
commence on Wednesday Evening, October 30th, at 8 o'clock at Army and Hall, after
which date the plan ot seats can be found at Rand &
Thomes', next door to Music Hall entrance.
oc26
td

FIGS!

PROPOSALS.

500 8-lb. Drums of Figs

FOR BALTIHORë.

116i
"If

United States 5-20*8 1862
United States 5-20's 1864

United States 5-20's 18G5, old
United States 5-20's 1865, new
United States 5-20's 1867
United States 5-20's 1F68
United States 5's. new
United States 10-40*8., coupon
Currency 6's

111$
112f

Shorts !

XotifC.
M. HALL, having

MILTON
been called
away by b?ing sick himself, exacts to be able
to return to Cumberland Centre the first of next
week to his post of duty.
oct29dtf

DR.

114*

114*
114*

STATE

108J

County of Cnmherlnnd, City

OF

MAINE.

109

113$
closing quotations ot

of

Portland.

,..

The

Stocks:

following

were

the

Western Union Telegraph Co
Pacific Mail
Ν. Y. Central and Hudson Hiver
Erie
Erie preferred

79$
consolidated

Public Debt Statement.
Washington, Nov. 1.—Tbe following is a recapitulation of the public debt for the month of Oct., as
it appears ou the books of the Treasury :
Debt bearing interest in coin ;
bonds^
at 6 per cent

$1,317,921,900
414,567,300

Principal
Interest..
Debt tearing

iuterest in lawful money
certificates of indebtedness at 4
l>er cent

1,762,489,200

00
00

00

39,623,855 35

Navy pension fund at 3 per cent
Certificates at 3 per cent

678,000 00
14,000.000 00
5,030.000 00

Principal

19,708.000 00

Interest
Debt on

rity.
Principal
Interest

207,478

30

which the interest has ceased since matu$5,483,980 26
367,380 04

BY

LARGE SALE OF

Genteel

11

EXCHANGE

FBIDAY. Nov. 1st, at 10 A. M. and 2| P. M.,
wo shall sell all the Furniture in House 56 Free
street. Consisting in part ol Black Walnut Marbletop Chestnut,Marble-top and Painted Chamber Setts,
Toilet Setts, Tapestry. Ingrain, Oil and Straw Carpets, Upholstered and other Springs. Fine Feather
Beds, Extra Hair Mattress, Bedding, Mirrors, Curtains, Wardrobe, Parlor Furniture, Solas, Easy
Chairs, Lounges, Marble-top and Solid Black Walnut Tables,Wnatnot, Secretaries, Hat
Trees, 2 Extension Tables, Dining Chairs, Crockery, Glass and Silver Plated Ware, Cutlery, Clocks, *15 coal aud Wood
Stoves, Model Cook Stoves, together with the entire
Kitchen Furniture, also the Gas Fixtures and
Drop
Lights. The above House contains 30 Booms, all
furnisned, and the Furniture in prime order ami ο f
good quality,
L·. O. BAILG1 A CO., Aurtioneer*·.

ON

oct26tf

Above Sale was postponed oil account of Storm to Thursday, \ov.
7th.

BONDS.
Portland City
Rockland City
Bath City
St. Louis City
Leeds & Fftrnlagton, (Guaranteed,)
Maine Central, Consolidated.
Cook County, Illinois,

β'h
G's
6's
6'
fl's
7'»
7'g
Clay County, Illinois,
7's
Iowa Central, Hold,
-7'»
Northern Pacific Gold,
7.30's
West Wisconsin C. I'., Gold,
7's
Exchange on England, Scotland and Ireland.
■

FOR SALE BY

Sept 5-dtfls

STREET

BONDS.
State of Maine
...
6's
Portland
G's
Bath
6's
Leeds & ï'anniiiïton Κ Κ.
...
(Càuarautecd)
(i's
Portland & Koiliester R. R.
7's
maine Central—Consolidated,
7's
Central Railroad of Iowa, <>old 7's
Northern Pacifie R. R., Ciold 7-SO's
Chicago, DanvilleA V nier unes
R. R. Ciold
...
Vs

FOR

H. M. PAYSON,
33 Exchange Street,
PORTLAND.

August 16-dtf is

MUSIC BOXES ! MUSIC BOXES.

Not only the tinkling, sweet-toned little Music
Boxes, but larger and larger ones, up to immense instruments that oroduce sonuds as powerful as those
of a Pianoforte, and till a house with
melody. Call
soon at 33 COURT STSEF.T and select
one from »be
larvre stock, so that it may

Chime Christinas,
ring the New Year, in the ears of your delighted
VIÙLINS, GUITARS, FLUTES, HAND INSTRUMENTS, and a full assortment of other inntruments.
or

family !

MUSIC and MUSICAL MERCHANDISE, also for
sale at the store of
J. C. HAYNES& CO., 33 Court
St.,
fOpposite ilie Court House.)
dec~-d«£:wto

TME NOVELTY HAND

complete case of Type, for marking Linen
Cards, Envelopes, etc. A i*rfect little Gem.—
Price, $1.00; post-paid, $1.25; Samples Free.—

Agents wanted for this. Also, for WEBSTER'S
BUTTON HOLE WORKER, and other New and
Useful articles.
Address,
GEO. DAVIS,
ocl0-3m
356 Maii^St.. Hartforc Conn.

CHOICE

IN SEARCH

OF DR.

Embraces

detail of his thrilling Adventures

LIVINGSTONE.

and wonderful experience during his
long sojourn
in the wilds ef Africa.
It will comprise about six hundred octavo
piges,
ELABORATELY and PROFUSELY ILLUSTRAT Ε I), with FULL-PAGE ENGRAVINGS,together with a fine Map qf his route, «old only

654

Or H. A. McKENNEY Λ

PURSUANT

Tuesday, the Fifth day of November next,
nt ten o'clock iu the forenoon,
then and there to give in their votes for Electors of
President and Vice President of the United States,
The polls «>η such day of election to romain open
until four o'clock in the afternoou, when they shall
be closed.
The Aldermen ot said city will be in open session
at the Ward Room (entrance on Myrtle st.,) in City
lluilding, from nine o'clock in the forenoon to one
o'clock in the afternoon on each ot the three secular
days next preceding such day of election, and from
three o'clock to flye o'clock on the afternoon on the
last of said three secular days, for the purpose of re»
ceiying ev^tence of the qualification of voters whose
narpeshave not been entered on the lists of qualified
voters, in and for the several wards, and for correcting said lists.
Per Order.
H. I. ROBINSON City Clerk.
oct29
dtd

on

Hand,

and made to order promptly, from any
designs.

J. D. t'LAPP,
43 Winter Slrret,

oc!7dlw

ESoh ton.

CHEAP CASH
Provision & Grocery Store,
Cor Chestnut and Oxford Sts.

oct31TS<&T4w

F.

W.

ANNA J.ILHIEK.
Teacher of the Cabinet

Organ

and Piano

CHEAP

TOO COWRENN NTKEKT.
Reference, G. Walter Goold. References anil orders left at Stockbridge's and Hawes & Cragin's.
octlû
eod3m

PROVISIONS AND

including Stock, Fix-

will

a

business of

$45,000

a

To any perRent $400, with lease
years.
son meaning business, the above otters a splendid
chance. For particulars apply to 861 Washington
8TB κ et, Boston, Mass.
JySdtf

Mandarin

Tea !

Imported by

The Woman's Tea Co.
RIDEOUT SISTERS, Sole agents for Portland
Office at 301J Congress Street?
CALL AND TRY A PACKAGE
sep!9-T Τ <& S 3ιη

Sewing

Machines

GOOD MACHINE THREAD 2 spools for Sc.

R. Warburton. 165 Middle Street.
seplO'72

GROCERIES
utf

To the Harbor
Commissioners of
tl»e City of Portland.
PORTLAND, Oct. 31,1*72.
Boston & Maine Railroad rcspectftilly
petitions for
_

THE
Fore

permission to widen their bridge acroue
River sixteen (1β) feet 011 the southerly «de.
Also to extend a pile wharf from said bridge> anil
construct pile wharves in front c»f the
pied by them near Dan fort h street, and between said
street an.l the Rolling

Engineer.

Portland, Oct. 31, IR72.
/w
T,,-.,, hearing on the foregoing petition
Or'lere·!.
u, lOTÏ, 8t 3 0-cl(K.k
I? m" aV^l e riuitVrlv end at Vanghan·» Bridge. and

Tljatmv(,^,)1.r

î a «îtiie

that

of the petition, together with this our
lM) Kivcn by publication in two of the
in Portland for seven
dajrn

V.iners printed
daily
to the

n.Cù«>«t
previous
at least prt
uovidiw

IMPROVED HOWE
mid all otlicr First Class

SYSTEM,

CHEAP FOIt CASH.

oca:

IN THE VICINITY OF BOSTON, A

CASH

Would invite lils friends and customers to
give him
call, where they will find all kinds of

FOR SALE!

of trade,
good
WITH
tures and Team, doing

BUXTON,

having adopted the

year.

to warrants from the Mayor and Aldermen of the City of Portland, the duly qualified electors of said city, residing in wards one, two.
three, fouraud six will meet in their resj>cctivo Ward
Rooms, in said wards, and those residing in ward five
will meet in the Machigonne Engine house on Congress st.. iu said ward, and those residing in ward
seven will meet in the School house on Clark street
in said ward, on

MATERIALS,
Blocks and Parehinents

applications are
those desiring

Broadway, New York.
CO., Portland, Me.

sale by

GHKEME,

Embroidery, Stamping

ana

Scribner, Armstrong & Co., Publishers,

and for

NO. 9 .nOULTON HT HE ET.
d"2w

oc28

FOR STANLEY'S EXPEDITION

Butter !

"TUBS

just received
CYRUS

WANTED

WIHBF.

ΙΧΙΟ»

<2 Ο Ο

GROCERY & PROVISION STORE,

CITY OF PORTLAND.

EMGRÎ & FURBIS4I,
oc26d}t

eod3w

Subscription· Already
pouting in from every quarter,
territory must write at once.

TEAS.

SMALL BOXES FINEST OOLONO « "Chin*
for eale at » Tory low i>tlce to clout;

Q

PURE TABLE AND DAIRY SALT

ο

STAMP,

With

FALMOUTH JIlLMt

OClO

SALE BY

Choice Yermont

ASK YOUR GROCER FOR

a minute

07 Ilxrliai^e Nt.

ΪΟ Too,',
onsignmcnt.

eod2w

AGENTS

Furniture

AT AUCTION.

Λ

ΤΠΕ—

53J

^
The following were the quotations for Pacific Railsecurities:
Central Pacific bonds
100J
Union] Pacific do
88
Union Pacific stock
38§
Union Pacific land grants
77 J
Union Pacific income bonds
80J

Bonds at 5 per cent
Bonds at 4 per cent.
Bonds at 4£ per cent

—OF

—

oc26

To the Electors

95J
95£

road

NO.

MAY.

BROTHERS,

Shorts !

only

WILLIAM ALLEN, Jr.,

PROPOSALS

EVA

at

FOS SALE

[

securities :
United States coupon 6's, 1881

in Guilford Court, main entrance on
Park street, the two
story wooden House known as
the Jordan House. It is finished
throughout, thoroughly repaired, papered and painted
this season,
has fine closets, good
cellar, good water and obund! ance of It, and all right for
01 safe for inotcupany
vestment.
Lot 70 χ 75.
Land
to
build
another house or astable. The lotenough
is well situated
for either.
oc2«dtd
tyThe above sale wil be postponed uutil Wednesday, Nov. 6th, at same time ami place.

75 Cents per Drum !

U S. Engineer Office, (Third story, i
Nkw York. Nov. 1—Evening.—Money uasier at
Union Bank Building,) Fayette, near Charles
5 @ 7 per cent. Banks, Trust companies, «Sc., arc
on
Street, Baltimore, Md., Oct, 26, 1872. J
November
disbursing freely
coupons.
Sterling
are invited for furnishing and deExehaugo firm at 108J for long, and 109J for short
Stone 011 U. S. Lighters near Zekis Isand
livering
lower; opening at 112} and
eight. Gold heavy
ltiver, North Cariolina, and
closing at 111} @ 112; loans 1-16 to flat for uee and land in the Cape Fear
separate proposals for Ston<î loaded on lighters at
for carrying at 2 @ 4 per cent. ; clearances $59,000,quarries on tne river accessible to tng boats.
The Treasury disbursements were 3749,000;
000.
The right to reject any bids reserved. Blank forms,
export to-morrow is announced at $600,000, Governments opened lower and closed quiet, and steady. | specifications and any desired information can be
had
on applies tion at this office.
bonds
and
dull.
The
stock
State
market
unchanged
» m. r. uKAiuuiLL,
rallied to-day on the report of a new issue of greenKo,.V<i nrlli/'h was mnilft PU tli* 7t.h nf flotrthnr *r\ hrnot
oct29d6t
Major of Engineers.
the Gold corner. Prices, however, arc irregular and
the speculative interest is again concentrated in a
few shares. The largest dealings and widest fluctuations were in Pacific Mail, Northwestern, Western
Union. Rock Island and Toledo and Wftbaah, which
ranged up and down from } to 2| per cent. The
temper of the speculation being alternately bearish
For freight apply to
and bullish. Tbe changes in other shares were from
to Ô per cent., closing firm. The Government is
BUNKER
nown to be drawing in the recent issue of greenbacks and will have it all withdrawn by the time
oc29dlW
CENTRAL WHARF.
Congress meets. This, in the opinion of the street,
will cause a greater stringency in the end than it the
issue never had been made. The Government has
called in a million and a half dollars of 3 per cents.,
which cannot be used for re-issue after December 31.
^or sale in lots to suit purchasers
The Commercial says the Memphis and Little Hock
first mortgage is m default, and the Gold bonds of
lOO Tons ol Short*,
the Chicago and Southwestern do not pay Gold interVery choice» Old White Oat»,
No. 1 Old Illixed Oat».
est as heretofore, but fall back on the currency interPrime Yellow Corn,
est guaranteed by the Rock Island Company. Some
bankers refuse to accept currency upon these coupons
-Α-t 1(5Θ
Commercial Street,
and send them back to Eur<n>e for further insiruc(Head of Merrill's "Wharf,)
tions. This refusal to pay Gold interest is already
oc29dlw
received as a fresh blow to American credit in EuOREEN, FOCG &r CO.
rope.
The following were the Quotations of Government

SCH.

FIGS!

CHEAP.

—

New York, Nov. 1—Mornina·—Gold at 112|.—
Sterling Exchange 108J for
Money at 7 per cent.
lone, and 109jior short. Stocks strong. State stocks
dull and heavy.

airer*

WM. E. WOO», Ag't,

The Managers take pleasure in announcing the following programme of Lectures and Concerts the
coming season at CITY HALL, commencing on
Thursday Evening, Nor. 14th, wit h a Grand
Concert by MRS. CHAS. MOULTON, assisted by
MRS. CHAS. A. BARRY, Contralto, W. J. WINCH,
Tenor, M. W. WHITNEY, Basso, HERMANN

HT»

oc 29

& CO., Audio

Nice Two Story Wooden House in'
Cuilford Court, entrance from
Park iui<l York Streets.
Nov. 1st, at 3} P. M., we hhiiïl sell
ONatFRIDAY,
auction

1873.

187Û,

Cogia Hassan,

during October were $10,(138,000.
Heury Emery of Lowell has sworn out a war-

rant against State Constable Moore on the
round that he feared personal violence from
im.
The Republican torch-light procession at
Portsmouth last
ni^h was a success in spite
of the storm, though the storm decreased the
attendance.
The statement that the German government
is attempting to prevent emigration is officially
denied.
The order relative to discriminating duty on
merchandise imported iu French ships went into effect the 30th ult.
It docs not apply to
Swiss goods.
Thiers does not desire to be niado President
for life.
The King of Prussia has prorogued the session of the diet.
The greatest demonstration of the campaign
took place at Norwich, Ct., Thursday night,
2000 tanners paradiug and the city generally

M. N. Rich
Charles E. Jose,
John C, Procter,
Charles H. Haskell,
Chas. W. Robert*,
Henry Fox,
H. F. Furbish.
oct30dtf.

Bargains.

1*29 MIDDLE AND G TEMPLE
was

LECTURE COMMITTEE :

ΟΓΒ

REMNANTS

yesterday morning.

Oxford, Eug.,

THE

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF

Great

The specie in tlie Bank of France has increased two millions of francs since the last
Music Hall, in

Concert by the Portlaud Band previous to each
Lecture.
Tickets for the Course $1.50: Reserved Seats (iu
the Gallery) $1 extra; Evening tickets 50 cents, at
the usual places. Members' tickets (each member
entitled to two) $1.00, to be obtained at Stockbridges*
Music Store, Exchange Street, where the sale of Reserved Seats will commence on Wednesday, Nov. 6,
at 9 o'clock a. m.
Doors open at 6£; Lecture at 7J o'clock.

Price of One,

Organization.

report.

BAILKl'

8.

Wednesday Evening, January IS, 1873.

Salt Lake,Nov. 1.—An apostate and a back"
sliding Mormon organization lias been formed
here and is called the Utah Liberating League.
It is takiug strong hold on the people and is
Its efforts are directed
spreading rapidly.
against the powers of the priesthood of the
Mormon church.
MINOR TEI.liORA.11N.
Chief of Police McWilHams, of Jersey City,
Friday morning, was admitted to bail in #20,000.
Mrs. Julia Albert, eighty-two fcears of age,
was burned to death lu her room
at Hoboken,

Ηj J.

Musical Entertainment

ill all qualities of goods.

to

Hy J.N. ISA! 3,1·: Y A Co., Auclioiutri.

Gough, Esq.,

Wednendaj Evening, December 4, 1879.
SUB J ECT—'4 C ir cumstances.

George

jm

Valuable Real Estate at Auction
on State Street.
FBIDAY. Nov. 1st, at 3 < 'clock P. M., w«

AT HALF PRICE.

TWEEDS

-j.-,

tate.
lloftae from «ho Hon. .Judgo of
Probafe within and for the County of Cumberlaud, on SA t I'KDAY, the 20th day of Oct her i, xé,
at 1 : 'clock noon, the following described Beal Estate belonging to the estate of the late San·h
Dooley.
—viz: two 1ο·β of lan l with the dwelling houees ami
other building thereon, situated on the easterly side
of Washington Stree, and nu bered 65 and C>7. The
lots teing each 25feet wide and about 150 feet deep.
LEWIS PIEBCE. Adm'r.
F.O. BAILEY A CO
Aurlieiicen.
Sept.'lth, 1872.
0Ct7-td
(jSTThe above sale was postponed to Saturday,
Nov. 2d, at same time and place.

Wedne*day, Evening, November *27, 7'i
SUBJECT—"Hannah Jane."

CASSIMERES,

0

Administrator's Sale of Ronl Es-

ΒΠ'he above sale will be postponed until Wednesday Nov. 6th, at same time aud place.

The MERCANTILE LIBRARY ASSOCIATION
beg respectfully to announce their Anuual Course of
to commence with a Lecture by

un-

β

adapted

Entertainments,

Rev.

Ί9®· DEERING,
Blddeford, Oct. 23,18T2.

ON

Annual

CITY

@*8Jc

Coutaining

η
ΙΙοκ Ι nod -ft 8forr*,
On Main am! Adauis
street*, and six lots of land ou
Main and
Washington streets, immediately adjacent.
Property is in the centre of the city, and most
eligibly situated for busim s*.
jr.f^·'"Informat ion as to terms of
sale, which will be
easy, and a plan of the property
be had at the
Banking Boom· of the Biddeford may
National Bank.
F.
Auctioneer.

shall sell at auction House No. 3 State street.
It is a story and a half wooden
House, in tiptop order throughout, plenty ood
water, gas, and every
way desirable ibr residence. The lot is 70 χ 100 feci,
with a good stable iu prime order, splendid
garden,
&c. The lot is very desirable and well
for a
block of two houses, It is on the
sunny side.
oc28
dtd

Λ

goad

@ 5 50.

the upper lakes, and thence to

Mississippi Valleys; southerly

THE

Tickets 35 cents. For sale at the usual places, by
comrades and at the door.
Reserved beats 50 cents. For sale at Stockbridge's,
15G Exchange street, and at the door.
Doors open at 6}, com mon ce at 7} o'clock.
See "Union Spy" published by Uio G. A. K. for

^

European Market*.
Liverpool, Nov. 1—5.00 P. M.—Cotton closed

AUCTION IN BIDDEFOBI), ME
The Trustees of the Bidtleford Saving» Bank will
otter for Male at public auction ou

PURSUANT

SPY!

SOUTHERNER.

John R.

SYNOPSIS OF WEATHER REPORTS FOR THE .VAST
TWENTY-FOUR HOURS.

and

above

as

UNION

IIETEOROLoeiCAl·.

light rains

Saturday, Monday
Tuesday Evenings,

BOSWORTH POST NO. 2, G. A. R.,

12,617,892 06

New Yokk, Nov. 1—Evening—Cotton in fair demand at Jc decline ; sales 2353 bales; Middling uj>lands 19|c. Flour 5 ® 10c higher and in fair demand ;
sales 11,000 bbls; State 5 80 @759;
Hound hoop
Ohio 6 95 @ 9 35 ; Western 5 80 @ 9 00 ; Southern 7 15
12
00.
Wheat
a
1
2c
with
@
@
highar
good export
demand; sales 130,000 bush ; No 1 Spring 1 60 @ 1 64;
No 2 do 1 50 @ 1 59 ; Winter Red Western 160
1 68 ;
White Michigan at 1 75 @ 2 00. Corn al>out $c higher;
sales 104,000 bush; steamer Mixed Western t#$ :<$
65c:; do sail 65J @66c. Oats dull and heavy; sales
33,000 bush ; new White 47r @ 48$c; old Western Mixed 42 @ 43c. Beef dull. Pork dull find unsettled ; new
mess 15 80 @ 15 85 ; prime 12 00.
Ijard weak at 8J φ
8jc. Butter is quiet; State 24 @ 28c. Whiskey firmer and light supply at 5*4 @ 94Je.
Kice quiet at 7$ φ
8$c. Sugar firm; Porto Rico @ 10c ; Muscovado at
9 @ 9Jc ; refining 9g @ 10c.
Coffee quiet ; Rio 14J
18$ in Gold. Molasses dull; Clayed 20 (à} 25; Mus
covado 22 (ô> 30. Naval Stores—Spirits Turpeutine is
steady at 62$. Rosin quiet at 4 25 for strained. Petroleum quiet; crude 14$ @ 144c; refined at 26$ @ 26$.
Tallow weak at 9 1-16 @ 9|. Linseed Oil 80.
Freights to Liverpool rather more steady ; Cotton
per steam β @ 7-16; Grain per steam 9d; Grain per
sail 8 @ 8$d.

—

Biddeford House Block,

Nov. 8th, 9tli, 11th and littli,

1,292,470 24
16,570,575 54

States

AT

At 2 o'clock P. M.f the

:

Principal outstanding

LOTS
—

City Hall, Portland,

299„649,762 03
The following are the total amount of bonds issued
to the Pacific Railroad Companies, interest payable
in lawful money

STORES,

AN1>

SATURDAY, NOV. 2«l, 18TO.

2,166,994,677 46
5,228,417 32

64,047,237

FOK SALE.

HOTELS,

·

ARMY Λ, NAVY I M<>\
HALL,
at 3 and 7* o'clock p. m., also on
eacli Sunday In November.

1st,

Decrease during the past month
Decrease of debt since March I, 1872..
Decrease from March 1, I860, to
March 1,1872,

on

AT

Total
2,276,828,101 44
Treasury (coin)
79,173,153 33
Currency
12,233,687 97
Special deposit held for redemption of
certificates of deposits as provided by law
23,655,000 00

$115,061,841

AUCTION SALES.

Denton.

SUNDAY NEXT,

Cash in

Total

Wm.

PROP. DENTON, the
Scientist, will lecture

91
53

$2,236,612,782
40,215,318

Total debt principal

Baltimore, Nov. 1—The horse disease prevails throughout this city aud viciuity. Δ number of cars have been withdrawn from the various lines and comparatively few hacks are ou
the stands. The disease prevails in its mildest
form.

NEW YORK.

suffering,

come

lit Cincinnati.
Cincinnati, Ohio, Nov. 1The horse dise»»·
is still spreading, and it is reported that 120*1
horses are affected,
Up to this morning no
street ears have been withdrawn.
One of the
Wabash avenue stage lines has been compiled
to withdraw a
large number of stages.

A Town

Radly, a drunken rough, kicked Mrs.
McTierney this morning, in a grocery, on CherHer sou in
ry street, causing fatal injuries.
defending his mother fatally stabbed Radly

Change.—Messrs. Cushing & Harmon, skillful workmen and worthy gentlemen, have purchased the book and job printing establishment
of Messrs. F. G. Rich & Co., No. 1. Exchange

of cosmogony.
The lecture was an able 011e and garnished by
a wealth of diction and oopious illustrations;
but bis illustrations, clotbed in technical lan-

Bur-

nial about their necks, by entering a declaration of their intention of marriage in the city

These are all the deaths to be chronicled since
our last.
Oxen are in more general use than
ever, though some trouble ii apprehended from
the tenderness of their feet when brought in
contact with the pavements.
Considering the stables visited to furnish a fair
test of the ravages and present condition of the

study

at

Hotel Darned.

Pioneers.—We are requested by Maj. Melcher, who commanded the Portland Division at
Boston, to add that the Pioneers, band and

of the weather.
The subject of the lecture was the Spectroscope and the revelations
regarding the physical structure of the universe
which it has brought to us.
The Professor
analyzed the various colored rays of the solar
spectrum and showed the different steps by
which scientists wereled to the audacious generalization that the sun is in the main formed
of the same elements as the planet in which wc
live.
The discussion of his subject led him to
touch upon, and indeed to dwell upon at some
length, tbose allied forms of motion, heat, light
aud actinism, which are found in the solar
beam. He then proceeded to elucidate the
somewhat complex matter ofFrauenhofer's lines
and their connection with molecular motion
demonstrating that the prism is the key to the

The bast place to buy Clothing is
H'J Middle St.

leighs,

The St. James Hotel, at Rockaway, was
burned this morning, with the furniture. Loss

majority."

state

Try it.

Marriage and Mortality.—The City Clerk
reports that forty-four unfortunates have signified their intention to slip the noose matrimo-

books during the month just elapsed. During
the same time fifty-one have "gone over to the

The Horse Disease.

to

A Brcised Abm.—Yesterday forenoon a man
named Stephen Thompson, employed in John
A. Lidback's machine shop on Union street,

On Commercial street the aspect of affairs is
about the same, though fewer horses are in use
than at any time previous. Moses T. Josselyn,
a
truckman, has lost one animal, and Dr·
Clark is also reported to have lost one.—

our reporter slowly retraced his steps
the office, musing on the strengthened significance of the term, ''sick as a horse."

η good Cup of Coftee ihould
Wilsou & Co.'.· Tea Store and got some of
go
their new Turkish C jffee; it goes well with a
Sunday Morning Breakfast—rich and fragrant.

Every lover of

*

ment.

becoming

ers.

November has begun
claim to the descriptive

not yet fit for us·.
Proceeding to Davis' stable the reporter found
sixteen horses, all of whom were sick, but in a
are

Ian

7.

The voters ot Ward No. Seven will remember that
their place of voting next Tuesday, Nov. 5th, ie at

and no worse.

Ripley's, where
twenty-eight horses are sick. A slight improvement in their condition is reported, but most of
them

Per order.

to be no better
stable visited was

next

was

Portland, Nov. 1, 1872.

Animated by a desire to obtain the latest and
authentic intelligence in regard to the prevailing horse epidemic, a reporter was detailed
from the Pbess office last evening to make a

Hon. Josiah H. Drtimmond,

Let there be

Tour of the Stable*.

most

Hon. Hannibal Hamlin,

produced an effect solemn and impressive.—
Bishop Bacon celebrated high mass assisted by
Kev. Fathers De Kose, Bradley and Daniels.

passengers,not immigrants, arrived at this port
from foreign countries,of which 874 were males

So free are are our streets from teams and
conveyances, that a drove of hogs was driven
up Middle street yesterday forenoon, with no

take

of the litany, the organ's deep peal,
and procession of Krolite with lighted tapers

sentences

wilt edit the January number of the Maine
Journal of Education.
A. J. McMahan has been commissioned Captain, P. 8. Doyle First Lieutenant and T. H.

through Middle street
yeeierday, bore a placard labelled, "What 1
know about teaming."

last Rally of the Presidential Campaign will

occasion to place funeral decorations on the
limbs of departed friends. In this city appropriate services were held morning and evening
at the Cathedral of the Conception. The high
altar was one blaze of light, and the sonorous

The festival
Cathedral.

Guards.
An ox team

The

hallowed to the memory of the Saints of every
age and clime. The observance of All Halloween is not very general in this country, NewOrleans, we believe, being the only city where
all its time-consecrated usages are carried out.
There it is observed a» a sort of Decoration
Day, the Spanish and French residents taking

As
been inquiring the way to Middle street.
she has not been heard from since,she probably
found it.
Mr. A. P. Stone of the Portland High School,

Gately Second Lieutenant of the Montgomery

The Last Roll Call.

All Halloween.—Yesterday was the festival of Λ11 Saint's Day, perhaps better known
as Λ11
The festival, which hat.
Halloweeus.
been observed by Christians ever since the ninth
century, is thought by many to have taken its
origin in the time of the Druids, though some
contend that it is but the adaptation of an old
heathen ceremony, in vogue long before the
present era. As its liante signifies, the day is

hearing.
JACOB MtT.ELLAN, I
<
S. T. COKHXit.
·'.

il.

i'.vklky,

Harbor
Coin-

)mi—loKira.

To ITlaiiufncturerH.
LEASED, ready fi.r occupancy by
a mill

BE
tlio first
of December,
nltli |»ower on the lower
fallsln Brunswick, Maine. The mill will contain
about 11.900 aquare feet of Itoor. Power is

TO

unfailing

and practically unlimited. Yard libuts on tide water.
Such arrangements of interior will In· made as may
suit the convenience of the lessee. Apply i<>
D.VMKI. V. SMITH.
octH->14w
45 Danforth street, Portland, Me.

mmsssmmm
mam mm
THE OBEAT

-

POETRY.
(From

Our

Young Folks for November.]

Rubbing the Fire tongs.
BY

LUCY LA1UX>M.

A ehild's round face iu the tongs;
She is rubbbing the brasses bright.
While merry old-fashioned nursery songs
She croons with a child'» delight.
•

She sees in the glittering sphere
Her broadened baby face
Smiling back on itself with a wordless
And tilling the globe-like space.

cheer,

Oh ! your world was golden and glad :
Your liappy heart was enough,
Though that and the sunshine were all
And earth under foot was rough.

you had,

But one thing I learned fr^m you
1 have not forgotten quite ;
No pleaeaater work can a mortal do
Than to keep one small world bright.

And, thinking about you, dear.
The face in the tougs has smiled ;
In a dream 1 went back to yoursbining sphere,
And played with myself, a child.

Ben Pilley.
Xbf Mnn out of Hie Place.

Coming home late one evening, I met Doc'"I've done a
tor Saul at the door, radiant.
a good stroke ol work this week, Lathrop.
situation
for
Ben. Pilley."
Found a
"In town?"
"Yes. Why not?"
"What sane human being would ever tether Ben. Pilley in a town ?'J

The doctor's countenance tell, but he recovered himself.
"You're hungry, Tom, and cross. Supper's waiting. Now"—after he had seated
himself and unfolded his napkin—"it was the
merest chance of liJck ! 1 heard of a clerkship
vacant in the Pennsylvania Central railroad
office ; remembered that the Pilleys were hard
"

"As usual."
"As usual—and nailed the place for Ben."
"You don't mean to say you put Pilley in a
railroad office?"
"It is Pegasus in cart-harness, sure
enough," said my wife scornfully. "In his
own profession my cousin Benjamin ranks as
one of the first astronomers in the country.
Among the young meu of course."
"Certainly, certainly," said the doctor depThe position is, I know, a misrecatingly.
erable makeshift fur a man of Mr. Pil!ey's
learning. But it was a case of—well, bread
and butter, madam, to state the thing plainly
The Pil'eys, since Ben lost his school, really
"
finishhave been in that condition, that
ing the sentence by a solemn draught of coffee and shake of the head.
"The question is not the fitness of the office to B<*ti, but Ben's fitness for the office,"
"Kailroad work demands, as I unI said.
derstand it, above all other things, promptitude and accuracy."
"Benjamin will probably fulfill any obligation into which he may enter," said my wife

coldly. "My family usually do."
Now, the Pilleys hang on the very outermost branches of Meliceut's family tree. But
the doctor and I made no reply. We knew
what it was to touch root or twig of that sacred growth.

omy nope ne may not lose me cnance,
said Saul anxiously. "'He was due here two

days ago."

"Bui is dilatory, I confess," said Mel, with
an awkward laugh and g;lance at me.
"But
when he sees the necessity of punctuality in
business matters, he will acquire it. Anybody can do that."
"I thought you liked Pilley, Lothrop?"
said the doctor uneasily.
"Liking is hardly the word. My feeling for
Ben has a far-off resemblance to that which I
had for Mclicent here in our old days of courtship. I learned to know him tolerably well
when we went out fishing together during
last summe/. I never knew a sweeter moral
nature. I never received from any man so
many glimpses of noble thought or high intuition. His wife is admirably suited to him,
She is a gleam of sunshine for any
toe.

•hady place."
"I really never saw all that in Ben," said
my wife, turning against herself for some in"He's clever enough, I
scrutable reason.
grant you. There's a tradition in the family,
though, that he was born a day too late, and
ha» never caught up with the lost time. He
even put off taking all childish diseases until
he was erown,
Why, last fall the absurd

creature had the thrush—the thrush ! And
as tor his wife, of all the incapable, indolent—
I can bear everything about that woman, Dr.
Saul, but her folded hands and good humor,
but that drives me frantic. Sunshine !"
"Yj u'il have them in Pontefract's Woods
X took No. 320 for them."
as neighbors.
said Saul. "You can look upou the whole
family as missionary ground, and go to work
in it. Pilley will bring them up in a week or
two, I suppose."
"At least I'll attend to having the house set
in order for them." The door-bell rang at that
"There they
moment and her face changed.
That is Susan Pilley's gurgie of a laugh
are !
if she's alive, and the children as usual all
talking at once!"
We rose in contusion and followed her.
Now Mel's heart would warm to a Thug if he
1 was not at all surprised
came as a guest.
when I reached the hall to find her with a
swarm of young Pilleys
clinging to her,
wiiile she laughed aud kissed and hugged
their mother with the sincerest affection.
"So good in you tu surprise us in this way,
Susie !" speculation meanwhile in her eye as
to where in this box of a house they were to

sleep.

The doctor tele"It was Ben's doiug.
graphed for him to come up last Tuesday, but
he said, no. He would bring the whole"family and show you all that he could act with decision and promptly—i'oronce," with the usual running accompaniment of a laugh.
"But where is Ben?"
"Oh! he lost one of the checks for the
largest trunk, I believe, and those stupid baggage-people would make a difficulty. So he
Here he comes," as
sent us before him.
Beu, tall and thin as ever, and with the usual
appearance of haviDg just been blown by a
violent wind into an excited good humor,
camp in.

"God bless you, boys !" seizing the old doctor's hand and mine. I melted at the first
touch. There certainly never was a fellow
as gentle and genuine as Pilley.
Melicent,
when he turned to her, gave him a motherly
kiss. Her keen eyes had seen already the
patches on his coat, and that Susan and the
children, July as it was, were still perspiriug
in their winter clothes. The water stood in
her eyes with all their keenness.
"Now, could anything be better than this?"
cried Ben, flinging hat and valise in one cor"All here together once more! I had
ner.
I tell
no hope of seeing the doctor te-night.
you, doctor, that offer of yours was the
plank to the drowning man. I had well-nigh
g *ne ui.der. And you're just at supper!
We're always just iïi time, Sue. Here Joe,
and Jim, and Molly," ticking tliem off with
"We're
enormous slices of bri.ad and jam.
all hall-starved—forgot Bomehow to bring

lunch."
"Wliat about the lost trunk?', interposed
Melicent.
"Oh ! it will turn up sometime. I put the
matter into the hands of a cabman down
there, an honest, reliable-looking fellow. I
couldn't stay all night. What became of the

check is the'mystery. I did not put it into
the unlucky pocket, Sue."
His wife laughed, giving the baby a lump
of sugar.
"Eh? How's that, Pilley?"
"A pocket of mine, out of which nothing
Cost us dear,
comes at the right season.
though, lately. You heard of the chance I
lost in A
collegc? No? Vacant chair
of astronomy and natural sciences. Why,
Saul," energetically, "their observatory I
consider equal to that of any in the country.
They've one lens there which a man would
give years of his life for the chance of

using."

"Was the professorship offered to you?"
"Yes. The most absurd mistake'.
The

trustees wrote to me

making

the

proposition,

and of course I accepted. It was just alter I
closed my school. I put my le'ter in this

No, I did not neglect to send it, but
when I did I forgot to put a stamp on it.
It was too bad, too bad !" growing serious.
They waited until their patience gave out,
and then Boehm, a German from Bonn, was
pushed in by his fri lids. A month afterward
my letter came out of our village postoffice,
quite clean and fresh."
"The salary was large, I suppose?"
"Yes. But one can make money anywhere. But such a lens—"
"When will your furniture be here, Susy?"
said Me.lcent, to break the awkward pause.
Ben and his wife glanced at each other and
laughed. "To tell the truth, we have none,"
■aid Susy. "Ben being out of work of any
sort tor so long—you understand.
"It's all
pocket.

gone somehow."
"Oh ! we'll soon bringa few traps together,"
said Ben, rising from the table. "Well, boys,

I am delighted to be with you once more.
I've been anxious to find out what you think
of Darwin's lait step, eh?"
1 was obliged to leave home the next morning for a couple of days, and, when I returned, the Pilley's were established in No.
320.
"We will drop in and look at them," said
Saul, who had come to the depot to meet me.
When we reached the door, the vigorous
sound of a violin met us. The floors were
carpetless. The furniture consisted of half a
dozen chairs, table aud iron bedsteads. But
the windows were
flung wide open to admit
the evening air. Aud the children in their
winter clothes tumbled over each other in and
out, while Ben fiddled, and his wife, soft and
sweet as a May rose, sat
placidly beside
him.
"But I am more and more in love
every
day with your Pontefract's Woods," said Ben,

a mere

191 Fnlton
^or. Church St.,

bagatelle," indifferently.

GREAT ATLAN1IC & PACIFIC TEA CO.,
FULTON and 2 anil 4 CHURCH Streets
P. O. Box 5508
oct30t4w
NEW YORK.

D Ο N'T!
Be deceived, but for coughs, colds,
sore throat,
hoarseness and bronchial difficulties, use only

WELLS' CARBOLIC

oct30-4wf
Men, Teachers,
YOUNG
isters Σ Agents wanted in

hut Τ

Se. GENTLEMEN, Agents wanted
to sell Protean Button nole Cuter, 25cts. ; Button
Hole Worker, 50cts. ; Needle Threading Tbimble.
25cts. ; Morocco Needle Book, 50cts., (6 large and 5
papers small Needles. .$15 per day sure; sample free
to any one at above price. C. THORNTON & Co., 599
oct30-4wt
Broadway, Ν. Y.

LADIES

A Great Offer ! 48? Bn!ihvIyV NE

dispose u/*0« PIANOS, MELODEONS, and
ORGANS, of six first-class makers, including Waters', at very low price for cash, or part cash and
balance in small monthly instalments. New-7octav firstciass PIANOS, modern improvement, for
βϋ»5οα·Α. Now read g a CONCE It TO PAUL 011
ORGAN, the most beautiful style and perfect tone
ever made. Illustrated Catalogues mailed.
Sheet
Music and Music Merchandise.
oc*30-4irt
Kill

5000 AGENTM WANTED AT
our NEW BOOK, the LIEE
GREAT EXPLORER,

or

would be looked oil as but commoners
But he takes as keen delight in
rout fishing as ever, and is every whit the
;ame old Ben to my mind.
Melicent has
ust come home from her usual fall visit to
>r

Pariahs.

hem.

description and terms, address immediatoly HUBBARD BROS., Publishers, Phila. or Boston.
oct30-4wf

Agents wanted to

tnd Ilome.

National College of Music,
βϊ τπιϊ menobx*ΕητΛΒί.ιβπκη
«OHJI (ΙΓΙΜΙΚΤ'Π:
C'l.lK, will begin

September 16,1R72. A
thorough mufical education
branche» of
art can note be obtained from a
corps of FOHEION A!VD RGilDEMT ARTISTS of IIIc;II CiRADF..
for
admission now received. Claisses Applications
formed
in
September. Circulars with full particulars early
mailed
free. Address TIIOJIAM RYAN, Director of
J
al College of Munie, Trcrnont
Temple, Boston.
in all

jy27-wed&sat, 3m

wood

î

wood:

AKD and SOFT WOOD for «ale at
coin street. Also Dry Edgings.

II

WM. H USE.

for the great combination

I U-UAY
paralleled chromo,
JUST SO IIIOH,
to every subscriber. Agents take from twenty-five

The Trustees, in Conformity to the
the 31st day of December, 1871.

Coiner of

Total nmount

December,

1871.

$5,412,777 51
2,033,675 18

$5 375 793 24
—

$8,143,240

*217 500 00
38f»',739 41

Mortgages,

due the Company, estimated at

405,937 95

2

Total Amount of Assets,

00

379,050 00

3

'274',315 01

Feb. 1,1872.

HOTEL

STAGES
Connect daily with 1.15 P. M.,
For Cornish, Kezar Falls, Porter,
Freedom, Denmark, Bridgton, Lovell,and North Lovell.
The 12.30 p. m. from No. Conway connects with
afternoon trains for Boston, via Eastern or Boston &
Maine R. R's., and the 3.35 p. m. train arrives in
Portland in season to connect with Steamers for Bos-

$10,000,000 Assets

ton.

Ticket Office iu Portland at Depot of M. C. R. R.
J.

ORGANIZED 1850.

Portland, Sept 13, 1872..

APPLY TO THE

County Bouse, Edmund Warren, Proprie-

St. W. S. &Λ.

CHARTER OAK

Young·

Proprietors.

AUGUSTA.
Augusta House, State St. Harrison Baker,

Life

Insurance

tors.

BANGOB.
Harriman House, J.E, Harriman & Co.,

Proprietors.
Penobscot Exchange,

A. Woodward, Proprietor.
Frauklin Houac, Harlow St., R. Quinby,
with ill D lYIvLaughliu & Son., Prop·

BATH.
Sagadahoc House, John S. Milliken, Proprietor.
Bath Hotel, C. IV. Plumracr, Proprietor
BOSTON.
House, Hanorer St.

li.Bic

Proprietor.

Parker House, School St. H. D. Parker &
Co., Proprietors.
Revere House, Bowdoin Square,Bulfinch ,
Bingham,. Wrisley & Co.. Proprietors
St. James Hotel—J.P. IH. Sletsou, Propri
etor.

Trcmont House. Tremont St. Bingham
Wrisley & Co. Proprietors.
BRYANT'S POND.
Poud House—Ν. B. Crockett,

Of Hartlord, Conn., or any of its Agents for
copy of the

policy.

It matures in ten years, and will yield a return of
Deposits, largely increased by interest and profits,
or in lieu thereof a paid-up, with profits, Life Iusurall

Policy

ance

«τ

& Κ. Dining

Proprietor.

itjiu.

Rooms, W. R. Field,

CAPE ELIZABETH.
Oecan House—J. P. Chamberlain, PropriCALAIS.
International

Hotel,

Proprietor.

Simpson·

D.

W.

Fifty-Five

Cornieli House,—P. Dnrgin, Proprietor.

Dollars,

Mutual Life Jns.

Co.,

OF NEW YORK,

reached

now

the

immense

!

φΟΟ,υυυ,υυυ

If you want Life insurance, be sure to get a Policy
with this great company. You will tlieu nave a reliable
security, continually increasing in value,
whicli may be made available to yourseli during your
life time, or to your family iu case of
your decease.
Beside the usual large dividend to policy holders
made in January last, an extra dividend from the reserved surplus has recently been made.
Policies in a few years become free or self-sustain-

non-forfeitable.
No other Company in the world affords superior
advantages or such security as this.
Ratio of expenses lower "than any other Company
in the United States ! The receiptsfor interest alone
than pays

its death losses.

W.

D.

LITTLE,

Proprie-

Gen.

Agent,

Maine and New Hampshire.

Office 49 1-2 Exchange SU

DANVILLE JUNCTION.

American House.—S. Jordan &■ Son, Prop

Extract of Jurubeba

Prof. Fowler's Great

Work

On Manhood,. Womanhood and their Mutual Interrelations; Love, its Laws, Power, etc.
Send for specimen pages and
circulars, with terms.
Address, National Publishing Co. Phila.Pa. oc2 * \

SOMETHING NEW, 6 salable

AGENTS

articles,sell at sight. Catalogues
one sample
free.N.Y.M'fg
Co., 21 Courtlandt St., Ν. Y.
and

WANTED.
Builders

oct22f4w

Send stamp for lll'd Catalogue on
Building. A.J. Bicknell & Co.
27 Warren St., Ν. Y.
oct22t4w

!
Ο Κ
Γ HIS IS NO HUMBUG
By Bending" Ocents with

age,

ïeiglit, color of eyes & hair, you will receive by reurn mail, a correct
picture of your future husband
name and date of Marriage.
Address
£
kV. FOX, P. O. Drawer, No. 20, Fultonvfile, Ν. Y.
oct22t4w
—

mè among all classes. Old people, the middleV aged, those who are just entering life, and
of both sexes buy and read with the
*5
S youth
Greatest profit.

9*MY JOLLY FRIEND'S
«

SECRET

LEWIS' last and best book.
^ It is meeting with the greatest success ;
M and there's MONEY IN IT.

5

DIXFIELD.

DIO

Send for our circulars,etc., which are sent
»e<free. Geo. MAcLean, Boston. oet22f4w

$75 to $250 ρβΓ month everywhere, male
φ and female, to introduce the GENUINE IM
d

PROVED COMMON SENSE FAMILY SEWING
£3 MACHINE. This machine will stitch, hem, fell,
tuck, quilt, cord, bind, braid, and embroider in a
^ most superior manner. Price only $15. Fully
licensed and warranted for five years. We will
1
I pay $1,000 for any machine that will srw a strongmore beautiful, or more elastic seam than
er,
I
Φ ours. It makes the "Elastic Lock Stitch." Every
t_d second stitch can be cut, and still the cloth cau£3 not be pulled apart without tearing it. We pay
φ agents from $75 to $250 pej mouth and expenses,
VflOr a commission lrorn which twice that amountcan
made. Addcess Secomb & Co., Boston, Mass.;
Pittsburg, Pa., Chicago, III., or St. Louis, Mo.

Passainaquoddy

^3

oct22-t4w

AG-FiNTS WANTED Ϊ
"
ft
"Best chance now offered for Fall and
Winter. $100 to $200 per month cleared
our
New Map», Pictures,
HEAD
Quarters Book·, Chart*, Thread*, Arc.,
Ace. Address at once for terms, D. L.
FOR
GUERNSEY, Publisher, Concord, N.
oct22t4w
Acente. H. and Boston.
Λ

5

(

'heap Farms !
On the line of

Free lloines !

the UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD

2,000,000
j «mds
in America.

acres

of the best

Farming

now

Evans

t

Platte

for sale.

j
(

Fertile Soil,
Stock Raising unsurpassed by

Grain growing and
ny in the United States.
Cheaper in Price, more favorable terms
nd more convenient to market thau can be
lsewhere.
φ

>r

given,
found

Free Homeitcnde for Acfual Settlers.
The best location for Colonies—soldiers entitled to
Homestead of 16© Acres.
Send for the new Descriptive Pamphlet, with new
laps, published in
German, Swedish and
)anish, mailed free everywhere.
O. F. DAVIS,
Address,
Land Com'r U. P. R. II. Go., Omaha, Ned.

English,

oot22f4w

kVho Wants

U V< Π
\ZÎidi'
nov

Cash Capital,

GARDINER.
O. C. Rollins,

Proprietor.

Hotel, F. J. Berry, Prop.

Great Falls

FALLS, Ν. H.
Hotel, O. A. Frost, Proprietor
niRA.Tl.

iflt. Cutler House,—Hiram Raston, Pro-

prietor.

KENDALL'S HULLS.
Kendall's Mills Hotel, Randall Andrews,

Proprietor.

LIMERICK.
Limerick House, Joseph G. Harmon, Proprietor.
MACHIAS.

Union Hotel, P. R' Cobb, Proprietor.
iivnurwe

tv

Employment ?

<—

d<fcwl2w

5.000 00
5.000 00
3,830 00
2,575 00
3,330 00
6,559 00
7,920 00
5,750 00

126,680
7,013
16,407
1,503
5,266

00
26
67
07
61

9,500 00

Total Assets

$941,043

11

OFFICERS.
J
L.
Ε.

WILCOX, President.

W.CLARK. Vice President.
B. COW LES, Secretary.
A.

CHAMBERLAIN, Jr., Treasurer.

J. W.

octl6-eod3w

8TANDI8H.
Stniidula Hontic. Capt. Clans. Thompson,

Proprietor.

THE

FIRE

(ÏARMF.1

EXTINGUISHER !

Patented Feb. 14 & Dec. 26,1871; March 12, 1872.

ferent

Best, Cheapest

NORTH WINDHAM.
Nemasket House, W. W. Stanley, Propri-

EFFECTIVE.

and

—

and

Most

Dif-

other

An Absolute Protection from Fire.
Send for

descriptive circular to

C. M. & H. T. PLUMMER,

Proprietor.

7

NAPLES.
fSlm House, Nathau Church & Sons, Pro-

junlld6iuTu&F2taw

prietors.

STREET,

UNION

PORTLAND, Hie.

LEAYITT*

A.

NORRIDGEWOCK.
Danforth House, D.Danforth. Propricto

manufacturer of

Yacht & Boat Sails,

NORTH ANSON.
Somerset Hotel. Brown & Hilton, Propri-

Awnings, Verandahs,
TENTS AND FLAGS.

etors.

Canvas Signs, Flora and
Awning Borders made am
lettered In the best manner.

OLD ORCHARD REACH.
Ocean House, B. Seavy, Proprietor.
Old Orchard House, E. C. Staples, Propri-

Corers, Canvass

prietor».

ff"Tciil«

Proprietor.
ÛLlbion House, 117 Federal St. jr.O.Peritfj
Proprietor.
American Honse, India St. J. H. Dodge,
Proprietor.
City Hotel, Cor. Congress and Green St.
John P. Davis Ac Co. Proprietors.
Falmouth Hotel, P. E. Wheeler, Proprietor.

to

W. P.

ORGANS

MANUFACTORY

Λ

SALES-

ROOM,

144 1-3
EXCHANGE

ST.

Received the HIGHEST
PREMIUMS in the New

England

|

1800.

and State F airain

JOB

Fare

Maine

Steamship

June

34th, 1873.

Passenger traius leave Portland daifor Portsmouth and Boston, (Suntlays
excepted) at *1.30 A. M. 16.15 A.
—"
M., §9.10 Α. M., +3.30 P. M., t4.15 P.
M., t 6.00 P. M.
Leave Boston for Portmouth and Portland at t7.30
A. M., t*.30 A. M, 112.30P.' M., t3.l5P. M., *6.00 P.
M. *8.00P.M.
Leave Portsmouth for Portland at t9.55 A. M, $10.40
A. M., t2.48 P. M.. t5.55 P. M., t 8.00 Ρ M,*10.05 P. M
Leave Biddeford for Portland at 8.00 A. M., returning at 5.20 P. M.
«Pullman sleeping car express train. Ν. B.
This
runs

Sunday Morning,

does not

run

Monday

morning.
+Accommodation train.
§ Mail train.
+Fast Express.
ËîPThe Pullman Sleeping Car Exnreaa Train arrives at and departs from the Depot of the Maine
Central Kailroad, in Portland.
N. 13. The 6.15, 9.10 A. M., and 3.30, P.M.
trails from Portland, make close connections to New
York by one or other of the routes from Boston.
Passengers ticketed through by either route.

Supt.

Leave Gait's Wharf, Portland,
'every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 5 P. M., and leave Pier 38 E. R., New York,
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 3 P. M.
The Dirigo and Franconia are fitted up with fin 3
accommodations for
passengers, making this the most
convenient and comfortable
route for travelers between New York and Maine.
Passage in State Room $5. Meals extra.
Goods forwarded to and from Montreal,
Quebeç
Halifax, St. John, and all parts of Maine. Shippe
are requested to send their
freight to the Steamers a β
early as 4 P. Μ.,οη the days they leave Portland.
For Freight or Passage apply to
HENRY FOX, Gait's Wharf, Portland
J. F. AMES, Pier 38, E.
R., New York.
May 9-dtf

BOSTON
—AND—

PHILADELPHIA
Steamship

\o

Wharfage.
Long Wharf, Boston, 3 p.m.
From Pine Street Wharf, Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.
From

on

each Ticket

one

half

the rate of

WHITIVEIT Λ ΙΑηρβΟΗ, Agent»,
TO liODff Wharf, Bo.l.n
Ju23-ly
imiDE

Mt.
Fall

LINK

TO

Desert and Macliias.
and Winter Arrangement.—»€ommencing Friday, October 11th.

ONE TRIP PER WEEK
The

Ία

favorite Steamer

Ε Λν I 8 Τ Ο Ν

CAPT. DEERING,
further notice) Railroad Wharf,
Portland, every FRIDAY EVENING, commencing
Friday, the 11th iiiMt.,nt ΙΟ o'clock,
Or on arrival of Express Train from
Boston, for
Rockland, Castine, Deer Iele, Sedgwick, S. W. Harbor, (Mt. Desert) Millbridge, Jonesport and Machiatport.
Retuning will leave Mascliiasport every Tuesday
morning, at 5 o'clock, touching at the above named
Will leave (until

make» ikjhiîvo nire of a
series orcomplaJnts.whicli
are always
afflicting ami
too oftou fatal. It
purifies
tlie blood, purgea out the
lurking humor» in the
which
system,
undermine health aud nettle into troublesome disorders.
Eruptions of the skin are
the am»earanoeon the enrface of humors that should
be expelled from the blood. 'Internal derangements
are flhe determination of these same humors to some
internal organ, or organs, whose action they derange
and whose substance they disease and destroy.
Ayer's Sarsaparilla expels these humors from
the blood. When they are gone, the disorders they
produce disappear, such as Ulcerations of the Liver
Stomach Kidneys. Lungs, Eruption* aiul Eruptive
Diseases of the Skin, St.
Fire, Rose or
Erysipelas, Pimples, Pustules, Blotches, Boils, Tumors, Tetter, and Salt ltheum. Scald Head, Rimyworm, Ulcers and Sores, Rheumatism,
Pain in the Bones, Side, and Head, Female Weakness. Sterility, Leucorrhaa arising from interval ulceration aiul uterine disease.
Dyspepsia,
Emaciation, and General Debility. With their departure health returns.
PREPARED BY

Samples Free
At all th.e
Adamson's
Adamson's
Adamson's

Francisco,

and all

Adamson's
Adamson's

WHY

Adamson's

R

Adamson's
Adamson's

Adamson's
Adamson's
Adamson's
Adamson's

Adamson's
Adamson's
Adamson's
Adainson.s

oc9

CITIS^YRD
MAIL

Agent,
Bangor, Me.

Cabin, $80 &

Adamson.s SON'S
BOTANIC
COUGH
Adamson's BALSAM, for the cure of Colds,
Adamson's Coughs. Sore Throat, Croup,
Adamson's Bronchitis. Soreness of Lungs.
Adamson's Astlirua. Whooping Cough, and
▲damson's all lUmunae <'f a like nature.
Adamson's More than 35000 bottles sold and
Adamson's not a failure yet.
Adumsou's The following are a few of the
Adamson's names of those who have used
Adamson's this Remedy
Mrs. Gov. Cony ;
Adamson's
Adamson's
Adamson's
Adamson's
Adamson's
Adamson's

Mrs.Hon. James W. Bradbury;
Alison P. Morrill, Ex-Governor ;
Mrs. Col. Thoioas S.
Lang;
Hon. J. J. Eveleth, Mayor ot
Augusta; Rev. Dr. Torsey, of
Kent's Hill; Kev. Dr. Kicker;
Adamson's Rev. E. E.Martin; Rev. C. F.
Adamson's Penney; Rev. G. W. Quinby;
Adamson's Rov. Wm. A. Drew; Kev. H. F.
Adamson's Wood;Col.F. M.Drew. Sec'y of
Adamson's State;Hon. J. T. Woodard.State
Adamson.s Librarian! Col. Goo.W. Stanley,
Adamson's President First Nat. Bank ; SW.
Adamson's Lane, Sec. Senate; Warren L.
Adamson's Alden, and 10,000 others toonnAdsamou's meroua to mention. Price 35
Adamson's cents per bottle. For Sale bv
Adamson's all Drnggistsand Medicine DealAdamson's ers. Sample bottle and CircuAdamson's lars free. F. W. KINSMAN.

also have the Agency for this State for the
CELEBRATED

Pianos,

insti îment manutactured in the United
States.

Remember
dc20

s

PROPBIETOR

OF TUS

144 1-2 Exchange St.
eodly

Dr. Jonrdain's

Consulting Offlcc,

61 Hancock Street, Bouton, mas*.

junMdlyr

TWINES AND

WILDEB

NETTING,

MANUFACTUREE
For Sale in Portland by HALL L. DAVIS, LORING, SHORT & HARMON, R. K. HUNT & CO.

aug29

eodly

BY

Will. E. HOOPER A SONS,
Baltimov·, Md.
junl5-6m

Send for price-list.

Balsam
Balsam
Balsam

Balsam
Balsam
Balsam
Balsam
Balsam
Balsam
Balsam
Balsam
Ba'sam
Balsam
Balsam

Balsam
Balsam

Balsam
Balsam
Balsam
Balsam
Balsam
Adamson.s Proprietor, Augnsta, Maine.
Balsam
Adamson's
JOHN W. PERKINS & CO. Balsam
Adamson's W. F. PHILLIPS & CO. W. Balsam
Adamson's W. Whipple & Co.. Wholesale Balsam
Adamson's and Retail, Portland,W. L. AL- Balsam
Adamson's DEN & CO., Bangor, Agents Balsam
Adamson's lor Maine.
Balsam
Retail by all Druggist.
Adamson's
Balsam
Price 35 ami 75 cents per bottle.
ag3-eod3m

Toothache
is

be Cared !

can

"CMAIflBERLAIIV'N CURA ΜΑ«ΛΑ"
a sure cure

for

Toot bat? he and Neuralgia
in the face. Price 25 cent*. Sold by J. A. MONTGOMERY, DnigiPt, 143 Congre» street. Portland,
Maine.

oot I2-deod4w&w4w

at

Queenetown, Cork Har.

>tl 00

Gold, According1
Steerage, $30
Currency

to

A Standard Preparation, endorsed by the most reliable Physicians, and it» astonishing curative powers
attested by thousands who have used it.
It is a sure, quick remedy for all diseases of the
Urinary urgana existing in male or female, Irritation
or Intlamroation of Kidneys or Bladder,
Gravel, Diabetes, Reddish Sediment" in Urine, Thick, Cloudy
Urine, Mucous anu Involuntary Discharges from
Urethra, Retention or Incontlnuence of Urine, Chronii Catarrh of Bladder, and all Chronic Maladies of the
tTrino-Genital Organs.
For sale by all Druggists aud Dealers in Med|cin

everywhere.
nciMeoOy
1

-,

=

Passage Money, including tare tram Boston to Ν York,
Cabin, $80, .$190, S130 gold—according to accommodation. Steerage, 330
Currency. Tickets to Paris, $15

Gold, additional. Return Tickets on favorable terms
jggp» Passengers enbark at Cunard Wharf,
Jersey

City.

PREPAID STEERAGE FASSAGE.
From Liverpool, London, Bristol,
Glasgow, Queenstown or Deny to Boston or New
York,
CURRENCY. Passengers booked to all
parts of the United States. Drafts issued on Great
Britain and «Ireland for £1 and upwards. For
Freight and Cabin passage apply at the Conmeny's
Office, 80 State Street. For steerage passage, at *99
State Street, Boston.
JA9KE» ALEXANDER) Agent.

jn2dlv

TNTPBIS1 ΤΤΛ\Τ

Τ

err a weum

da

Eaatport, Calai»

and St. John. Dishy,
WiaiUor and Halifax.

ARRAN GEMENT.

FALL

TWO TRIPS PER WEEK!

RELIABLE

On and after
MONDAY, Sept.
30th, the Steamer New Took,
Capt. Ε. B. Winchester, and the

A. R.

INSIDE

13ΝΓ ^ Xj ZJ 3Ξ3 7ΧΓ

RAISING ΟΓ BLOOD.
IV ΗΟΟΙΊ ΝΟ-COU<ί II, CROITP,

ASTHMA,
! Ν

a.

THREE

influence

DISEASES

τι

SOLD

...

Norfolk and Baltimore and Washington,
D. C. Steamship Line.
Steamships of this Line sail from
of Central Wharf; Boston,

end

Semi-Weekly,

1'.30 ι·. M. for NOU•FOLKan.l BALTIMORE.
Steamships:—
William Lawrence," Capt. W. A. Hallett.
William (Vane," Capt. Solomon Howes.
utieorge~Avj>old," Capt. Winslow Loretand.
"Rlaclstone." Capt. Geo. H. Hallett.
"
William Kenneth/," Capt. Henry D. Foeter.
•'McClellan,"Capt. F. M. Howes.
Freight forwarded trom Norfolk to Washington

I.ady of the Lake.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg a
Richmond, by river or rail: and by tbe Va. Λ l'en
Air Une to all points In
Virginia, Tennessee, AI
bama anil
; and over

by

DRIJG6ISTS EVERYWHERE

λ?λ

J.

Mpic-MWSF

W. PERKINS & CO., Agent.
Portland, V.e.

t&weow 6m

ROWN'S BRONCHIALl
FOR

COUGHS, COI.DS,

ONLY
Sept 5-d6mos

Paralysis

as

Georgia
the Seaboard and Ko
noke R. R. to ail point» in Worth and South Carolina
bv the Bait. <£ Ohio It. R. to
Washington and
places West.
Through rates given to South and West.
Fine Passenger aeeommoeations.
Fare Including Berth and Meals to
Norfolk $15.00
iine 48 hours; to Baltimore
$15, time 65 hours.
For further

ami Deformities

or

Hysteria, etc.
Apply to GEORGE W. RHODES, M. D., Amherst,
to F. E. FAXON, ESQ., Agi ut for the Institute,

No. 1 Pemberton square, Boston.

octl5-dAw!2w

w42

Ayer's Cathartic Pills,
For all the Purposes of
OVBINO

a

Family Physic,

Coftivence·, Jaundice,
Dyspepsia, Indigestion,
Dysentery. Foul Stomach, Erysipelas, Headache, Piles, Rheumatism, Erupt ions and Skin

33 Central U'narf, Boston.

Diseases.

Bilionsness,
Complaint,
Tetter,

Liver
Dropsy,
Tumors a
Salt Rheum, Worms

OLD

Ticket Agency !

Travelers for CALIFORNIA
the We»t, Nonlh and ."VorfliWT»|, may obtain through Tick ci*

jge^antl

~"by the bcNt η ad iuo«t reliable
roate from Portlaud or Bonton, or Now York, to
any point desired, at the I «went rule*, at the ol
aud reliable Union Ticket Agency of

W. I>. LITTLE & ΓΟ.

Gout, Neuralgia, as a
Dinner Pill, and Purifying the Blood,
the
most
aro
congenial purgative yet perfected. Their
cftects abundantly show how much
thev excel all other Pills.
They are safe and pleasant to take, but
powerful to cure. They purge out the foul humors
of the blood; they
stimulate the sluggish or disordered organ into
action, and they impart health ami
tone to ihe whole
being. They cure not only the every day complaints of
everybody, but formidable and
dangerous diseases. Most eminent clergymen, moat
skilful

physk ians. and our best citizens send certificates of uires performed and of great benefit»
they
have derived from these Pills. They are the safest
and best phvsie for children, bocanse mild as well ··
effectual. Being sugar coated, they are easv to
take; and being purely vegetable, they are entirely
harmless.

Ofiler, 49 l-'J Kirhnnge Street

furnished
lot*

Cored.

cers,

Information apply to
E. SAMPSON,
Agent.

SyKeilalile

\

The Orient Springs Health Institute is located near
tlie town of Amherst, Mass., for the treatment antl
cure of Paralysis in all its forms,
Spinal Diseases,
Contracted Cords and Limbs, Crooked Feet and
and Hands, Enlarged Joints, Wry Neck. Curvatures
of the Spine. Hip Diseases, Rickets, St. VUus's
Dance, and all deformities, Neuralgia, 1th eu m at ism,
and all Laraeuess, Nervous Diseases, Gout, Convulsions, Diseases of the Brain, Heart and Lungs, Can-

PROCURE TICKETS

11 Htm.a

Λί.

CENTS.

Steamer

information cheerfully
.ΊΙ»Γ>ιΙΛ* W
wlR

taking the
controlling

promoting sleep,
r.::y cough,
senmtfou in

over

BATErS^CaPROP^
canal 5t,nfw-Vork.

►every Monday, Wednesday anu
'Friday Evenings, at 10 o'clock,
commencing Monday, 22nd inst., for Baugor, (or as
far as the ice will permit,)
touching at Rockland,
Camden, Lincoln ville. Belfast, Searsj»ort, Sandy
Point, Bucksport, Winterport and Hampden.
Returning, will leave Bangor
Monday,
Wednesday and Friday Mornings at 6every
o'clock, touch
ing at the above named landings, arriving at Port
land at 5 o'clock P.

Passenger

TO

—

PER WEEK.

The Steamer CITY OF RICHMOND, Capt. C. Kilby, will leav
Railroad Wharf, foot of State st..

June2t<

LEADING

the throat,
allaying the (!rr ticrclini;
creating a Wealthy ii-cntion or expectoration,
increasing the Intervals between the paroxysms
of coughing, invigorating the whole system,
curing tue congh, nn.l bcjveatMng to posterity
one of its greatest bli-«isii»«rs
sou nu lungs;
thereby insuring iumuuity from Consumption.

LINE!

ο

ALL

Thï effects to bo. looked for by
Svitri» Pectoral are, α soothing and

STUBBS, Agent.

isr_a
TRIP*

FACT,

CONSUMPTION.

—το—

β

FOR

CATAIUUI, BRONCHITIS,
Ζ-A.,

■

sep23-t30 thsn old

REMEDY

Cough, Calîs, Hoarseness,

>Steamer New Brunswick, Capt
rg H.
Pike, will leave Railroad
wharf, foot of State streetT every MONDAY and
URSDAY, at 6 P. M. for Eastport and St. John,
eturning will leave St. John and Eastport on the
same day.
Connections made at Eastport for St. Andrews,
Robbinston, Calais, Woodstock and Houlton.
Connections made at St. John for Digby, Annapolis, Windsor, Kentville, Halifax, N. S., Frederiekton,
Shediac, Amherst, Charlottetown, P. Ε. I., and Summerside, P. Ε. I.
®3T*Freight received on days of sailing until 4
o'clock P. M.

•

FISHERMEN.

Balsam
Balsam
Balsam
Balsam
Balaam
Bai*;on
Balsam
Balsam
Balsam

Steamers appointed to sail
FRO.H NEW YORK.
ALGERIA. Sat. Nov. 2.·RUSSIA. Wed. Nov. 20.
JAVA, Wed. Nov. G.lABYSSINIA, Sat, Nov.23.
PARTHIA, Sat. Nov. 9.|CUBA, Wed. Nov. 27.

Parisian Gallery of Anatomy, Boston,
juet published a new edition of bis lecture»,
containing most valuable information on the

causes, consequences and treatment of diseases of the
reproductive eystcm, with remarks on marriage, and
the various causes of the loss of manhood. with full
instructions for its complete restoration ; also a chapter on venereal infection, and the means of cure, be:
ing the most comprehensive work on the subject ever
yet published, comprising 150 pages. Mailed free to
any address for 25 cents. Address,

Balsam

Ι,ΙΊΝΕ

Accommodation.

HAS

ments.

McPhail

R. J. JOURDAIN.

Balsam
Balsam
Balsam
Balsam
Balsam
ΘΤΤ3Γ3ΓΙΕΚΙ.ΝΌ·
Balsam
Balsam
WHEN
Balsam
REWARD is Balsam
tptlwV/v/ offered for a Balsam
letter REMEDY than ADAM- Balsaii.

XJ

βΤΒΛηβΗΙΡβ

DIRECT FROM BOSTON
SAMARIA, Tues. Nov. S. BATAVIA, Sat. Nov. 30.
MALTA, Toe»· Nov 12. HECTA. Sat. Dec. 7.
OLYMPUS,Sat, Nov. 16. SAMAKIA, SAT. Dec.14.
SIBERIA, Sat. Nov. 23.
Passengers embark at the CuiiariliVharf, East
Bouton.

and Sonthwest !

Eastern

Balsam
Balsam

Balaam

tf

Steamers appointed to sail

CELEBRATED PULLMAN PALACE CAR,

FLOWERS,

Balsam

SAILING FOR LIVERPOOL.

^Calling

THE GRAND TRUNK is in splendid
running cond it ion, is fully supplied with first-class
rolling stock,
including the

WM.

Balsam

General Agent.

Portland, Oct. 7, 1872.

points

and is making ihc best connections and quickest
time of any route from Bangor,
Baggage*checked from Bangor to Chicago, and not
subject to Custom House examinat on.
For full particulars enquire at Railway Station
or any of the Companies agents in New
Engl nd.
D. H. BLANCHARD, oppo. Preble House,
No. 282 Congress St., Portland Me.

*

Drug Stores.

■£ Τ "Κ* "JKT 1"^
lal.lj.il IV

For further particulars
inquire of Ross & Sturdivant, 179 Commercial St.,
CYRUS STUKDIYANT,

For further particulars inquire of Ross & Sturd
vant, 179 Commercial St., or Cyrus Sturdivant, General Agent.
Portland, March 17th, 1872.
apl7

To Canada. Detroit, Chicago, Saginaw,
M. Paul, Malt Lake City, Denver,

to All.

landings.

urdays, returning alternate days.
At Centre Waterboro' for Limerick, Parsonsfleld,

$4

Insurance

►

'sailing vessels.
Freight for the West by thePenn. R. R., and South
by connecting lines forwarded free of Commission.
PASSAGE, TEN DOLLARS.
For Freight or Passage, apply to

Limington, daily.

can save

Line.

Leave each port every WedVy & Sat'd'y·

At Buxton Centre for West Buxton, Bonny
Eagle
and Limington .daily.
At Centre Waterboro* for Limerick, Newfield, Parsonsfield and Ossipee, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Sat-

WEST !

medicine rliat cure?»
real public blessing.
Sarsaparilla

a

Ayek's

►

Spring Arrangement.

daily.

Λ
is

DR. J. C. ATSK & CO.. Lowell. Mam.,
Practical and Analytical Chemists.
Sold by all Druggists everywhere.
dec9d& wevery3dw ly

Steamers Dirigo and Franconia
further notice, run as

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER RAILROAD.

Rochester and intermediate stations
'at 7.15 A. M., and 1.30 P. M., making
direct connection at Rochester with trains for Boston,
over Boston & Maine and Eastern Railroads.
Also
connect at Rochester with Dover aud Winnipiseogee
Railroad for Alton Bay, and with Portsmouth, Qreat
Falls and Conway Railroad for Conway.
Leave Rochester for Portland and way stations at
7.30 A. M., and 12 M.
The 7.30 train connecting with down trains on Dover and Winnipiseogee, and Portsmouth. Great Falls
and Conway Railroads, and the 12 o'clock train making direct connection at Rochester with trains from
Boston, leaving Boston at 7.30 A. M., via Boston &
Maine, and at 8.30 Α. Λ. via Eastern Railroads.
Leave Portland for Saco River at G.20 P. M.
Leave Saco River for Portland at 5.30 A. M.
Stages connect as follows:
At Gorham for West Gorham, Standish, and No.

Co

until
follows :

F. CHASE,
P. S. & P. Division.

aIK'
Monday, May 20th,
.c-cMmm-mia.cPP passenger
nfter.trains
leave Portland

FOR ΡΙΤΒΙΪΎΙΧβ THE BLOOI).

Dropsy,

will,

EASTERN AND PORTLAND, SACO, &
PORTSMOUTH R. R.
ARRANGEMENT.

Ayer's Sarsparilla,

Neuralgia,

SEMI-WEEKLY LINE

PAYSON TUCKER, Agent,
353 Commercial Street, Portland.
June 24, 1872
jun21tf

Commencing Monday,

$1.50. Freight taken

NEW ABRANGEMENT.

♦Accommodation.
tFast Express.
% Mondays, Wednesdays aud Friday ».
W. MERRITT, Superintendent,

S UMMKR

CAPTAIN A. S. OLIVER,
Will leave tlie end of Custom House Wharf dally for
.Tone»' Landing, on and aflerOct 10, l#T2,at 8.45 A.
M., and 3.15 P. M.
Returning h ave Jones' Landing at 9.15 and 3.45 P.
M.
Fare down and back 25 cent»*, children half price.
Sj*k toi arrangements can be made by applying to
the Capt.
oclodtr

Anthony's

same

W. L. BILLING».
Agent
J. B. CO If LE JR., General Agent.mcnSOtf

Springfield line.

Dr.

WiHsell to bo paid lor in Install-

The leading

tbii

at 5 P. M.
low rates.

The above trains leave P. S. & P. R. R. Station
foot of State street, where tickets can be purchased
and baggage checked.
C
Freight trains between Portland and Boston

aug28-tf

Patterns of Garments

at

days

—

Price lists sent by mail.

j

Sewing Machines !

executed

WHARF, Portland,

(SUNDAYS EXCEPTED)
A.T 7 O'CLOCK Ί?. INI.
leave
INDIA WHARF, Boston,
Returning
DAILY,

Trains leave P. S. & P. R. It. Stafor Boston, *6.15, *9.10
M., 3.30t, 4.15*, 6.00$ (express) P.M.
■*—
Returning *7.30,18.30 A.M., *12.30,
*3.15, 6.00Î (express) P. M.
For Rochester, Alton Bay, *6.15, A. M.
Manchester aud Concord, Ν. H., via C. & P. R. R.
Junction, 6.15* A. M., 3.30* P. M.
Manchester and Concord, via Lawrence, 9.10* A. M.
Lowell, 6.15* 9.10* A. M., 3.30t, 4.15* P. M.
Milton and Union, 9.10* A. M. 3.30f, 4.15* P. M.
NOTE*—Tbe 6.15* A. M. train arrives ii Boston in
time to connect with Shore Line at 11.10 for New
York, the South and the West. 9.10* A. M. train connects witli the 3.00 P. M. Springfield Route and Sound
Steamers for New York and the South. 3.30t P. M.
train with the 9.00 P. M. train for New York via Shore

ranted.

ELIAS HOWt,

neatly

ATLANTIC

J8T2.

All Inetrnmcnts War-

l73MkMleS>f.. Uj» Stairs.

Having commodious Cabin and State Room accommodations, will run alternately, leaving

pMwe^SSSffltion, Portland,

San

MELODEONS

Turner Honse, T. H. Hussey & Co. Pro
prietor».
Sim Houhc, M. II. Hilton,
Proprietor,

&

Arrangement, July 1st,

STEAMERS
and
MONTREAL·,

CITV

—- ■

Maybnry,Propri-

PRINTING
Office.

Summer

West, Northwest

RICHMOND.

PL3MM.es

FOREST

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD.

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY.

HASTINGS,

SOUTH CHINA.
[inkc House, J. Savage, Proprietor.

ANDBXJTTEKIOK'B

wTHE SUPERIOR SEA-GOIXJ

ville, .Northport. Soatli Thomastou and St. George,
daily. At Rockland for Union, Appleton and Washington, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays.
At Thomaston tor St. George daily.
At Warren for Union, daily.
At Warren for Jefferson and Whitefleld,
Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays.
At Waidoboro' for North Waldoboro', Washington,
anri Liberty daily.
At New Castle for Bristol and Pemaquid, daily.
Freight Trains daily and freight taken at low rates.
C. A. COOMBS, Sup't.
jv29dtf

by buying via

orders by mall promptly attended to.
Sept 5-eodtf

LL.

Hie hniond Hotel, H. Springer.
Proprietor
NKOWH EGAN.
Ikowhcgan Hotel,Ε. B.

FOR BOSTON.

M.

All

PEAK'S ISLAND.
Jnion House—W. T. Jones. Proprietor.

j5ltt

Leave Maine Central Depot, at 7.00 a. m., and 1.00

PORTLAND.

Proprietors.

etor.

Portland

and Rockland.
Steamers leave Rockland for all points on the Penobscot river, Machlas, Mount Desert VJnal Haven,

Exchange Street,

'
Commercial Honse—L. O. Sanborn &
Co.,

Hubbard, Proprietor.

change

MTEA.HKR

M.

49 1-2

Proprietor».
?t. Julian Hotel, Cor. Middle and Plum
Si». G. E. Ward, Proprietor.
[J. S. Hotel , Junction of Congres» and Federal St». E. Cram & Co.,
Proprietor.
Walker House, Opp. Rostou
Depot, Geo.
Bridglium Jr., Proprietor.

Kubbnrd Hotel, H.

No

Rockland.
of cars between

Inland Ntrmubeal Company.

Κ Χ Χ» Κ TC 8 B,

M.,

DAYS, at 4 P. M.
Fare, including State room,
$7 00
For freight and further information
apply to J
B. COYLE, Jr., Atlant ic
Wharf, or
JOHN PORTEOU3. Agent.
_°e28tf

New

rooiei" Wiacajeet.
Damariscôtta,
Waldoboro,
}!„!?!?fffff?§lCa8tle.
Warren and

at 4 P.

FOR HALIFAX DIRECT.
Making close connections with the Nova Scotia
Railway, for Windsor, Truro, New Glasgow and
Pictou, and steamers foi Prince Edward's Island : also at New
Glasgow, N. S., with Llndsey & Co.'e
Stages for Cape Breton.
ξ£Γ RETURNING leaves Halifax on TUES-

KNOX & LINCOLN RAILROAD.

Yon

let.

Preble Hou»e, Congress St. Gibson &
Co.,

PARIS ΌΙ 3

Every Saturday,

Foxcroft take 1:00 p. m. train. Passengers ticketed through. Fare $5.00.
aie sold in Portland at Station
Tickets
Through
and at Ho> ?e Railroad Office for Houlton, Calais and
St. John, fare $8.00; and to Halifox $12.00.
J. M. LUNT, General Superintendent.
Augusta, July 26, 1872.
aug!2tf

GO

Fosters, Transparencies,

PORTLAND.
House, Temple St. Charles Adams

The favorite steamship CARLOTTA, Capt. K. D. Mulligan,
Portland

next morning.
For Dover and

WILLIAM H. TURNER, Superintendent.
Portland, May 20,18Ί£.
decl6-tc

£3^=Wagon, Box and

NORTH STRATFORD Ν. H.
Willard House, C' S. Bailey At Co. Pro-

ARRANGEMENT.

leaves

ForMt Kineo, Moosehead Lake, take 12.15 a.m.
train for Dexter, arriving at Dexter at 6:50 a. m. At
8 o'clock stage leaves for Greenville, foot of Lake,
where you take steamer for Mt. Kineo, arriving at
5:30 p. in. Passengers can by stopping over night at
Dexter leave Portland at 1.00 p. m.and take stage

to

etor.

lid a m s

a. in.

from,

Superior

Extinguishers.

NORWAY.
Real's Hotel, L. R. Weeks, Prop.
Kim House, Main St. W. W. Whitmarsb

a. m.

From Oldtown, Mattawamkeag, Bangor. SkowheWaterville, Augusta, Winthrop, Readneld, Bath
and Lewiston at 2:55 p. m.
From Augusta and Lewiston at 6:45 p. m.
From St. John, Houlton, Calais, Bangor, &c., 1:25

je21tf
Entirely

The Last,

YORK HARBOR.
Marshall Heine N. O. Marshall & Sons,

Proprietors.

Augusta,.

Bath and Lewiston at 8:35

m.

gan,

train

Dlunger, Agent.

mm

SPRINCFVALE.
Tibbetts House, 8. F. Tibbetts, Proprietor

aniwnn.

Proprietors, Boston.

5,712 50
9,500 00

$27,800)

prietor.

f

Ν THE
COU&H
'pOUBTLESSr
BEST 1MILD,C|NF jJwORLDV
CUTLER BROS & CO
AlLt:"c%cl

$

...

The Rail Way Hotel, Michael Clark, Pro·

UECETABLEDULMONARy
^"""«πΛ'ΠίΛΐ'πηιιηη DALSAM
Π
*

!

Portland Office, X6G Fore Street,

MECHANIC FALLS.

DIRECT!
WINTER

Boston.

New Haven & Northampton R. R bonds.
Danbury and Norwalk R. R. Bonds
Connecticut Valley R. R. Bonds
Fourth National Bank Stock, New York..
German American Bank Stock, N. York..
Ninth National Bank Stock, New York...
Home National Bank Stock, Meriden
Meriden National Bank Stock, Meriden..
First National Bank Stock, Meriden
Loans on stocks and bonds (worth $266,934 00)
Office and Age »cy Premiums unpaid
Cash on Hand and in Bank
Office Furniture and Safe
Accrued Interest on Stocks, Bonds, &c...
Loans on First Mortgages (property worth

Eastern Hotel.—L.K. Corthel, Proprietor

Nt

$200,000 00

ASSETS:
United States Reg. 1881. Bonds, 6s

GREAT

f

ïaV*V3

Hotel,

Central

Γο book ever sold like MARK TWAIN'S
KOI CIIING IT
80,0nn printed in six months.
•Id Agents often make $25 a Λ xy ; new ones can make
5 to 10 easily on this book. Try it once and see.
Ve want 1000 more agents;don't be afrakl to apply—
For
Id and young. Women do splendily with if.
ill information, address AMERICAN Publising
oct22t4w
!o., Hartford, Conn.

ft*

Taft, Prop

ΟΟΒΠΑΙ.

Mild Climate,
,

House.—E.

Halifax, Nova Scotia.

daily.
Passenger station in Boston, Haymarket Square.
Freight station. Causeway street.

ocxoBKR 1st, îers.

and mineral

3.000.000 Acres in Nebraska, in the

'alley,

Meriden, Mass.

Pro-

ELLSWORTH.

^

®^be

Jackson,

EASTPORT.

plant

Agents Wanted Tor

Meriden Fire Ins. Co.

Dcxfer House.

prietor.

From

or

Dr. Wells

agent.
Is there want of action in your Iiiver &
Spleen? Unless relieved at once, the blood becomes
impure by deleterious secretious, producing scrofulous or skin diseases, Blotches,
Felons, Pustules,
Canker, Pimples, &c., &c.
Take JTnrubeba to cleanse,
purify and restore
the vitiated blood to healthy action.
Hare you a Dynpepntic Stomach ? unless
digestiou is promptly aided the system is debilitated
with loss of vital force,
poverty of the Blood, Dropsical Tendency, General Weakness or Lassitude.
Take it to assist Digestion without
reaction, it will
impart youthful vigor to the weary sufferer.
Hare yon weakiicft* of the Intestine*?
You are in uanger of Chronic Diarrhoea or the dreadful Inflammation of the Bowels.
Take it to allay irritation and ward off
tendency to
inflam ations.
Hot, you weakness of the Uterine or
Urinary Organ* ? You must procure instant relief or you are liable to
suffering worse than death.
Take it to strengthen organic weakness or life becomes a burden.
Finally it should be frequently taken to keep the
system in perfect health or you are otherwise in great
danger of malarial, miasmatic or contagious diseases.
JOHN Q. KELLOGG, 18 Piatt St., New York,
Sole Agent for the United States.
Price One Dollar per Bottle. Send forCircular.
oc!8
4wt

1

DEXTER.

Androscoggin House,

retains all the medicinal virtues peculiar to the
and must be taken as a permanent curative

STATEMENT
OF THE CONDITION OF TUE

It is not a physic which may give
relief
to the sufferer for the first few uo en, but
which, from
continued use brings Piles and kindred diseases to
aid in weakening the invalid, nor is it a doctored
liquor
which, under the popular name of "Bitters" is so
extensively palmed oft on the public as sovereign remedies, but it is a inoet powerful Tonic anil
alterative· pronounced so by the leading medical
authorities of London and Paris, and has been
long
used by the regular physicians of other countries with
wonderful remedial results.

J.

Portland for Lewiston via Danville at 8:20 p.
Train· Due at Portland·

and hence

Clark's Dining Hall, Grand Trunk Railway Depot, IB. W. Clark, Proprietor.

temporary

Portland for Lewiston, Bath, Rockland, Augusta,
Readtield, Winthrop, Skowhegan, Bangor, Mattawaiukeag at 1:00 p. m.
Portland for Lewiston, Bath and Augnsta 5:25 p.

p.

of

sum

Sept 2-is3w-ostf

BLOOD PURi FIER

a. m.

Hurricane and Dix Islands.

S. WINSTON, President,

F.
Has

For

& Jacobs,

7:00

w...MM..w.yn

DA1QARMCOTTA.

Hotel, Sanborn

Million

Tontine, Installment, Endowment, and all other
form of Policies issued, at the most favorable rates.—
Apply to

CORNISH.

Maine
tors.

annnal

The CASH ASSETS of tlie Great

more

CAlTIDEiU.
Ray View House, Ε. II. Dernuth, Prop.

which

upon

THE BEST SAVINGS BANK.

ing

to

large amount,

of

will be paid.
LOW CASH RATES and annual dividends
are the distinctive features of all the
ordinary forms
of insurances as granted by this Company.
oct!2deSat8t&w8t
w!7

dividends

Portland for Bangor, Houlton, Calais, St. John,
Halifax, &c.. at 12:15 a. m. (sleeping cars and day
cars on this train.)
Portland for Lewiston, Rockland and Augusta at

m.

The Poliey gives insurance for a definite sum at a
very low rale of premium.
It has a fixed CAUBE VAIiUE, which can be
withdrawn at the end of any year on surrender of the

Proprietors.
Chapman House, S. H. Chapman, Proprietor.
BRIDGTON CENTER, UIc.
Cumberland House, ftfarshall Bacon, Pro
prietor.

a

DEPOSIT INSURANCE POLICY.

BETHEL·.
Chandler House, F. S. Chandler & Co.

P.

Co.,

Proprietor.

Cony House, G. A. & H. Cony. Proprie-

For

ti

RAILROAD.

Pcnk'fl

WALES, Agent.

~

AIT IS tJIS IV.

Houmc, Court.

ON

Trains
lient Of
of Trains.
-Arrangement
•ing July 22,J?g?f?£ff£^
p?H:????4f!ff|Commencmg
r:^
"^'1l872.

tor.

For Peaks' Island.

and after
MONDAY, Oct. Mtlp, 1872, llie regular trips of » teamen* over
Sebago Lake to Bridgton, Naples, North Brldgton ami
Harrison will l«
discontinued for the season.
oc28dlw
A. J.

HAMILTON, Superintendent.

MAINE CENTRAL

AIiFR£D.

Elm

after Monday, Sept. 16th, and
notice, trains will run

A. M.
P. M.
Leave Portland,
7.15
1.15
Leave N. Conway, 6.30
12.30
The 7.15 and 0 30 a. m. Trains will be
Freight with
passenger cars attached.
Steamer "Sebago," connects with 1.15 P. M. train
from Portland, for Naples,
Bridgton, No. Bridgton,
Harrison, and Waterford.

Office, 166 Fore St., Portland, Me.

Embracing the leading Hotolr ui the State, at which.
the Daily Pkess may always
found.

TIME.

further
¥!ïfp™p|until
follows :

Correspondent,

DIRECTORY,

ΪΓ.

R.

-™

H. CHAPMAN, Horretnry.
CHARLES DENNIS, Vice-President,
J. D. HAWLETT, 3rd Vice-Pres't.

HOTELS.

OGDENSBURG

On and

J,

dlm-eodllm&wGw

after

CHANGE OF

Six per cent interest 011 the outstanding certificates of profits will be paid to the holders thereof, or their
legal representatives, on and after Tuesday the Sixth of February next.
The outstanding certificates of the issue of 1868, will be redeemed and paid to the holders thereof, or their
legal representatives, on and after Tuesday the Sixth of February next, from which date all interest thereon
will cease. The certificates to be produced at the time of payment, and cancelled. Upon certificates which
were issued (in red scrip) ior gold premiums ; such payment of interest and redemption will be in gold.
A dividend of Forty Per Cent, is declared on the net earned premiums of the Company, for the
year ending 31st December, 1871, for which certificates will be issued on and after Tuesday the Seeond ol

JOHN W. MUNGER,

an;l
will

STEAMERS.

SPECIAL NOTICE.

ARRANGEMENT.

P0RTLAND~&

$14,806,812 37

^
J D JONES, President.
W. H. H MOORE, 2nd V ice-Pies't.

»F TRAIN*.

Pond, connecting with night mail train for Quebec,
Montreal and the West.
Accommodation for South Paris and intermediate
stations at 5.00 P. M.
Pullman Palace Drawing Room and Sleeping Cars
are attached to the Mail Trains between Portland and
Montreal.
Express trains run through to Montreal without
change of cars at Island Pond.
The Company are not responsible for
baggage to
any amount exceeding §50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid for at the rate of
one passenger tor
every $500 additional value.
C. J. BRYDGES, Managing Director.
H. BAILEY, Local Superintendent.
Portland, June 20 1872.
jun21tf

446 452 69

April next.

s,:"A»iO STEAM BOAT CO.

Monday, Nov. 4tb
'??îlTiaiiis
rim as follows:
Passenger train for South Paris at
7.30 A. !n.; for Island Pond, Quebec,
Montreal, and the west at 1.30 P. M. Stopping at all
stations.
Mail train (stopping at all stations) for Island

Charter of the Company, submit the following Statement of its affairs

No Policies have been issued ui»on Life Risks; nor upon Fire Risks disconnected with
Marine Risk».
Premiums marked Off from 1st January, 1871, to 31st December, 1871,
Lusses paid during the same ]»eriod
$2,735,980 63
Ret urns of Premiums and Expenses,
$973,211 84
The Company has the following Assets, viz:
United States and State of New York Stock, City, Bank and o4Ler Stocks,
Loans secured by Stocks, and otherwise,

sundry

BRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF CANADA.

WINTER

New York.

of Marine Premiums,

Real Estate and Bonds and
notes and claims
Interest, and
Premium Notes aud Bills Receivable
in
Bank.
Cash

STEAMERS.

On

William,

Premiums received on Marine Risks, from 1st January, 1871. to 31st
Premiums on Policies not marked off 1st January, 1871,

etor.

thirty names a day. No buisncss pays like this. Send
for terms; and secure territory for this
great enterprise at once. MACLEAN, STODDART & CO.
Publishers, 3 School Street, Boston.
oet30-4wt

1-Λ^Ά
No. 43 Lin

canvass

THE GREAT ILLUSTRATED PEOPLE'S WEEKLY, the best and cheapest paper published. DIO
WIS and a corps of most popular authors
write exclusively for it. We give a copy of the un-

1

"They have every comfort and luxury, of
:ourse," she says discontentedly. "Cultured
:
ociety outside, and lovely scenery, and all
hat. But the elegant house is all upside
lown, and the servants rule, and the childen go
tumbling about in their summer
:lothes these freezing days, and Susy sits
;
miling with folded hands, and Ben fiddles,
ind they're as happy as kings and queens,
t's intolerable !"—Rebecca Davis in Hearth

Living

STANLEY

railroad

iings

a

STREET,

Bryant's
Proprietor.

For full

I walked on down the road, and Ben followed me.
Some laborers from about the
station came up alongside of us.
"If it ud been daylight," said one in a subdued tone, "there might'a' been a chance;
but at night——"
"An' both express, and goin' at full speed

men

RESURRECTION from

J>eath, by

ously.

where business

ONCE for
OF THE

LIVINGSTONE,

and hie

"Station No.
15.
Five minutes late.
Well !" with a puzzled look, and then crumpling it up and thrusting it into his waistcoat
pocket. "Did you say you had not a carriage ? There's a cabman here that I know—
most obliging fellow. I'll just run around
"
the corner
"But your dispatch ?" I said uneasily.
"That's nothing! I'll io.ik into it in a
minute."
He ran off like a boy, was gone a short
time, and returned, bringing a slouching
Irishman cracking his whip.
"Here he is. Bring your carriage up, Pete.
The train is due now."·
At that moment, the New York expreis,
heavily laden, went thundering by on its way
to Baltimore.
I stood watching idly how the
line of figures in the windows made a long
whisk of color against the night, when the
sound of a sudden, inarticulate effort for
breath made me tuin to Ben. He was looking after the cars, holding the open dispatch
in his hand. Something iu his face told me
the whole truth. Yet I v*as calm as men
usually are when death meets them face to
face on the highway.
"What have you done?"
"I did not read all of the dispatch."
I took it. It was from the train on which
my wife was to come. "Station No. 15! Five
minutes late ! Keep track clear !"
"I ought to have stopped the New York express at the station before this one.
They
will meet ten miles down the road."
"You can telegraph now."
"There is no station between this and No.
15."
He turned to the superintendent, who
came out of his office and gave him the dispatch, saying quietly : "I neglected to stop
the New York train. You see what I have
done." And then he followed me down the
road. I remember how I heard behind us a
sudden outcry of men's voices, and then an
idwful bush, as the comprehension of what
was yet to come, that could not be
helped,
struck them dumb. I remember dully understanding, too, that they uere sending to the
city for help, surgeons. Some bf the officials
passed us in a few moments, driving furi-

science,

>n

WALL

American

FREE TO BOOK AGENTS.

AN ELEGANTLY BOUND CANVASSING HOOK
for the be«4t and cheapest Family Bible ever published
will be sent free of charge to any book agent. It contains nearly 500 fine Scripture illustrations, and
agents are meeting with unprecedented success, Address, stating experience, etc., and we will show you
what our agents are doing, NATIONAL PUBLISA1NG CO. Phila., Pa.
oct30 4wt

nights with the cold sweat of terror
on my face, from dreaming that I am standing again on the dimly-lighted platform breaking the fragrant syringa bunches from the
bush, and watching Ben with an amused
pleasure as he bustled to and fro.
"Have you a carriage ?" coming up to me
at the moment the telegraph-operator put a
dispatch in his hand.

"Of course."
"Then the company were exceedingly unlust!" said Melicent.
"Ben never would
liave neglected a dispatch again, whoever
is
might, that certain. What does the company expect him to do—starve ?"
"I have good news for you," the doctor said,
lis eyes shining.
Boelnn, it seems, would
not leave Bonn to take the professorship, and
t is given to Ben at last."
"There is a poetic justice!" Melicent said
svith a triumphant nod to me.
"That Ben should be rewarded for selling
iiis birthright for a mess of pottage!" Though
I was better pleased than she was after all.
Ben Pilley holds rank now in the world of

min-

start with sent !ree bv mail. Addtess with 6 cent
return stamp M. YOUNG & CO., 16 Cortland St..
New York.
oct30-4wt

still at

ter.

or

county, for

everv

Ο THE WORKING CLASS, male or
female $60 a week guaranteed. Respectable em
ployment at home, day or evening; no capital required; full instructions and valuable package oi goods to

uoVdh

After that thev were silent, hurrvinsr on
beside us.
The night was dark.
We came
at last to where the road made a sudden
bend around a hill, below which a creek glimmered in the fog. On the other side of the
bend were beard a sound of horses tramping.
"It's the buggies of the men as rode down,"
said one of the irishmen. "The trains have
met beyant."
They went on. I stopped, I do not know
for how long, holding my face against the
I remember
clay of tbe cut in the hill.
groping with my hand, and thinking I had a
woman's hair in it, or the child's.
I crept
around the bend presently and down the
road.
There, on the track, lay a long train, the
engine snorting and puffing—drowsy but
composed women's faces peering out of every
wiudow. From one of the first Melicent
looked curiously, and Sandy beat on the gla»s
with his hands. Groups of men were standing along the road, all talking at once.
"Jake Redmund's on the engine this run,"
said a brakeman to a crowd near, "and that's
all that saved us.
Jake sees the light of
t'other train turnin' the hill, and. switche»
back. He had'nt an inch to spare, sir! Jake'·
got the best eye and hand ο ι this road, and
he'll be promoted for to-night's work. If the
company don't take account of this night's
work of Jake s it's an infernal shame. Both
them trains saved ! God help us ! here's one
man that appears to be dead 1" stooping to
:ifc a body from off the muddy track. As he
urned it up to the lamp-light, I saw Ben's
bin face and half-open mouth.
"Pilley has been dismissed from the service
of the company," said^iaul, a day or two af-
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"I was sent out ten days
my hand heartily.
ago—a kind of promotion, I believe. There's
more responsibility involved.
Come in and
look at my snuggery," watching my surprise
with boyish delight. The neat little office
was brightened by vines and flowers in the
windows ; some fine drawings were on the
walls and rare books on the desk. The violin
lay near his hand.
"Plenty of time tor study. A man is
drawn to his real work by a sort of gravitation, eh? One can't sell all of one's birthright for the mess of pottage. But what
brings you here at night?"
I told him Mel was coming, and could not
help being gratified by his pleasure. He was
a grateful, affectionate fellow, and Melicent's
little kindness to them had made him very
fond of her.
"I had no idea she was coming back so
soon.
Poutefract's Woods has seemed dull
and lifeless without her, especially to Susy.
On the 9.40 express, eh ? That's one of the
heaviest trains usually. Break off some flowers, Lathrop, and have them ready for your
wife, while I
Here, Sam!" to a colored
boy lounging on the grass, "run off to the
for
some
ice-cream.
village
Fly, you rascal !
She'll be thirsty with the heat and dust,"
to
me.
turning
acrn
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Be warned, ne?>er «e.çfeci a coli, it is easily
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"Yes, this is my post now," after wringing
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"What do you think?" said Saul anxiou·ly, aller we hail gone out.
"As I did at first. It was a mistake."
if I had not
"They would have starved
brought him here."
Better lor a man to starve than to attempt
than his own. There is so
anv other work
Either the man or the
much force wasted.
work ends in ruin."
"Very good in theory. But what about
the starving wife and children? Besides,"
continued Saul, when he found I had nothing
to say, "the chiel of Ben's department tells
me that the work is, as he says, a mere
bagatelle to him.
Pilly is no dreaming bookworm, after all, but a man of sound ability
and large grasp of thought."
I said no more, having certainly no right to
interfere. But the belief was an old one with
me, that every master-workman in the world
is fitted by God for an especial task, and quits
it at his peril for any consideration of comfort or even life.
Looking back at Ben's
story through the horror that darkened it,
the beliefhas deôpened into a superstition.
I had no opportunity of noting how he j-erformed his duties until a month or two later,
when I went one day out to a suburban station on the road to meet Melicent, who, with
the baby, had been down in Maryland for a
week. She had telegraphed me to expect
her on the 9:40 p. m. express train from Baltimore, and 1 went out an hour before. I
found Ben pacing up and down the little platform, with no other duty ill life apparently
but to drink in the beauty of the iudistinct
landscape asleep in the mellow September
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how I used to creep out of work and be off t·
the wood» half the time. I could not help it,
Laihrop. Nature had her grip on me. But
here, when a thousand or more of ui men set
eti' to our labor in the morning, I feel q'iite
in au army. X
as though I were marching
keep step with humanity, eh ?"
What about the work when you reach the

office?"
"Oh! it'β

Little friend, by my uame once known,
I am rubbing the tongs to-day;
but the face that I gaze on you would not own,
It has lost your childlook gay.

up

dftertlie ft rat welcome wm over, "StlfteJ?
Not n bit of It I There's something vitalizing
in the very pressure of human life about you.
It'» a stimulant. Why, at home you know
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